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ABSTRACT 

This project was d0$igned to achieve two major goals; 1) to examine the 

effects of legislative decisions related to gambling, with particular attention 

to recent decisions to permit some forms of legal commercial gambling; and 2) to 

examine the way gambling laws are enforced, with parti,cu1ar attention to varia-

tion in enforcement practices and the significance thereof .. 

Sixteen randomly selected cities with populations 250,000 or larger were 

studied. The cities included a representation of various amounts of available 

legal gambling - from none to off-track betting, a legal lottery and legal horse 

racing. A Nevada city was also studied. In each city, key police officers, 

prosecutors, and judges were interviewed. Legal statutes were analyzed and rec-

ord data collected. In 14 cities, a probability sample of police officers com-

p1eted a self-administered questionnaire. In addition, a special set of ques-

tions dealing with gambling law enforcement was included in a national survey 

to provide data on citizen goals for gambling law enforcement. 

Our findings and conclusions can be summarized fairly succinctly: 

1) The laws against gambling in private are primarily a symbolic gesture on 

the part of legislators; they are neither enforced or enforceable in any reason-

able sense of the word. 

2) Legislators have given police a relatively unattractive job, for which 

police can get little credit if they do a good job and considerable abuse i.f 

they fail. 

3) The laws against public social gambling and commercial gambling probably 
1\ 
\.! 

are enforceable to the extent that other comparable l13-wS are enforceable. Con-

sistent with the relatively low priority of gambling, the resources devoted to 

gambling law enforcement are very modest. Th.e results, with a few notable ex-
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ceptions, are modest as well. Most departments realistically strive for one of 

several models of limited enforcement. 

4) Citizens are much more likely to be concerned about non-enforcement of 

gambling laws than about aggressive enforcement. Citizens are very likely to 

view non-enforcement of gambling laws as an indication of police corruption. 

5) Regional, multi-service criminal organizations were reported to directly 

control all or a substantial portion of illegal commercial gambling operations in 

about half the cities. These cities were much more likely than others to have 

had publicly disclosed gambling-related corruption in the past. In the balance 

of the cities, bookmaking and numbers were said to be run primarily by local, 

independent organizations that specialized in gambling. There had been no sig-

nificant publicly disclosed gambling-related corruption in any of these cities 

in the past ten years. 

6) The prosecutors of gambling cases generally do not recommend penalties 

for conviction which any reasonable person would think would be a deterrent to 

further involvement in commercial gambling. Police and prosecutors differ 

markedly on whether or not serious penalties are appropriate for convicted com-

mercial gambling operators not directly tied to large-scale criminal organiza-

tions. 

7) Prosecutors are not held accolmtable for their decisions due to the lack 

of information about the decisions thev make. 

8) As states have made availal',le legal horse tracks or lotteries, there is 

no eviden:!e that this has made the enforcement task of police harder or easier. 

, 9) Legislators need to understand that, because of the nature of gambling 

offenses, the meaning of gambling laioTs and the resulting constraint s on gambling 

behavior are determj.ned less by what legislators write than by how local police 

and prosecutors carry out their responsibilities. 
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PREFACE 

This project was undertaken in order to understand better the ways in which 

the criminal justice system goes about enforcing anti-gambling laws and the mean

ing of these laws for that system. The study is timely because laws against 

plaintiffless crimes in general, and gambling in particular, are being discussed 

in many state legislatures. 

Because of the link in some people's minds between gambling and corruption, 

it might seem likely that corruption would be the focus of this study. This was 

not the case. The limit of survey research is what people are willing and able 

to report. There was never any idea that a project such as this would be in

vestigati ve in any sense. Rather, the idea behind the proj ect was much simpler: 

we ifanted to know wha.t was being done to enforc e the gambling laws in the tnaj or 

cities of this country. To do this, we needed to get information from people 

with responsibilities in gambling law enforcement about what they know and what 

they do. Such information is not deeply hidden. However, it has never been as

sembled systematically to provide a truly national perspective on gambling law 

enforcement in major cities. 

In order to accomplish this goal, it WaS obviouSly necessary to have the 

cooperation of the relevant agencies in each city. Without exception, we ob .... 

tained th~ cooperation of the appropriate prosecutorf' , court clerks and judges. 

However, obtaining the cooperation of the police departments was somewhat more 

difficult. 

There are several reasons why police cooperation was more difficult to ob ..... 

tain than that of other relevant agencies. First, major city police departments 

receive many relluests to help with research. They have the rather inappro]?riate 

task of trying to decide which research projects they will cooperate with and: 
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which they will not; we were forced to compete with these various other requests. 

Second, a significant number of police chief executives feel that research 

is commonly not helpful and, inde~d, is not infrequently deleterious to their 

interests. One concern is the potential for embarrassment if research showed a 

department to be deficient in some respect. There is no question that a study 

of gambling law enforcement was viewed as particularly sensitiye in some depart

ments, though by no ,means in all. In addition, chief executives expressed the 

view that research conclusions are often misleading pr even inaCGurate. One 

particular concern was that by participating they might in some way be viewed as 

endorsing or condoning the conclusions of the project. 

Third, because all police officers potentially have a role in gambling law 

enforcement, we felt it essential to get some feedback from them. We wanted a 

sample of police officers to fill out a questionnaire. This aspect of the re

search posed a particular problem for the project. That the time needed to an

swer the questionnaire would ta.ke away from police duties was one concern; sur

vey data from police officers on gambling law enforcement were seen by some de

partments as potentially embarrassing; and there was concern that the men them

selves would resent being asked to participate in the survey. 

Of the 17 cities originally selected for the sample, two, Baltimore and 

Dallas, refused to participate in any way. Four other departments agr.eed to let 

us interview persons informed about gambling law enforcement policy but decided 

not to permit distribution of the questionnaire. Because Akron and Pittsburgh 

also limited the number of people with whom we could speak in their departments 

and because there were reasonably comparable substitutes possible,we did sub

stitute for those two cities. Because New York and Los Angeles were extremely 

coope1"ative with respect to on-site interviews and there were no substitutes 

that would not seriously affect the representativeness of the sample, we included 
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these two cities in the sample without police questionnaire data. In the final 

sample, there were 14 departments that cooperated fully,* (three that were sub-

stitutes for originally selected cities) and two cities which permitted on-site 

interviewing but not the administration of the police questionnaire. 

We considered several of the concerns expressed by police chief executives 

to be legitimate, and we worked hard to be responsive to their concerns. The 

following are some of the compromises or agreements made: 

1. We agreed not to :present data for individual cities. After meeting with 

several poli~e executives, we did become convinced that there was potential for 

embarrassment eve~ in fairly descriptive and non-evaluative information. Because 

the purpose of the study was to present a national perspective on gambling en-

forcement in large cities, the research design did not require that individual 

cities be identified. Although in some cases it made the presentation more 

difficult, cities are not identified in this report. 

2. We worked closely with police officials in two pilot cit:ies to reduce 

the length of the questionnaire to under ten minutes and to eliminate or modify 

the questionnaire items which they considered to have the most potential for 

embarrassment to the department. There were some significant items that were 

lost in this process. However, we feel that these were more than compensated 

for by the level of cooperation which we received from police departments and by 

the response rate from :police officers. 

3. To allay the concerns that :police o:eficBrs might have about coml?lettng 

the questionnaire candidly, procedures were established so that responses were 

absolutely anonymous. There was no way to link the answers on aspecii'ic ques .... 

*A fifteenth CJ:1JY, Reno, was also fully cooperative. However, becauSe of: the 
uni.que situation in Nevada, the police questionnaire was not administered. 
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tionnaire to any individual officer. Questionnaires were returned directly to 

the research team so that no one in the department could view the answers. Ap

parently the combination of t~,~ short questionnaire and the data collection pro

cedures was successful in eliminating the concerns of"'inost" police officers. Al

though participation was voluntary, the response rates were extremely high. In 

fact, only in the two departments where we were asked to change our procedures 

drastically was the response rate below 75 per cent. 

4. We gave police departments an opportunity to review a near final draft 

of the final report, and agreed to note any criticisms or comments they had 

which we felt we could not be responsive to in the final revision. 

We want to emphasize that the final report contains changes and revisions 

that the departments have not reviewed. Moreover, in no way should any de

partment's participation be construed as endorsement of the conclusions of this 

x'eport. However, we hope that by this review process we have minimized the num

ber of factual errors in the report. Moreover, at this time, we would like to 

point out the comments made by responding police executives that might still be 

valid criticisms of the conclusions we reached. 

First, at least two chiefs felt that we did not suft'iciently emphasize the 

importance of the link between organized crime and gambling. We have tried to be 

responsive to this concern in the final revisions of this report. We in no sense 

intended to minimize the importance of organized crime in those cities where it 

is a major force in gambling. However, we also did have to point out that local 

police see illegal gambling operations directly tied to multi-service criminal 

organizations in only about half of the sample cities. 

Second, we received several comments about our treatment of wiretaps. One 

respondent noted that saying gambling law enforcement can be successful without 

wiretaps is "similar to saying that horsedrawn transportation is as effective as 
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motor vehicle transportation". Another comment was that we understated the value 

of wiretapping for developing intelligence about the structure of criminal organ

izations. Still another critic said that our comments might be appropriate to 

the way wiretaps are used at present by local district attorneys and police~ but 

the conclusion that they were not necessary to gambling law enforcement was not 

justified because of the potential value of wiretapping. We have placed less 

emphasis on wiretapping in the final version of the report than we did in the 

earlier draft, because these criticisms highlight the fact that wiretapping was 

not a primary focus of this project. In addition, the National Wiretap Commis

sion has reported on this issue in greater depth for many of the same cities. 

However, we stand on our conclusion, horse and buggy or not, that there are de

partments in our sample that are as effective against numbers and bookmaking 

without using wiretaps as those d.epartments that use them. The specific poli

cies and proce&lres of a department probably make more difference in how effec

tively the laws against commercial gambling are enforced than does the presence 

or absence of wiretap privileges. 

Thi+d, one chief executive thought it was unfortunate that we had left out 

some interesting examples of major city gambling law enforcement such. as Phila

delphia, Chicago and San Francisco. The sample as drawn is representative of 

the population of all cities 250,000 or larger in terms of size, region of the 

country, type of legal games available and patterns of arrests. Although any 

sampling scheme can miss an individual case that is unique, taken as a wholetlle 

sample is representative of the various approaches to gambling law enforcement 

in the country and prevides a reasonably accurate estimate of the prevalence of 

various approaches to gambling law enforcement. 

Finally, at least two chief executives thought that we were not strong 

enough in our oppositidn to increased legal gambling. Our research does not 
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justify such opposition. There is no evidence and no statement in this report 

that suggests that legal commercial gambling would help law enforcement efforts 

in any way unless it was accompanied by the establishment of another gambling 

law enforcement agency to take over the responsibilities of local police in 

this area. There is some evidence that increased legalization has some effect 

on citizen support for gambling law enforcement efforts; but those effects are 

modest and not consistent. They do not, in our judgment, provide a basis for 

concluding that legalized gambling will make the job of enforcing gambling laws 

significantly more difficult. In short, our conclusion is that the issue of 

legalized gambling will have to be argued and resolved on economic, moral and 

social grounds rather than on the basis of its significance for gambling law en-

forcement. 

Again, we want to thank the police officials, as well as the prosecutors 

and court officials who cooperated in this project. We have made every effort 

to present our findings in an objective and accurate fashion, only to present 

conclusions that we feel are justified by the data, and to present the interests 

and concerns of the criminal justice system participants in a fair and even way. 

If we have managed that, we will be very' gratified. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND METHODS 

Background and Purposes 

This project was designed to learn as much as possible about the way state 

anti-gambling laws are enforced, in order to assess the likely significance of 

increased legal gambling for law enforcement and to provide insights into ways 

in which anti-gambling law enforcement might be made more effective. 

A number of different societal policy concerns converged to make this proj

ect timely. Fiscal pressures on state budgets have led legislatures to look for 

alternative sources of revevue. One such source is legalized gambling. Since 

1963, 13 states have begun to run state lotteries~ 2 states have set up jai alai 

arenas and Atla~tic City is about to go into the casino business. The likeli

hood is high that there will be even more legal opportunities to gamble in the 

coming years. 

There are also people who are concerned with the extent to which criminal 

laws are used to regulate what some see as essentially private moral decisions. 

Laws against sexual behavior between consulting adults, prostitution and the use 

of marijuana have all been called in question. Some of the laws against gambling 

clearly fall into a similar category. 

A third important trend in American society is to try to de~l more harshly 

with serious or repeat criminal offenders. Along with chronic armed robbers, 

terrorists and sex offenders, targets of special interest have been persons 

working for large-scale criminal organizations. Numerous changes have been 

made in federal and state laws to assist law enfor'cementagencies in apprehend

ing such persons. Strike forces, both federal and local, that target organized 

crime figures have been established over the past ten years throughout the 
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country. Revenues from illegal gambling operations have often been said to be a 

major source of s~pport for criminal organizations. Reflecting this view, some 

state legislatures have been increasing the maximum penalties for gambling vio

lations. 

A fourth trend of importance in recent years has been to take a hard look 

at the criminal justice system. A principal theme of LEAA's Task Force on 

Standards and Goals was the need for specifying clear policies, setting priori

ties, reducing discretion and increasing professionalism among elements of the 

criminal justice system. Gambling law enforcement frequently has been cited as 

one area in which such steps might be most needed. 

Legislatures across the country are in the process of discussing at least 

three kinds of issues: 

a) Should there be more legal commerci.al. gamhli..ng; There are many aspects 

to the di.scussion .,. moral, economic and psychological. One important aspect of 

the debate is predicting the impact of legalized gambling on the enforcement of 

the remaining anti-gambling laws. 

b) Should certain forms of gambling be decriminalized; Again~ there are 

moral considerations that may lie beyond research~ but one important needed 

basis for the discussion is a good understanding of the nature of current gamb.,. 

ling laws, the kind of responsibility they place on police, and how those laws 

are enforced. 

c) Should harsher penalties be set for serious gambling offenders; and 

should certain penalties be mandated legislatively? Again, the issues are com

plex, but one important part of the discussion should be an understanding of the 

significance of current penalties and existing attempts to mandate sentences. 

Police and prosecutors also must set policies with respect to gambling en .... 

forcement. What are realistic and attainable goals? What should b.e the priori-
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ties? How should gambling law enforcement be managed to maximize goal attain-

ment and minimize the potential for internal problems? 

These issues may be more or less salient in different parts of the count:ry. 

However, at least some of them are relevant almost everywhere. At the time this 

project was proposed the available information relevant to gambling enforcement 

policy was very limited. The extent of knowledge about citizen gambling behav-

ior was based on two very limited national stUdies (Smith ~.nd Li, 1971 and NORC, 

1974), and a set of local or state studies of uneven quality, mostly sponsored 

by existing or prospective lottery commissions (see the review of these in Wein-

stein and Deitch, 1974). 

There was, of course, a considerable literature on the police. Wilson 

(lsb8),Reiss (1971), and Skolnick (1975) had each looked at police behavior in 

more than one city, but none focused particularly on gambling. Gardiner (1970) -, 
(-, 

looked more carefully at gambling, but only in the context of the politics of 

corruption, not at what police were actually doing. In addition, his study was 

limited to one small city. Kretz (1975) studied officer views of various law 

enforcement responsibilities with special 'emphasis on "plaintif'fless crimes li in 

Washington, D.C., and Rubinstein (1973) reported the problems caused by gambling-

related corruption in the Philadelphia Police Department'. These were the major 

empirically-based stUdies on which we could build. Also, and perhaps more im-

portant, were the highly publicized findings of the Knapp Commission in New York 

City (1973) and the reports of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission (1974). 

While this project was in progress, ,the Commission on the Review of the 

National Policy toward Gambling (1976) and the National Wiretap Commission 

(1976) issued reports that were very relevant to E\Ome of our work. In p'tLrticu-

lar, the Gambling Commission sponsored' a national survey of gambling behavior, 

and attitudes that produced a great deal of important knowledge (Kallick,et ale, 
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1976). Included in that survey was a set of questions designed specifically for 

this proje'ct to provide data on the perceptions and expectations of citizens re

garding gambling law enforcement. A summary of these data was published by the 

Commission (Mangione, et al., 1976). We make use of those data, where relevant, 

in this report. The Gambling Commission also sponsored a mail survey of police 

departments, which was analyzed by this study team (Pratter and Fowler, 1976). 

Also, during this period, Blakey (1976) completed an analysis of the history of 

gambling laws, on which we were able to draw. 

Thus, at the onset of this research, the systematic knowledge in the area 

consisted of a few studies of police that, while sound, were limited to only a 

few cities or were not particularly concerned with gambling. Considerable rele

vant information has been compiled very recen~ly. We shall attempt to cite in

formation from all sources to the extent that it provides a context for our 

project findings. In addition, we shall cite informed opinions from time to 

time. The latter may be particularly helpful in appreciating what has been 

learned from this project. 

A project that has a descriptive goal is unlikely to produce findings that 

are totally inconsistent with informed c.pinion. However, to a major extent, the 

goal of this research was to provide a perspective, to determine the importance 

of various characteristics or consequences of gambling law enforcement. 

The project specifically addres,ses the tollowing issues; 

a) What is the effect o:t"~-current experiences with legalized ga;rnbling on law 

enforcement? 

, b) What is the effect of the way anti,-gambling laws are drafted on lawen .... 

forc ement ? 

c). What is the effect at gambling ,1l3.w .. en:J;'.0;J::c:ement responsibilities on _police 

officer morale or on the potential for police corruption? 
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d) What is the effect of gambling law enforcement responsibilities on cit-

izen l'espect for police? 

e) How are gambling laws enforced? 

f) What administrative or management decisions have been shown to, or s~em 

likely to, improve gambling law enforcement? 

Methods* 

In order to adequately address the issues relating to gambling enforcement, 

a research design was constructed which would give a representative view of cur-

rent enforcement efforts. 

To obtain this representative view the following elements were included: 

1) Information was collected from a variety of sources (police administra-

tors, vice officers, patrolmen, prosecutors, court clerks, judges, newspaper 

reporters , citizens), using a variety of data collection methods (self-adminis-

tered questionnaires, structured interviews, record data~ and loosely structured 

interviews; 

2) A random sample of cities with populations in excess of 250,000 was 

drawn; 

3) Data were collected using standardized procedures; and 

4) Cities were included which had different amounts of legalized gambling 

available. 

Sample 

The original sample was randomly selected to yield five cities each from 

states representing the three main types of legal gambling situation, two cities 

from a state with legal off-track betting, and one Nevada. city. The police de-

*Amore detailed description of our methods including sample design,dei[elopment 
of measures , types of data sources and copies of materials can be foundl in the 
Appendices to this report. 
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partments in four of the originally selected cities refused to participate. In 

three cases, a substitute city was selected and participa.ted. The resulting 

sample was: 
. 

1) four cities with no legal ga..'Tl.bling allowed (except charitable bingo 

games) -- Atlanta, Birmingham, El Paso, and St. Louis; 

2) five cities which allowed on-track betting on horses or dogs -- Los 

Angeles, Phoenix, Portland, San Jose and Tampa; 

3) five cities which, in addition to on-track betting, had legal state-run 

lotteries -- Boston, Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo and Newark; 

4) two cities which, in addition to on-track betting and lotteries, also 

allowed off-track betting Buffalo and New York City; and 

5) one city which had extensive legal gambling -- Reno.* 

Data Sources 

There were three major sources of data upon which most of our analyses were 

based. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted. with various key figures in the 

police department and the rest of the local criminal justice system in each 

city. Interviews were taken at least with the chief, head of the vice squad, 

one or more gambling specialists, the head of the detective division, the 

head of field operations, the head of the organized crim.e unit (if any), the 

, ...... . 

*In Reno we discovered that the enforcement situation was so different that it 
was impossible to compare to the other cities. Given the extent of l.egal gam ... 
bling in Nevada, all enforcement efforts have'been taken from the police and are 
the responsibility of the Gaming Control Commission; However, this body ap .... 
proaches its task as a licensing and regulatory body. Illegal gambling is that 
which is not licensed or which is operating in violation of various regulations. 
Much of the cost of "regulation" is borne by the legal gambling operator. For 
these reasons, although offering an important anchoring point, the Reno situa
tion was just not comparable to efforts in other cities and therefore we do not 
include Reno in our analyses. 
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head of intelligence (if separate from organized crime), and the head of the in-

ternal affairs unit (if any). Interviews were also taken with prosecutors most 

involved with gambling cases, court clerks, and judges. 

Information gathered from these interviews was of different types. Some of 

the information was objective (e.g., how ma.ny officers in vice); some was in-

formed opinion (e.g., what is the structure of organized crime in the city); and 

some was attitudinal (e.g.? how important is gambling enforcement to you). 

In considering the information from a department we usually averaged opin-

ions from various officers. However, in some instances the study team consid-

Bred some officers' opinions as more informed and thus gave more weight to their 

opinions (e.g., the information supplied by the head of intelligence and the 

head of the vice squad on the structure of organized crime in their city). 

Self-administered questionnaires were administered to a sample of police 

officers as well as all vice specialists in 14 of the 16 sample cities. 

imately 200 officers in each city were included in the random sample. 

;\ 
ApproJ{-

The over..., 

all response rate was 78 per cent. The questionnaire took about ten minutes to" 

fill out and covered several areas relating to the "debate" on gambling enforce-

menta 

Areas included .rere police perceptions of citizen support tor gambling en,.., 

forcement, perception of support received from courts and prosecutors; officerst 

attitudes about the seriousness of gambling otfenses comJ;lared to othel;' crimes .as 

well as their perception of citizen ratings of seriousness of gambling and other 

crimes; the extent to which gambling enforcement was seen to be important and 

satisfying; the difficulties and problems in the entorcementQf gambling laws; 

attitudes about legalization; perceptions about the amount of illegal gambling 

in their city; the role of the patrol officer; and questions on effectiveness, 

corruption and organized crime. 
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Given the size of the police officer sample, the data provide fairly pre-

cise information. When information is presented for all officers, these data 

should be viewed as having a range of plus or minus four percentage points. In-

dividual department averages (althb11gh never presented in a way which would 

identify a department) have a range o~~ about plus or minus eight percentage 

points. * 

We felt that to gain cooperetion from the department and to facilitate can-

did responses from officers, ~e had to promise never to present data on individ-

ual departments with departments identified. We have followed that rule through-

out this report with the exception of information about willingness to partici-

pate and response rates 130 that readers can judge the Cluality of the sample. 

Citizen attitudes were obtained through a special set of Cluestions about 

gambling law enforcement that were incorporated for this project into a national 

survey on gambling pa.rticipation and attitudes. Citizens were asked about their 

attitudes toward enforcement; how serious they felt gambling was; and how they 

saw police enforcing gambling laws. The sample size was 1736. The response 

rate overall was 76 per cent. 

In addition to these major sources of data, we also gathered arrest and dis-

position data where available, took interviews with newspaper reporters in each 

city, and did an analysis of each state's anti-gambling laws. 

*These figures are estimates of the confidence interval; that is, the range around 
the sample estimates that one can be 95 per cent sure is the limit ot: error due 
to chance sampling variation alone. We did calculate the design effect ot: clus
tering, estimating the variability due to sampling to be about twice that for a 
simple random sample of the same size. These figures do not take into account 
possible response error or the effects of non-response, which cannot be calcu
lated but which can affect estimates in any sample survey. More detail on re~ 
sponse rates and sampling variability is provided in Appendix B where the number 
of caseS on which percentages are based is also provided for both the police of
ficer and citizen survey data. 
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Conclusion 

Necessarily, any project can only achieve a limited set of goals; some of 

the important issues were beyond the reach of a single project, so that choices 

had to be made. Several critical choices include: 

1) The decision to draw a representative sample of cities rather than to 

select a set of interesting types of cities. This meant that certain individ-
) ,: 

ual examples of innovative enforcement strategies or problems might by chance 

alone be omitted, but the need to provide a representative perspective seemed 

compelling. 

2) The decision to spend four or five days interviewing on-site in 17 cit-

ies, rather than spending more tim~ in fewer cities, or less time in more cities. 

This, in turn, defined the depth and amount of detail we could obtain about each 

city. 

3) The decision not to do citizen surveys in each. ci:ty but to rely? instea,d? 

on national sample survey data for citizen input. This was a fiscal decision 

made by LEAA, not a design decision, and it severely limited some of the can ... 

elusions we could make. 

4) The decision to severely limit the length and content Of the police ot~· 

ficers' questionnaire in order to maximize thepereentage ot departments that 

would participate and the response rate of police ofticers in departments. 

5) The decision not to attempt to go beyond available ease disposition data, 

except "insofar as we could obtain knowledgeable estimates. 

6) The decision to focus on only on la!ge"cities, where two-thirds of gamb-

ling arrests are made, rather than expanding the sample to include smaller" cit-

ies. 

7) The decision to focus on local· enforcement efforts and not stretch re-

sources to attempt to describe the federal effort as well. 
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These decisions generally appear to have been sound, given the alternatives, 

except for the omission of the citizen surveys; but they meant there were import

ant questions we could not answer, and others for which our answers are not as 

defin~tive as we would like. Nonetheless, there are many important questions 

that we can now answer, that no one could answer as well before. 

Analysis 

The analysis process for this project was 'complicated because of the vari

ety of data sets that needed to be meshed and the complexity of the issues. 

A particular difficulty was compiling information about police and prose

cutors' activities and policies. We wanted to take advantage of the insights 

and judgments of our on-site interviewers and yet reach conclusions that were 

replicable. We attempted to obtain information both on formal and informal pol

icies and actual practices. The main technique we relied on was asking the same 

questions different way.s and of different people. We also had arrest data, in

terviews with other criminal justice system officials and interviews with crime 

reporters that provided some potential for validation. By intensive review of 

all relevant answers, the study team attempted to develop factual criteria for 

coding such things as prior.ities, the types of cases worked on, and primary in

vestigative procedures. These data were then checked with the on-site inter

viewers to insure that our objective codes fit with their more global judgments. 

The process was aided by the ;('act. tha,t the interviewers. attem,ptedt.o J;'ecQn ..... ; 

cile conflicting answers on-site. For example, in one' city an interv+.ewer was 

told that the vice squad made most Of the arrests'; but the fi.gures did not add 

up. When he went back to the vice. squad, they did some checking and found out 

that, in fact, district detectives had made many more street-gambling arrests in 

1975 than they suspected. There were many occasions such as this where we be .... · 

lieve we found the "right" answer to an apparent inconsistency as' a result of 
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cross-checking. However, necessarily there are some places in the report where 

we use ratings or judgments that are difficult to precisely operationalize. We 

usually made independent ratings that were then reconciled, so we believe they 

" could be replicated. However, 'our main approach has been to clearly label judg-

ments and to attempt to 'present consistent objective or Quantifiable evidence to 

buttress our conclusions. 

The other major challenge was how to present the findings to make them~pst 

meaningful. We finally decided to begin with poXi'ce ~ what they are try:i,r.ig t.o~ r; '\\ 
Ii if i) 

do, what their problems are~ and what they are actuallY' doing. One of ouX' linitL 
'\::"j\. /. ~:'''' 

);-' 

ial insights and~ in the end, one of our important conclusions is that g~biing 

laws are enforced in many different ways, and that local police -polic:i,es'play a 

major role in determining what the laws mean -practically. This ,se;nseof variety 

(described in Chapters III through VII) seemed an essential b/ilbkground for dis.;.. 

cussing the signifL:ance of prosecution and sentencing (Che.:pter VIII), and the 

significance of legalized gambling (Chapter IX). 

The final two chapters deal with the implications ,of the data. Cha]?ter X 
,i 

addresses the management of the police and prosecutor~:al efforts against gamb

ling - summarizing what we learned and what it might mean. The final chapter 

addresses the broader implications of our research for legislation and the soc ie-

tal stance toward gambling. 

These, final chapters may be the kind of practical products that should 

emerge from a project such as this. However, our fundamental goal in the' analy~ 

sis and report was to produce an understanding of and perspective on what the en.,.. 

forcement of anti-gambling laws is about, how it is carried out and how laws 

such as these interact with the realities of the criminal justice s:ystem. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE CONTEXT OF GAMBLING LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Introduction 

In order to better understand the information to be presented in this re-

port concerning the enforcement of gambling laws, a review of the context of en-

forcement is necessary: the nature of the gambling offense, the laws relating 

to gambling, and the gambling behavior of citizens. The information presented 

in this chapter is drawn from our analysis of the laws and the work of the Gamb-

ling Commission. Some well-versed readers may want to proceed directly to our 

research findings, which begin in Chapter III; but for most readers we believe 

the information in this chapter will be valuable to understanding the research. 

Gambling Laws 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

(1973) has noted the following about the nature of vice crimes, including gamb-

ling offenses: 

First, these offenses involve a consensual act between the person that 

desires the service and the person who provides the se~ice. In many 

jurisdictions the individual who seeks out or receives the illegal 

services is also violating the law. Second, community attitudes often 

reflect a high level of tolerance toward certain vice activities. 

Finally, syndicate crime is involved directly and indirectly in many 

. . 1 Vlce crlmes. 

Because of this particular nature of the offense, gambling enforcement is 

seen as more difficult than enforcement against crimes with victims.. The fact 

that there is rarely a plaintiff in a gambling case creates a different type of 

enforcement responsibility for police and the rest of the criminal justice system. 
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The police have the initial responsibility of determining whether the law has 

been broken. Therefore, the nature of the laws with which the police m~st work 

are particularly important to the context of enforcement. 

In each city, three different sets of legal codes (federal, state, and 

municipal) create the legal context for gambling law enforcement. This section 

focuses primarily on the variation in state laws. Federal laws relate primarily 

to interstate ,conspiracy by criminal organizations to engage in gambling. Since 

our focus was local enforcement, we considered federal laws to be outside the 

scope of our inquiry. Also, of course, the context of federal law is identical 

- for all cities. Municipal ordinances were only considered when we found that 

police used the ordinances in a significant proportion of cases. 

Legal Gambling 

The states have without exception retained the power to determine who shall 

gamble, on what types of games, where, when and with whom. In some states, non-

commercial (social gambling) in private places is not prohibited. There are , 

numerous states which permit certain kinds of commercial gambli~g (where someone 

systematically profits from the game), either run by the states themselves or 

licensed and regulated by the states. 

Nevada is the state with the greate'st range of legal commercia.l gambling .. 

However, even in Nevada, there are certain types, of games, notably lotteries'? 

which remain prohibited. In all other states, most forms of commercial gambling 

are illegal. There are 16 states in which no form of gambling is legal. 

Those forms of gambling that are legal in some states and the number of 

states in which they are legal are indicated in Table 2.1. On-track betting on 

horses is the most frequent form of legal gambling and is allowed in 29 states. 

Eight of these states also allow betting on dogs at the track. One more state 

allows betting on dog races, but not horse races. Twelve* states allow state-

*Delaware also had a legal state-run lottery which was discontinued. 
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Table 2.1 

* Availability of Legal Gambling 

Type of Legal Gambling 

State Lotteries 

Off-track Betting on Horses 

On-track Betting on Horses 

On-track Betting on Dogs 

Jai Alai 

Legal Card Room 

Casino Gambling 

** Number of States 
Where Legal 

12 

1 

29 

8 

3 

2 

1 

Commission on the Review of the National Policy Tmrard Gambling, First 
Interim Report. Wasr..ington, 1975. pp. 15-16. 

Nevada is excluded from this table. 
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run lotteries; in all but one of these betting on horses at the track is also 

legal. Other than Nevada, only one state has active off-track betting on horses. 

Gambling Prohibitions 

The information presented in the next sections was gathered only for the 13 

states in which the 16 sample cities (excluding Reno) are located. The informa-

tion was developed by reviewing the state gambling statutes in each of these 

states, as well as through interviews with prosecutors, judges and court clerks, 

and is summarized in Table 2.2. 

The types of prohibitions among the sample cities can be sUlllmarized as fol-

lows: 

1. Profiting from an illegal gambling business was always banned. This in-

cludes running or profiting from a bookmaking operation, a lottery, or card and 

dice games. We refer to these offenses throughQut the report as commercial 

gambling. 

2. Gambling in public (participating) was almost always banned whether com-

mercial or non-commercial (so~ial). Only one state did not have a gambling stat-

ute specifically aimed at playing in a non-commercial public game. We refer to 

this offense as public gambling. 

3. Placing a bet was often illegal. In eight out of 14 $.tatei.'l, tt wa~ 1:1"" 

legal to place a bet with a bookmaker and in five it WaS illegal to place a bet 
-......... 

on a lottery. 

4. Gambling in a non-commercial game in a private place was, illegal in nine 

of the 14 states. We refer to this offense as private social, gambline; .• , 

The definition of prohibited conduct, Early legislative attemptq to con~ 

trol gambling took a piecemeal approach. As a gambli.ng form was identified and 

found to be against the public welfare~ the state legislatures would adopt a 

statute prohibiting that specific activity. A number of problems arise f;rom 
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Table 2.2 

Prohibited Gambling Forms - Thirteen Sample States 

Type of Gambling Activity 

Social gambling in private 

Placin.g a bet with a bookmaker 
or buying a number 

Taking a bet or selling a number 

Public gambling 

Running a commercial card or dice game 

16 

Number of States 
Where Prohibited 

9 

8 

13 

12 
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this approach. It reQuires new legislation every time a new gambling form is in-

vented or an older form is modified to avoid existing prohibitions. Thus, there 

is always a "lag" time where a specific activity is legal until declared other-

wise. 

Following the lead of a 1952 American Bar Association model, there has beeh 

a trend toward writing IIgenericll gambling statutes. The wording of the generic 

statutes does not address particular games, but ga.r~bling in general. In theory, 

all forms of gambling, including new games or variations on the old, are covered. 

Thus, further legislative action is unnecessary. Since only a few statutes are 

necessary, it is easier for prosecutors to become familiar with their uses and 

their application. The drafting of indictments or complaints is also simplified 

because specific aspects of the game need not be individually identified or 

proven so long as the general features of the activity constitute gambling. Five 

states in our sample have adopted generic anti-gambling laws. 

One other feature of laws in states that have adopted generic laws should 
< 

be noted. In accordance with the Model Code recommendations, four of the five 

states specifically excluded social gambling in private from legal prohibition. 

Only in states with generic laws did we find private social gambling permitted. 

Although this is not a necessary part of the generic approach to gambling laws, 

it has generally been part of the reform of anti-gambling laws. 

Serious offenses. Another important feature of gambling la'i.'s has been in 

the way in which "serious" offenses are defined. Most state lallts attempt to dif-

ferentiate between more and less serious off.ender.s. In the older laws certaill 

activities (e.g., "keeping a gaming table") were designated as more "serious ll 
I\ 
',.' 

than others and therefore liable to more .severe penalties •.. In some states~ 

virtually indistinguishable statutes were written designating a particular be-

havior as a felony or high misdemeanor according to one statute but as a lower 
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offense according to another. In these instances, prosecutors have discretion to 

charge one or another offense, as it seems appropriate to them. 

The states with generic laws have taken a slightly different approach, at

tempting to define "seriousness" in terms of the volume of business or the role 

of the defendant in the illegal gambling organization. Under two of the gen

eric state anti-gambling laws, .pperators who can be proven to have dQne more 

than a given amount of illegal :.?usiness in a day can be charged with a more ser

i)OUS offense. (There are certain evidentiary presumptions in case law which have 

developed to make this a simpler task.) In addition, being an indirect partic

ipant in a gamblin.g operation, by receiving money or bets from a person who actu

ally took the bets, or by conspiring to run a gambling operation, is defined as 

a more serious crime. 

Another approach to the definition of "serious" offenders is the so-called 

"second offender" laws. Five of the states had laws designed to provide more 

serious treatment for repeat offenders. In four, such laws were aimed specif

ically at gambling offenders. In the fifth, there was a general law attempting 

to increase penalties for all repeat felony convictions, which could apply to 

gambling. 

Proof of Prohibited Conduct. All state gambling laws, whether they use a 

generic approach or not, must somehow describe the prohibited activity. Under 

.. the generic laws, it was necessary tn demonstrate only that the conduct engaged 

in was gambling, and that the defendant was involved. The specific approach 

added the further requirements that the prosecution prove a) what kind of gamb

ling it 'Jas that the defendant was alleged to have done, b) the particular ele

ments of the offense, and c) that it was covered by the statutes. For these 

reasons , it is usually necessary to show that the defendant was in poss.es.s.iQn 

of some kind of gambling records or paraphernalia~ and in some states valuat~ 
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as well. 

The major difficulty in gambling enforcement was the care which must be ex

ercised by the arresting officer not to violate the defendant's rights against 

illegal search and seizure. Since, as is the ca::le with all so-called "victim

less crimes", there is usually no plaintiff in gambling cases, the whole burden 

of proof rests on the quality of the evidence and how it was obtained. In most 

cases, the evidence is gathered pursuant to the issuance of a warrant, and this 

must be impeccable, since defective warrants were a COIDrr,On reason for dismissal. 

The other evidentiary difficulty, besides seizure of evidence~ is "proving 

that the conduct engaged in was prohibited by law. As noted, this ma.y be more 

easily done under a generic type state law. Under the specific type of law, the 

particular type of gambling must be proven as well as the general activity; this 

is generally accomplished by expert testimony at the trial. 

Penalties. The penalty provisions of the gambli~g laws of the 13 states in 

our sample (excluding Nevada) are presented in Table 2.3. This summary focuses 

on the penalties for cards and dice, illegal lotteries (numbers or poolselling} 

and bookmaking, and distinguishes between merely participating in versus runping 

the illegal game. 

In 12 states was illegal to play cards tor money in public and in 13 

states it was illegal to run a card game. One ot the states did not distinguish 

between playing and running, while another state made only running a game illegal., 

For playing cards and dice, the range of the maximum fines prescribed waa 

$100 to $1,000 with the median maximum fine being about $300. Most laws also 

provided an optional jail term. The maximum sentence was three years with the 

median maximum being six months. 

The penalties for running an illegal card or dice game were somewhat more 

serious. In two states, running a game was considered a felony. The maximum 
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Table 2.3 

Penalties for Illegal, Gambling - Thirteen Sample States 

Prohibition and 
~enalties 

Playing Cards, Dice 
or P!!:acing Bet: 

Number of States where 
pl~ying is prohibjted 

Maximi.lm Penalty 1st Offense: 

Range of Fines 

Median Fine Prescribed 

Range of Jail 

Median Jail Term Prescribed 

Running a Gambling Game: 

Number of States Where 
~unning a Gambling Game 
is a Felony 

Maximum Penalty 1st Offense: 

Range of Fines 

Median Fine Prescribed 

Range of Jail 

Median Jail Term Prescribed 

CarJ.s and 
Dj.ce 

* 9 

$100-$1,000 

$200 

0-3 yrs 

6 months 

2 

$300-$5,000 

$1,000 

0-10 yrs 

1 year 

Lottery 

5 

$200-·$5,000 

0-5 yrs 

1 year 

5 

$500-$5,000 

$2,500 

0-·10 yrs 

.5 years 

* As noted at,ove, 12 states prohibit playing cards in public. 
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Bookmaking 

8 

$200-$5,000 

$1,000 

0-5 yrs 

1 year 

7 

$500-$5,000 

$5,000 

0-10 yrs 

5 years 



fines ranged from $300 to $5,000 with the median at $1,000. The maximum for the 

optional jail term was ten years with the median among the 13 states being one 

year. 

It was illegal to place a bet on a lottery (or pool or numbers.uJ:. policy) 

in fivG of the 13 states. The penalties for playing in illegal lotteries were 

slightly more severe than for playing cards and dice. The range of maximum fines 

was $200 to $5,000 with the median at $500. The maximum optional jail term was 

five years with the median being one year. 

Running an illegal lottery was considered to be more serious, however. All 

13 states made it illegal to run a lottery (except, of course, as specifically 

authorized for state-run lotteries). Five states considered it a felony. The 

range of maximum fines was similar to playing, $500 to $5,000, but the median 

maximum fine was somewhat higher at $2,)00. Optional jail sentences were more 

severe with the maximum being ten years and the median being five years. 

In eight states it was illegal to El..~ a bet with a bookmaker.' The penal

ties were similar to playing lotteries. The maximum fines ranged from $200 to 

$5,000 and the median fine was $1,000 (slightly higher than lottt',ries). The. 

maximum optional jail sentence was ten years with the median maximum sentence 

being one year. 

In all 13 states it was illegal to ~ a bookmaking operation. In seven 

states it was considered a felony. The penalties were more serious than for 

placing a bet with a bookmaker and similar to running a lottery. The maximum 

fines ranged from $500 to $5,000 and the median was $3,000. (This was higher 

than for running a lottery.) The .maximum optional jail sentence was ten years 

with the median at five years. 

Summary of penalties.' Based on this overview, it is clear that. legislators 

consider running an illegal game to be more serious than playing, and that book-
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making offenses are slightly more serious than lottery offenses, which, in turn, 

are more serious than card and dice offenses. 

City Ordinances 

In four cities, police used city ordinances extensivelY to supplement state 

gambling laws. These ordinances prohibit being present at a place where some 

socially undesirable activity such as gambling is taking place. They generally 

carry low maximum fim.~s. The highest encountered was $200; a typical fine would 

be $10 or $25, about the equivalent of a parking ticket. 

There are a number of advantages to the use of municipal ordinances for 

charging less serious gambling violators. They provide additional charging dis

cretion in cities where state laws provide more serious penalties and the prose

cution does not feel that a judge would convict under the more serious state 

laws. They can be handled quickly, without using scarce legal system resources; 

usually they are settled by bail forfeiture or a voluntary plea and a small fine. 

In some cities, fines for municipal ordinance violations go to the city treasury 

rather than to the state. The most important advantage, however, is that they 

usually have less complex evidentiary requirements than state laws against gamb

ling. In every city where municipal codes were used, it Was only necessary to 

show that the defendant was pr~sent where gambling was taking place. 

Gambling Participation 

One common argument for legalizing gambling is that everyone gambles. The 

best available data on this topic come from the National Survey of Citizens done 

by the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan in 1975., 

There is indeed some truth to the statement that most people gamble. Ap

proximately 60 per cent of the adults in the United States admitted to placing 

at least one bet during 1974. 

Having said this, it is important to understand the kinds of bettipg be-
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havior that people were reporting. There were four kinds of bets which were most 

common and which were the only kinds engaged in by at least 15 per cent of the 

population in 1974: playing cards with friends, buying a lottery ticket" bet

ting on professional sports with friends and bingo. Of these, the most common 

form of gambling was playing cards with friends for money, engaged in by close 

to 40 per cent of the adult population in 1974. Although as we saw in the prev-

ious section, in many states those playing cards or betting w~"th friends were 

breaking the law, this was still social gambling. None of the most common forms 

of gambling involved participation in illegal commercial gambling (Kaillick, et 

a1., 1976). 

Of course, betting was not e~ually prevalent among all segments of the pop-

ulation. Table 2.4, for example, presents data on partic ipation in legal commer-

cial gambling. Persons vrho were 65 years of age or older, or had incomes under 

$5,000 were much less likely to bet on legal games than the average American. 

Betting was also considerably less common in the South, where only 30 per cent 

of the adults had ~laced a legal bet in 1974, than elsewhere in the country. 

Non-whites were less likely to have placed legal bets than whites. 

Finally, Fundamentalist Protestant adults were less likely to bet than other 

Protestants and much less likely to have placed a bet than Catholics or Jews. 

These findings are, of course, inter'related. There are, for example~ more 

Fundamentalist Protestants in the South than elsewhere in the country. Neverthe-

less, the general statement that the majority of people in the United States have 

gambled for money in one way or another is accurate. 

Illegal Commercial Betting 

The next ~uestion, then, is the extent to which citizens participate in il-

legal commercial gambling. Again, we must rely on the Michigan 1Il'ational Survey 

of Citizens for the best available estimate of the participation in illegal gamb~ 
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Influence of Seven Economic and Demographic 
Factors on Illegal Gambling Participation in 1974 

Per Cent Placing 
Factors 

Sport Horse 
Books Books 

Region 
Northeast 3% 6% 
Northcentral 3 2 
South 1 2 
West * 1 

Income 
Under $5,000 * 1 
$5,001-$10,000 1 2 
$J.5, 001-$20,000 1 3 
$20~001-$30,000 3 3 
OYer $30,000 5 4 
No answer ":l 3 

Education 
Grao.e school 1 2 
High School 2 4 
Some college 3 2 
College degree 3 1 
No anEwer * * 

Religion 
Jewish 6 3 
Catholic 3 4 
Fundamentalist 2 2 
Otber Protestant 1 2 

Age 
Under 25 years 2 3 
25-44 years 3 3 
45-64 yea.rs 2 2 
Over 65 years * 1 

Sex 
M~lle 4 4 
FemE.le * 1 

Race 
White 4 2 
Non-white 2 3 

* Less than .5 per cent. 
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Illegal Bets 

Numbers 

8% 
2 
1 
1 

1 
4 
3 
3 
5 
3 

3 
5 
3 
1 
'If 

4 
5 
n c. 

2 

4 
4 
3 
* 

4 
2 

2 
9 



ling. Although the researchers readily admit the possibility of some underes-

~imation from their survey procedures, due to the unwillingness on the part of 

some respondents to admit to illegal wagering or unwillingness on the part of 

heavy illegal bettors to participate in the survey at all, there are reasons to 

believe that their estimates were relatively accurate.. For example, their es-

timates of participation in forms of legal gambling for which there are public 

records, such as lottery purchases or betting at the race tracks, came very 

close to matching the record data. 

If one looks at the four major forms of illegal cormnercial gambling (taking 

bets on sports or horse races, selling illegal numbers, and running a cormnercial 

card game), the Michigan study estimates that 11 per cent of the adult popula-

tion in the United States (about 15 million adults) placed such an illegal com-

mercial bet in 1974 (see Table 2.5).* The patterns of betting differed by game. 

People who bet on sports or horse races wagered considerably more per year than 

those who played numbers or sports cards. 

Residents of the Northeast were twice as likely as the national average to 

have placed illegal cormnercial bets in 1974. In contrast, only six to seven per 

cent of the adults in the South and West regions of the country placed such il-

legal bets in the same period. Those with Italian or Spanish backgrounds were 

also more likely than average to have placed illegal bets during 1974. Males 

were more than four times as likely to have placed illegal bets than females 

during that period. Those who bet on horses and sports illegally were mainly 

whites with average or above average incomes. In contrast, numbers players were 

disproportionately non-white (Table 2.6). 

, i . i i •• . 1 J •• ' 

*Note that these figures do not include gambli,ng socially in public or in private 
which are much more COIlllllon violations of state gambling laws. 
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Illegal Game 

Sports books 

Horse books 

Numbers 

Sports cards 

Total illegal 
participation 

T·able 2.5 

1974 Illegal COIT®ercial Gambling 
Participation of United Stc.tes Adults 

Participation 
(Per Cent of Adult Population) 

2% 

2 

3 

3 

11% 

26 

Average Annual 
Wagers per Bettor 

$ 623 

417 

273 

44 

$ 318 



Table 2.6 

Influences of Seven Economic and Demographic Ii'actors 
on Legal Gambling Participation in 1974 

Per Cent Placing Legal Bets on 
Factor Horses, 

Track Casinos Bin .0 Lotteries 

Region 
Northeast 20% 9% 25% 55% 
Northcentral 12 5 22 32 
South 10 2 11 6 
West 16 31 17 3 

Income 
Under $5,000 7 4 9 10 
$5,001-$10,000 12 8 19 15 
$10,001-$15,000 10 6 20 24 
$15,001-$20,000 16 12 22 31 
$20,001-$30,000 19 12 22 35 
Over $30,000 22 2]_ 17 32 
No Answer 17 7 20 24 

Education 
GracIe School 8 ~. 14 18 
High School 14 8 23 27 
Some college 14 15 21 26 
College degree 23 16 16 31 
No answer 13 9 9 2 

Religion 
Jewish 28 23 11 52 
Catholic 20 10 29 39 
Fundamentalist 7 4 9 5 
Ot.her Protestant 12 10 16 20 

Age 
Under 25 years 14 6 27 17 
24-44. years 17 12 21 30 
45-64 years 13 10 16 24 
Over 65 years 3 4 8 10 

Sex 
Male 16 9 16 29 
Female 12 10 21 20 

Race 
White 17 9 19 25 
Non-vrhite 13 11 17 20 
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These figures, of course, were averages. There may indeed be certain neigh-

borhoods in a few cities where a substantial majority of the population did par-

ticipate in illegal gambling. However, that does not contradict the fact that 

in most places, even including central cities, only a minority of the population 

participated in illegal commercial gambling. 

Conclusion: Gambling Participation 

Given the way laws are currently written, more than a third of all U.S. cit-

izens probably violated state gambling laws in 1974. However~ if one excludes 

social gambling and looks only at illegal commercial gambling, the best estimate 

is that only about 11 per cent of the adult population placed an illegal bet in 

1974. The result of their activity was not insignificant. These people bet be-

tween five billion and thirty billion dollars in 1974; and even the lower figure 

represents a good sized business.* 

There is some illegal commercial gambling in all the major cities in our 

sample. It appears that the greatest amount of illegal gambling activity is in 

the Northeast, the least in the West. Illegal numbers and horse betting are 

more narrowly distributed than either sports bookmaking or illegal card and dice 

games. While the openness and amount of the bookmaking and card and dice games 

activities varies from city to city, they exist at sorne level in virtually all 

cities. 

Summary 

The context of gambling law enforcement is made up of contrasts. A large 

proportion of citizens gamble each year. However, most gambling is either with 

*The lo~er figure is the projection from the survey; the higher figure is a Jus
tice Department estimate. The Gambling Commission concluded that the survey
based estimate was too low. However, the bases for the Justice Department's 
estimate were tenuous. There has been no systematic analysis that justifies 
rejecting the five to ten billion survey estimate . 
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friends or using the various forms of legal 'gambling available. Only a rela

tively small proportion of citizens gamble on illegal commercial games. There 

is a moderate amount of regional variation in the popularity of various illegal 

commercial games. 

Many states have some forms of legal gambling available, and in about a 

quarter there are several legal games. However, most types of gambling are il

legal including the most popular form - playing cards for money with friends. 

The statutory penalties are moderate for participation but potentially severe 

for persons who run illegal, commercial gambling operations. The severity of 

potential penalties varies considerably from state to state. 
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CHAPTER III 

GAMBLING LAW ENFORCEMENT BY POLICE: AN OVERVIElof 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have described t,he anti-gambling laws and the 

gambling behavior of the American public. In looking at the response oi' the 

criminal justice system to violations of the anti-gambling laws, we must begin 

with local police. It is they who have assumed aln10st total responsibility for 

the enforcement of state gambling laws; and most of that responsibility falls 

particularly on police departments in major cities. 

The nature of this responsibility is limited by what the police can do. The 

majority of states have laws against social gambling in private. About a third 

of all U.S. adults break such laws each year. However, police cannot enforce 

these laws unless there is a complaint made a very rare event for the Saturday 

night poker game. Moreover, given the size of the enforcement problem, the re

sources needed for even a modest effort in this direction would be enormous. 

Therefore, the police responsibility for gambling enforcement is restricted prag

matically to gambling that occurs either in public places or that is a commer

cial operation. One important part of Understanding gambling law enforcement is 

to recognize that realistically it only relates to a part of the illegal gambling 

transactions made. 

Another important point is that gambling itself is not considered to be a 

serious offense. Table 3.1 shows the ratings by police officers of the serious

ness of taking bets compared to ratings of seriousness of several other offenses. 

Table 3.2 shows police ratings of how serious they think citizens feel the same 

offenses to be. It .is clear from both tables that gambling is considered less 
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Table 3.1 

Police O.t'ficers'· Perception of SeriousnEss 
of Illegal Gainbling and Other Offenses 
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Ta.'ble 3.2 

Police Officers' Perception of Seriousness tc 
Citizens of Ill~gal Gambling and Other Offenses 
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serious by police than any offense on the list except, perhaps, liquor viola-

tions, and thai police perceive citizens to concur. 

It is not surprising that gambling is seen as relatively less serious than 

other crimes. As we have seen in Chapter II, more people gamble each year than 

smoke cigarettes. Although the occasional compulsive gambler or loanshark client 

is cited as a possible victim, most people who gamble obviously do so of their 

own volition, with few negative consequences. 

Despite the fact that gambling is not seen to be a serious crime, gambling 

law enforcement is important to police - probably more so than the enforcement 
, 

of laws against many offenses c01llll1Only considered to be more serious. From talk-

ing wit~ police officials and studying citizen survey data, it appears that the 

importance of gambling law enforcement stems from three special characteristics 

of illegal gambling. 

The first reason gambling law enforcement is important is the perceived link 

between illegal gambling profits and organized crime. In those cities where 

multi-service, criminal organizations profit from gambling, gambling is seen to 

finance activities such as loansharking, highjacking and drug sales, all of which 

are considered serious crimes. Police see the curtailment of commercial gambling 

as· one way of attacking these other more serious crimes. Even where organized 

crime is not currently thouglt; to control gambling operations in a city, one way 

of keeping large-scale criminal organizations from developing in a city is said 

to be to keep gambling profitability low. 

Second, gambling law enforcement is important because it affects public 

confidence in the police. The existence of public gambling and commercial gamb-

ling may communicate to the public that police lack integrity or dedication to 

law enforcement. It is important that they handle their enforcement responsi

bilities in ways that maintain their good reputation. 
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Third, gambling law enforcement is important because it has a significant 

potential to adversely affect the department itself. The potential for police 

corruption associated with illegal gambling is one of the most serious concerns. 

However, the way gambling enforcement is handled may also have negative conse-

quences for police morale. 

In the next three chapters we shall explore in more detail the nature of 

gambling law enforcement as it relates to each of these three important reasons 

for enforcing the gambling laws. First, as background for this discussion, we 

want to present some basic descriptive material about the structure of police 

enforcement efforts. 

Responsibility for Enforcement 

In the cities we studied, the local police have almost sole responsibility 

for gambling law enforcement. County sheriffs were never mentioned as exercis-

ing enforcement responsibilities within the city limits. There was one city 

where the local police had joined forces with the county prosecutor's office to 

handle countywide enforcement. For our analyses, we have treated that unit as 

the city's local gambling enforcement unit. 

Most state police agencies play a minimal role in local gambling law en-

forcement. There was only one city where there was significant activity by the 

state police that affected the city enforcement efforts. The state police or-

ganized occasional strikes against widespread state gambling operations. The 
" 

local police, in these cases, made the actual arrests within the~r jurisdictions. 

The FBI, the Internal Revenue Service and Federal Str~ke Forces all mostly 

target individual figures. in criminal organizations. There was only one city 

where, in the view of 10cal police, the federal efforts were seen to have had 

any significant impact on local illegal gambling situations. This is not to say 

that the federal efforts were ineffective. It only means that the nature of the 
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federal effort, at best, will affect local gambling operations indirectly and 

over a long period. The federal government is not trying to enforce the state 

or local anti-gambling laws but rather federal laws against criminal organiza

tions. 

Organization of Gambling Enforcement 

Of the 16 sample departments, eight were totally centralized and eight had 

district offices. All departments had a centralized gambling unit or a central 

vice unit that handled gambling. The eight departments with district offices 

handled gambling enforcement in various ways. Three departments had vice spec~ 

ialists assigned to districts; and in two of these departments these specialists 

were active in gambling enforcement. In the other five decentralized depart

ments there Were no vice specialists assigned to the district, but in two of 

these, general district detectives were active in gambling enforcement. 

It was only in the latter two departments that general detectives played 

any significant role in gambling law enforcement. In the other 14 departments, 

almost all gambling law enforcement was done either by gambling specialists or 

vice specialists. 

Patrol officers played virtually no role in gambling law enforcement. 'rhere 

were only a few cities where vice officers said they received a significant num

ber of reports from patrol officers about illegal gambling activity. There was 

only one city where patrol officers made as many as five per cent of gambling 

arrests; and most of those were secondary. offenses along with after hours liquor 

violations or disturbing the peace. 

In addition to enforcement being carried out almost exclusively by special

ists (either gambling or vice specialists), another important aspect to note was 

the relatively small proportion of police resources devoted to gambling enforce~ 

ment. No department in our sample devoted m.ore than one and one-half per cent 
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of its departmental manpower to gambling enforcement, and the average was about 

one-half of one per cent (Table 3.3). 

Sources of Cases 

There were two main sources of cases: the police department's OWYL intelli

gence work, including tips from informants, and citizen complaints. There were 

five departments in the sample that said the majority of their gambling cases 

came from citizen complaints; eleven initiated most of their own cases. Most 

cases initiated by citizen complaints were concerned with commercial operations 

(bookmakers, numbers operators, and commercial card games) while most cases in

itiated by police were for card and dice violations. 

Arrests 

The FBI Uniform Crime Reports divide gambling arrests into three categories: 

bookmaking, lottery or numbers and "ether". The "other" category mainly consists 

of card and dice violations and persons arrested for placing bets. 

Table 3.4 presents the range of arrest data for the 16 cities in the sample. 

Several features should 'be noted. First, there is a very wide range of overall 

arrest rates--from 2 to 294 per 100,000 citizens. The median overall arrest rate 

was 41 per 100,000. Second, "other" gambling arrests dominated the figures in 

almost all cities. Third, three cities made a relatively high number of book

making arrests, while five cities stood out from the rest in their rate of num

bers arrests. Finally, Table 3.5 shows that departmental arrest rates were re

markably stable from year to year. 

Of course arrest rates do not tell the whole story and may even be mislead~ 

ing. One reason is that arrests can occur which do not lead to prosecution and 

conviction. Thus, the arrest figures can be a.rtificially high if "poor" arrests 

are made. As it happens, with two exceptions, the cities in the sample all get 

convictions at comparable rates--about 50 to 80 per cent of their arrests. Only 
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Table 3.3 

Proportion of Department Personnel Assignee. to Gambling Enforcement 
Compared to Other Assignments 

Sixteen Sample Cities 

Departrr..ent Assigned AssignE:d Assigned 
(Ranked by to tc to 

Size) Gambling Investigation Patrol 

1 0.3% 13% 78% 

2 0.8 2':< 62 

~ 0.3 21 63 .) 

* * 4 (,.4 

5 0.7 20 68 

6 0.3 12 66 

7 1.2 17 69 

8 0.4 11 43 

9 0.8 15 38 

10 0.6 * 13 

11 0.7 15 62 

* * 12 0.4 

13 0.4 25 57 

14 0.3 15 56 

15 1.3 26 63 

16 0.2 17 57 

* Not AvailabJ e 
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Table 3.4 

Gambling Arrest Rates per 100;0'00. Population - 1975 

Rc;nk of Depart- Bookmaking Numbers Other Gam- Overall 
ment by Overall Arrest Arrest blin.g Arrest Arrest 

Arrest Rate Rate Bate Rate Rate 

1 * 22 272 294 

2 * * 268 268 

3 * 39 197 236 

4 35 * 104 140 

" 
5 18 36 8;, 138 

6 11 14 ,67 92 

7 1 1 48 50 

8 4 3 35 42 

9 1 6 34 41 

10 1 10 14 25 

11 2 * 20 22 

12 * * 20 20 

13 1 8 6 15 

14 3 * 11 14 

15 1 * 9 10 

16 * 8 2 10 

* Fewer than 0.5 per 100,000 population 
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Rank Order 
1975 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

.15 

16 

Table 3.5 

Sample Cities Rank Ordered by Overall Garr~ling 
Arrest Rates for 1970, 1973 'and 1975 

Rank Order 
1973 

3 

2 

5 

4 

1 

7 

6 

8 

0 
./ 

10 

11 

13 

12 

15 

16 

14 

Rank Order 
1970 

1 

2 

6 

c' 
j 

3 

8 

11 

7 

9 

10 

12 

15 

4 

13 

16 

14 

Note - The rank order correlation between 1975 and 1973 r was .94 (significant 
at the . 001 level), between 1975 and. 1970 r was. 81 t sIgnificant at - ". 

the .01 level). 
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one city would change markedlY in relative position if an adjustment were made 

for conviction rates. 

A second possible concern with arrest rates is that the categories mask dif

ferences in the seriousness of the offense. A person running a commercial card 

game would be considered a more serious offender than someOne playing dice in a 

public place. However, both would be counted as "other" gambling arrests. Low 

level numbers runners are easier and less important arrests than numbers bankers, 

yet they would be included as numbers arrests. Telel)hone bookmakers are harder 

to arrest than street bookies and, in turn, these are generally considered less 

important than persons higher in the bookmaking organinations; yet all would be 

classified as bookmaking arrests. 

Departments did not have tabulated information available which made those 

distinctions described above. However. from our interviews it was relatively 

clear that most numbers and "bookmaking arrests were of the people who take bets 

or write numbers. The number of "higher ups" arrested would not substantially 

affect the comparisons. In the same vein, the figures on arrests for "other" 

gambling offenses do not include very many "higher ups", though the rates did 

vary depenCi:lng on different departmental policies toward arresting public social 

gamblers. 

Finally, all police activity was not reflected in arrests. However, there 

was only one city that reported any significant gambling enforcement activity 

that was not reflected in the local arrest rates. 

Thus, despite these limitations, arrest rates do provide meaningful indi

cators of police efforts, and in subsequent chapters we will use arrest figures 

as one measure of police activity. 

Con'!lusion 

Police departments were similar in the resources they- devoted to gambling 
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(usually less than one per cent) and (with two or three ~xceptions) in their re

liance on vice or gambling specialists for enforcement. 

Police departments differed in the way they were organized to enforce gamb

ling laws and the major sources of cases, and they differed markedly in the num

ber and types of arrests they made. For most departments, however, patterns of 

arrests were remarkably stable from year to year. 

Given the context in which police must operate and the enforcement resources 

of police departments, the central questions are, first of all, what police de

partments are doing to enforce the gambling laws and, perhaps more i~ortantly, 

what they are trying to accomplish with their efforts. 

The next three chapters focus on police efforts as they relate to the three 

most commonly cited reasons for enforcing gambling laws--criminal organizations, 

public confidence, and internal departmental consequences. Chapter VII then 

summarizes the orientations of the departments and looks at the effects of giv

ing priority to a specific enforcement orientation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGAINST COMMERCIAL GAMBLING 

Introduction 

Although, as we have seen, many forms of gambling are against the law, most 

people probabl;y-·think of the commercial gambling oper.ator as the most significant 

target for law enforcement. 

Commercial gambling operations are of three main types: 1) bookmaking -

taking bets on sporting events and horse races; 2) n~bers -- taking bets on what 

number will be selected or occur in some random way; and 3) commercial card and 

casino games. The way these operations are organized has been described by 

others; but it may be useful (to the average reader') to present a brief summary 

of their nature and distribution so the law enforcement problem can be better 

understood. 

Bookmaki.lg involves taking bets on sports events or horse races. The book

maker makes money by taking a percentage of all money wagered. A bookmaker needs 

information in order to operate. For sports, there usually is a point spread 

that is standard for a given event; for horse races, the bookmaker needs to stay 

abreast of the parimutuel odds for each race. A bookmaker also needs access to 

some way to "cover!' his bets. Bets are not always evenly distributed. If, on 

a given event, there are more bets on the winning team than the losing team, 

the bookmaker will have to payout more than he took in. If a bookmaker is work

ing for an organization with considerable capital, it may be able to "coverl' his 

bets. If he is independel,lt, he may need access to some means of "laying off" 

bets he cannot cover - ess8:'1tially selling them or transferring them to someone 

who can cover them. 
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Bookmakers may be independent, buying information and layoff services as 

needed, or they may work for a larger organization. They may take bets in per

son in public places, such as a bar or newsstand, or they may take bets on the 

telephone. 

Although estimates are that a great deal of money is bet each year with 

bookmakers, the profit margin is small. For sports betting, it is usually five 

per cent of all money wagered, before expenses. Thus, the people who make a 

sizeable amount of money on bookmaking either have to take a lot of bets, be 

members of an organization that has many bookmakers working for it or be part of 

an organization which sells services to other bookmakers. Those who make the 

most money are often shielded by several organizational layers from the actual 

betting transactions. 

Local police in all but one sample city told us there were sports bookmakers 

in their jurisdiction. Cities varied a great deal, however, in how open sports 

bookmaking was and how difficult it would be to make contact with a bookmaker. 

Horse bookmaking was not as widespread as sports, mainly because there is a lack 

of interest in horse races in some parts of the country (places far away from a 

legal track). There were at least five sample cities where police said there was 

very little illegal horse rac.e betting. 

Illegal lottery or numbers operations are slightly different from bookmak

ing operations. Because individual numbers bets are small, it is more import

ant to have a large volume business. To achieve this, the public mllst have good 

access to numbers sellers. Hence, the people who sell numbers tend to be numer

ous and to operate in public places. 

Numbers bets have to be in before the drawing (or whatever the event is 

that determines the winning number). To prevent tampering, numbers bets are 

usually collected each day from various sellers (or writers) and delivered 
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to a central plal.~e. These collecters are called "runners". 

Runners and writers are usually paid a fee for their work. The main bene

ficiaries of these games are bankers, who take in the bets and make the payoffs. 

There is much less need for ties to high level organizations for numbers 

than for bookmaking. The number is usually independently generated (e.g., the 

last three digits of the daily treasury balance). Layoffs are seldom needed, be

cause the take-out is so high. When a bank is only paying off 500 dollars per 

dollar bet on a three-digit number (where the odds are 1,000 to 1), there will 

be few days when the amount bet does not exceed the total to be paid to winners. 

Illegal numbers operations are not evenly distributed in the country. All 

the sample cities east of the Mississippi River had significant numbers opera

tions, while only one of the six sample cities west of the Mississippi had an 

organized illegal numbers game. 

Commercial illegal casinos have reportedly been largely eliminated. There 

were, however, commercial card games in some cities, where there is a "house" or 

a fee to pay and the stakes are high. The games are usually run in private 

homes or clubs, the schedule and location of games change, and they are dif

ficult to find. Generally speaking, however, the major law enforcement problem 

for police with respect to card and dice games was non-commercial gambling, such 

as public or "social" games. 

In summary then, most commercial gambling in major cities involves bookmak

ing and numbers operations. These are not evenly distributed, with numbers being 

rarer in the West than elsewhere in the United States. In the case of both book

making and numbers operations, there are a lot of people who actually take bets, 

make relatively little money and are relatively vulnerable to law enforcement .. 

They are vulnerable because they take bets? it must be known that they do So ~nd 

thus are likely to possess physical evidence of the betting transaction which is 
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needed for an arrest and conviction. There are also typically a few individuals 

who do not take bets directly, who make a lot of money, and who are much less 

vulnerable. Although this summary may oG~asionally have overgeneralized in an 

attempt to simplify, it basl.cally represents the situation .. lith which police 

must deal. 

The Significance of'. Illegal Commercial Gambling 

Commercial gambling is more important to most police officials than social 

gambling, per se. Why this is so may not be immediately obvious. After all, 

although it is difficult to find a friend who will take a 100 dollar'bet, there 

is no real difference between a five dollar bet with a friend and a 100 dollar 

bet with a bookie, except money. 

Yet there is a difference, and the difference is not the act itself, but 

where the money goes. Gambling is not itself seen as a serious crime by citi-

zens or police. Even taking bets commercially is considered relatively non-

serious by police officers (see Table 3.1). Howeve~, commercial gambling is 

linked in people's minds to organized crime, and that is serious. As the Police 

Guide on Organized Crime, a manual recently prepared for the use of law enforce

ment officers by the Technical Assistance Division of LEAA, states: 

Gambling activity is the most serious form of organized crime~ This 

activity supplies the financial grease that lubricates the machin-

ery of other operations, such as importation of narcotics, penetra-. 

1 
tion of legitimate business, corruption of officials, and so on. 

The link between organized crime and cow~ercial gambling is firmly embedded 

in the minds of police. More than 70 per cent of all police office.rs surveyed 

agreed that profits from illegal gambling are the major source of income for 

organized crime, and a similar percentage disagreed that, gambling operations 

in the,ir part Of the country were independent of organized crime (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1 

Police Officer' Perceptions About Ga;mbling 
and O,rganized Crime by RE:gion 

Per Cent of Officers Who Agreed 
Perceptions of Gambling North- North-
an~ Organized Crime , east central South West 

Profits frcm illegal 
gambling operations are 
the major source of in-
come for organized 
crime 85% 75% 66% 68% 

Illegal gambling opera-
tions in this part of 
the country are not 
independent of organi-
zed crime 71 69 73 68 
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Total 
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72% 
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The public also sees this link. An overwhelming majority, 86 per cent, in the 

national survey of citizens felt that illegal gambling profits were used to :fi

nance activities such as drug sales and loansharking (Table 4.2). In addition, 

only about a third of the citizens thought illegal gambling was not run by or

ganized crime. These data were consistent with information provided by inte:t~ 

views with police officials. Criminal organizations were nearly a universal 

concern; :fighting organized crime was either the first or second most important 

reason for the enforcement of gambling laws given by administrators interviewed 

in all but two cities. In contrast, the goal of preventing gambling was almost 

always.rated as comparatively less important. 

The link between organized crime and illegal g~bling has long been the im

portant issue for law enforcement officials, as the ~nvolvement for multi~service 

regional and national criminal organizations in gamb~ing has been of primary 

concern. 

In 1951, in hearings conducted by the, Senate Special Comm;lttee to Jnyeati"" 

gate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce;' public attenti.on -was ~Qcused OIL the' 

existence of a nationally powerful criminal organization which was i,nvolved in 

many different types of illicit activiti,es such as illegal gambl~ng? lQa,nshark .... , 

ing , prostitution, narcotics and labor racketeer:;i.,ng. That committee, l?opularly 

referred to as the Kefauver Committee, concluded that: 

1. There is a nationwide crime syndicate known as the Mafia, whose 

tentacles are found in many large cities. It has international 

ramifications which appear most clearly in connection with the 

narcotics traffic. 

2. Its leaders are usually found in control of the most lucrative 

rackets in their cities. 

3. There are indications of a centralized, direction .::.' ( control of 
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Table 4.2 

Urban Citizen Perceptiom, About Gambling 
and Organize.d Crime by Region 

Per Cent of Citizens Who Agr~ed 
Perceptions about 

Organized Crime 

Very few illegal 
bling operations 
rur. by orga .. nized 

gam-
are 
crime 

Profits from illegal 
gambling operations 
are often used to 
finance drug and loan-
sharking operations 

North
east 

26% 

90 

North-· 
central 

31% 

85 
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South West 

35% 38% 

82 89 

Tota.l 
Sample 

32% 

86 



these rackets, but the leadership appears to be a group 

rather than a single individual. 2 

In the early 1960s, Joseph Valachi. an FBI informant, gave a new name to 

'What had been called the Mafia. In testimony before the Permanent Subcommittee 

on Investigation of the Senate Committee on Government Operations (The McGlel-

Ian Committee), Va1achi described his membership in liLa Cosa Nostra ll
, a eon-

federation of criminal groups operating in the major cities (Maas, 1968., u. S. 

Senate Committee on Government Operations, 1962). 

In 1967, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justice, in its Task Force Report: Organized Crime, described the national 

confederation and its activities in greater detail than other previous publica-

tions. The Task Force stated that: 

Organized crime is a society that seeks to operate outside the con-

trol of the American people and their governments. It ~.nvo1ves 

thousands of criminals working within structures as complex as those 

of any large corporation, subject to la'Ws more rigidly enforced than 

those of legitimate governments. Its actions are not impulsive, but 

rather the results of intricate conspiracies, carried on over many 

years and aimed at gaining control over whole fields of activity in 

order to amass huge profits. The core of organized crime activity 

is the supplying of illegal goods and services - gambling, loan-

sharking, narcotics and other forms of vice - to countless numbers 

of citizen customers. 3 

The President's Commission reported that illegal gambling was the greatest 

source of revenue for organized crime and that most large-city illegal gambling 

W§,S ~s.tablishea. and controlled by organized crime. 

There is considerable ambiguity today about what is meant b;y "O;J;'gan:j:z.ed 
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crime". For purposes of understanding gambling law enforcement, however, there 

are three characteristics that are important: 1) the organizations are involved 

'in a variety of criminal activities that are considered serious as well as in 

gambling; 2) the organizations are large enough to have the potential to buy 

protection through corrupting police and other public officials; and 3) the in

dividuals who profit from and insure the continuity of illegal activities are 

many organizational steps away from those directly involyed in breaking state 

gambling laws, for example by taking illegal bets (National Advisory Committee 

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1976). 

Criminal Organizations and Illegal Gambling 

For reasons which should be obvious, there is not very much good informa

tion on the organization of illegal gambling operations. In our interviews with 

police, we asked them to describe the organization of illegal gambling in some 

detail. Several of the most knowledgeable persons in each department were ques

tioned, and attempts were made to corroborate their opinions from other sources. 

'llhe findings they reported here are what they told us. We cannot guarantee the 

accuracy of what they said. However, this study represents one of the few sys

tematic attempts to gather such information across the nation. Furthermore, one 

could argue that what the police believe is happening is important in and of it

self. 

Because the definitions of organized crime differ, we tried to obtain as 

specific descriptions as possible of the organizations involved in illegal'gam~ 

bling. In particular, we obtained information on four topics; 

1) relationship to regional, multi-service organizations, such as the 

traditional "La Cosa Nostra" type of organization or the IIDixie Mafia,", a group 

gf Q:rga.n:i~ations reportedly operating in the South; 

2) the extent to which gambling organiza'Liol'H; Wel'e involved in p:;;ovidi,ng 
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other illegal services; 

3) the extent to which the gambling services were tightly controlled; .that 

is~ the degree of difficulty for a small independent to operate without a formal 

relationship to existing major criminal organizations; and 

4) the extent to which bookmaking and numbers were run by the same organ

izations within the city. 

Police views on organizational structure of illegal bookmaking a';fe summarized 

in Table 4.3. Thete were seven cities in which police officers believed regional~ 

multi-service organizations played a major direct role in Hlegal bookmaking. In 

seven other cities~ there was known or suspected to be some organized crime pres

ent in the city~ ranging from the mere presence of an identified organized crime 

figure to documented involvement in one or more illicit enterprises. However~ 

in none of these seven cities did the police know of any significant involvement 

of these people or organizations in illegal bookmaking. In two other cities~ 

there was no known organized crime present. 

There were nine cities in which one or a few organizations were said to 

control most of the illegal bookmaking in that city. However~ there were only 

four cities where we were told that an independent~ not directly affiliated with 

one of the major organizations, could not operate. 

Finally, there were only three cities in which the organizatipns running 

bookmaking were thought to be also involved in illegal nmnbers operations. In 

two of these cities, one or two organizations were said to run all the illegal 

gambling. In a third, the organizations running bookmaking were said to have 

some numbers operations, but there were also many independents. 

In general, numbers operations were less likely to be tied to regional? 

mul ti-service organizations than were bookmaking operations (Table 4 .. 4j. There 

were only three cities in the sample where such connections were reported,? and 
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Table 4.3 

The Organizativn of Illegal Bookmaking 
in Sixteen Sample Cities 

Q,rganizational Characteristi,cs NumbET of Cities 

Are persons with known national or regione.l 
organized crime ties present in the city and 
are they involved in bookmaking 'operations? 

Yes, and involved in bookmaking 
Yes, but not known to have major 

involvement in bookmaking 
No 

Do one or a few org§nizations control bookmaking? 

Yes~ none or only a few independents 
No!. many independents 

Could an independent operat.e? 

Yes 
No 

Are same people involved in bookmaking and numbers? 

Yes 
Sometimes 
No 
No numbers in city 
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'7 
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9 
'7 

12 
4 

2 
1 
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Table 4.4 

The Organization of Illegal Numbers 
in Sixteen Saml1le Cities 

Organizational Characteristics Number of Cities 

Illegal nL~bers operations run by or 
associated with multi-service, regional 
orK~r,i za:tions 

Yes 
No 
No numbers in city 

Can an independent operate? 

Yes 
No 
No numbers in city 
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8 
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8 
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only three cities in which an independent could not operate. 

We do not intend to minimize the problem of organized crime in the United 

States. Although there were several cities in the sample in which illegal gam

bling was not controlled by multi-service regional criminal organizations, there 

are important ways that illegal gambling operations can support large-scale 

criminal organizations without being directly controlled. In particular, sell

ing wire services, providing lay-off services and loansharking - all of which go 

hand-in-hand with bookmaking - can be very lucrative. Yet it appeared that in 

about half the major cities in this country, police did not think that illegal 

bookmaking was run directly by a multi-service, large-scale criminal organiza

tion; numbers operations were said to be even more independent. Also, there were 

a half dozen cities known to have an organized crime presence which was not in

volved in bookmaking. 

One can argue that perhaps the local police were naive and did not really 

know about the situation in their cities. After all, most pOlice departments 

did not use wiretaps. However, because of the salience of organized crime to 

law enforcement officials, most of those interviewed had paid attention to the 

possibility, and had been on the lookout for signs of organized crime involve

ment in gamblIng. 

I~ general, then, according to police, illega~ gambling and organized crime 

were not necessarily synonymous on a city-by-city basis. In about half the major 

cities in the country they were directly linked; in about half, they were not, 

according to the best in:f;'ormat:j.on we could obtain. Moreover, in only about a 

~ua~ter ot. our sample cities was all illegal gambling thought to be tightly con

trolled by one or a few criminal, multi-service organizations. These patterns 

emphasize the heterogeneity of the nature, of the gambling enforcement situation 

in the United States ann the importance of setting goals, priorities and policies 
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which are appropriate to each local situation. They also are important back

ground for understanding the variety of police responses to commercial gambling. 

Responses to Commercial Gambling 

Although criminal organizations were frequently said to be a central.con

cern in gambling law enforcement, in fact it was not common to see this concern 

translated into action. There ~s a variety of reasons why this might be a per

fectly reasonable policy on the part of police. First, however, let us review 

the basis for the statement. 

One possible response to c.riminal organizations is to attempt directly to 

apprehend criminal organization leaders. The majority of police departments in 

our sample had an organized crime unit. However, for the most part, these were 

only intelligence gathering units that took no direct action themselves. More

over, their ability to gather intelligence about criminal organizations was lim

ited. There were only five police departments in the sample which used wire

taps in gambling-related cases. Because criminal leaders were not often vul

nerable to arrest by virtue of possession of physical evidence relate~ to gam

bling, the most likely offense of which they could be charged was "conspiracy" 

to break state laws. Wiretaps, and sometimes testimony of co-conspirators, were 

the main ways to obtain evidence of conspiracy, and to find out about the 

structure and operations of criminal organizations in general. Federal wiretap 

results were seldom shared with local police.- Thus, there was little potential 

for direct action by local police against leaders of criminal organizations in 

9 of the 14 cities where organized crime was considered to be pr.esent. 

We did not obtain good descriptions of the criminal connecticlns of persons 

arrested for gambling violations in the sample cities. However, we do not need 

them in order to say that lqcal police did not arrest very :many "~igher .. ups" in 

criminal organizations. The local police did not claim to do so. There was 
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only one city in which law enforcement officials said they were making signifi

cant arrests that directly affected leaders of criminal organizations. Another 

police department was making a very significant resource investment in that 

direction; but it had not yet begun to produce results. In the rest of the 

cities, including three where wiretaps were used for gambling cases, significant 

arrests of criminal leaders were not reported. 

Another way to attack criminal organizations, and one that seemed more 

feasible for most departments, was to make it difficult for illegal gambling 

operators to do business. Police cannot do this alone', of course; they can only 

make arrests. The real disruptive effect of an arrest on an operator occurs if 

he is convicted and given a jail sentence, probation or a heavy fine. Nonethe

less, as far as the police are concerned, the final step is the arrest. Police 

offi,cials cited the goal of reducing gambling revenues -- by putting operators 

out of business or by forcing them to be more cautious and thereby less accessi

ble -- as a way of affecting criminal organizations or of discouraging further 

involvement ~n gambling operations where such organizations were not currently 

thought to be neavily involved. 

Bookmaking investigations and arrests can be difficult and time-consuming 

for police. Considerable time has to be invested in monitoring wiretaps or, 

more often, in physical surveillance before a search warrant can be obtained and 

an arrest attempted. The majority of bookmaking arrests in the sample cities 

were made on warrants, obtained through intelligence work by police on their own 

and from other law enforcement agencies. Eveb an on-view arrest, however, in 

many cases requires a great amount of preliminary invest,igati ve work. 

All but one police department in the sample reported that there were il~ 

legal bookmakers operating in their ci,tiea. There was variation in how openly 

they operated and how prevalent they were. Such concepts are difficult to 
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~uantify exactly. However, there was no question that police departments dif-

fered widely in the extent to which they were successful in apprehending il-

legal bookmakers (Table 4.5). Of the five cities rated as having higbly avail-

able illegal bookmaking,* tvo had a high bookmaking arrest rate" one had a Ined-

ium rate, and two had a low rate. There was likewise variation in bookmaking 

arrest rates at the medium and even some at the low level of bookmaking avail-

ability. 

It is significant to note, in light of the fact that 15 departments said 

they had illegal bookmaking operations, that of the 16 sample cities, ten made 

one or fewe_' bookmaking arrests per 100,000 population in 1975. There were 

several reasons given by departments for those low arrest rate figures. In 

three departments the fact that wiretapping was not allowed by state lav was 

cited as a main reason that bookmakers -were not arrested. However, tvo of the 

three sample cities that made the most bookmaking arrests did so -without benefit 

of "Wiretaps. Table 4.6 elaborates this point . Cities that did uSe wire"t;aps did 

not always make many bookmaking arrests, and there clearly were .departments 

without -wiretap opportunities that made as many or more bookmaking arrests. 

Departments in several other cities cited the extreme difficulty of appre-

hending bookmakers operating in factories or that bookmakers used sophisticated 

technology to protect themselves, using tape recorded phone messages and other 

such devices. The fac'!; that bookmakers Vere harder to catch in some cities 

than in others probably accounts for some variation in bookmaking arrests. Hov-

~ver, it also seems certain that departmental priorities played a role in these 

*This is the first of several places in the report vhere a rating of the avail
ability of illegal gambling is used. This rating vas created by ordering cities 
on the basis of interview data and police questionnaire responses. This rating 
was then replicated by the on-site interviewers. Any significant discrepancies 
were reconciled by reviewing the evidence and criteria. 
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Table l~. 5 

1975 Bookmaking Arrest Rates by the Availability of 
Il1.egal Sports anc. Horse Bookmaking 

Bookmaking 
Arrest 

Rate· 

High 
(>~/lOO;o'OO) 

Medium 
(2-4/100,000) 

Low 
«2/100,000 ) 

0 

,1 

3 

4 

Availability of Illegal Book.makinK 

Med.i1.un High 

1 2 

1 1 

5 2 

7 5 

58 

All 
Departments 

3 

3 

10 

16 



Table 4.6 

Reported Use of Wiretaps in Gambling Enforcement 
by Bookmaking Gambling Arrest 

Wi:r:etaps Used 
in Gambling 
Enforcement 

Yes 

No 

Book Gamoling Arrest Rate 

<2/100,000 2-4/Me.':'.i.UID > 4/High 

3 1 1 

7 2 2 

10 3 3 

59 

All 
DE!partments 

5 

11 

16 



differences. 

The availability'of illegal nurabers games was not as universal as book

making. In five of the 16 sample cities there were no organized illegal num

bers g&~es (see Table 4.4). However, for the 11 cities where there were illegal 

numbers games, there was considerable variation in the police department re

sponse. Police in three of these departments made almost no arrests for numbers 

violations in 1975, even though one of the citiES had a very large illegal num

bers operation. There were four departments that had a relatively high numbers 

arrest rate; all of these departments were in cities where illegal numbers were 

comparatively available (Table 4.7). 

In the case of numbers arrests there can be no doubt that departmental 

priorities hs a significant effect on the arrest rate. Numbers arrests were 

not that hard to make in any city with an illegal numbers operation. The most 

COmmon explanation by vice officers in cities ithere the rate of numbers arrests 

was low was that the games were restricted to neighborhoods where residents did 

not want the lottery laws enforced. In other words, police felt they were not 

under any general public pressure to enforce the laws, and they perceived specific 

neighborhood pressure not to make arrests. 

One other aspect of the police response to commercial gambling should be 

discussed here. If criminal organizations are the target of enforcement ef

forts, it could be expected that cases would be initiated on the basis of police 

intelligence that a given operation was tied to a criminal organization. How

ever, as Table 4.8 shows, half of the six departments that were oriented toward 

commercial gambling (which is arbitrarily defined in the table as making at least 

20 per cent of all gambling arrests ;or bookmaking or lottery violations) relied 

priml:~rily on citizen complaints for initiation of their cases! whereas most of 

those departments initiatLlg their own cases did not. concentrate on commercial 
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Numbers 
Arrest 
Rate 

High 
(>10/100,000) 

Medium 
(2-10/100,000) 

Low 
(>2/100,000) 

Table 4.7 

1975 Numbers Arrest Rates by 
the Availability of Illegal Numbers 

Availability of Illegal Num1:.ers. 

Yes No 

4 a 

4 ° 

3 5 

11 5 

61 

All 
Departments 

4 

4 

R 

16 



Table 4.8 

Proportion of all 1975 Gambling Arrests That W~re for Numbers 
or Bookmaking by Source of Initiation of Majority of Gambling Cases 

Per Cent of Arrests 
that are for Numbers 

or Bookmaking 

Less than 20% 

20% or mOI'e 

Source of Initiation 
Indepertdent Initiation Initiated 

by by 
Vice Officers Citizen Complaints 

3 

11 

62 

2 

1. 

5 

All 
Depart

ments 

10 

6 

16 



gambling. 

Conclusion 

This chapter began by describing the significance of illegal commercial 

gambling for criminal organizations and stating that this link is almost uni

versally cited by police as an important basis of their concern about gambling. 

However, when one looks at the actual responses of police, there is little basis 

for concluding that very many departments are likely to make much of an impact 

on criminal organizations. Direct efforts against "higher-ups" in criminal or

ganizations were only claimed in two departments; and in only one did the local 

law enforcement officials claim some success due to their efforts. Only six 

departments made 20 per cent or more of their gambling arrests for commercial 

gambling. Five of these departments made at least 2/100,000 bookmaking arrests. 

However, of-these five departments only two initiated the majority of their cases 

from their own investigative efforts. Although most departments consider cOin

mercial gambling and criminal organizations to be very important targets, only 

two departments at most could be viewed as aggressively pursuing an enforcement 

goal of attacking commercial gambling operations. 

The vast majority of local police departments neither emphasize commercial 

gambling enforcement nor actively seek out commercial operations that might be 

tied to or support criminal organizations. 
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CHAPTER V 

MAINTAINING PUBLIC CONFIDENCE 

Introduction 

In addi tio,n to directly combatting illegal gambling operations, police 

gambling enforcement efforts can have as a goal the maintenance of public con

fidence in the police. This goal is particularly important given the different 

responsibilities that police have in enforcing plaintiffless criMes compared to 

othe:r types of crimes. Rather than simply responding to calls, it is the respons

ibility of the police to find and bring charges against those who would provide 

illegal services (and in some cases those who would partake of illegal services). 

If the police fail in this responsibility, the confidence of the public in the 

police department may be lowered, not only with respect to gambling enforcement, 

but with respect to all police actions; it may even affect citizen respect for 

the law in general (Gardiner, 1970). 

From the citizen perspective, there are two ways that the police can fail 

in carrying out their responsibilities. If a citizen complains about a gambling 

violation, and subsequently sees no indication that the police responded to his/ 

her complaint, confidence in the police may be lowered. Although gambling is a 

plaintiffless crime, police departments do receive some complaints about gambling. 

Police interviewed in the sample citi.es reported that in mos.t ca,se.s tlll:'!~~ a.re 

from uninvolved third parties or relatives Qf Hvictimsl.t. In a less direct ~~ 

the public might feel police are failing in their responsibilities if citizens 

see illegal gambling operations in their neighborhoods. They may surmise that 

if they can see it and nothing is being done, then police must be inept, corrupt 

or both. 
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From the police perspective, maintaining public confidence is a latent goal·, 

but one which has important pragmatic consequences if confidence is shattered. 

Very few police chiefs (or mayors) are likely to stay in office after a vice 

corruption scandal. The goal of maintaining public confidence or improving it 

may become particularly salient after a vice-related scandal. 

This chapter presents information which relates to the enforcement goal of 

maintaining public confidence. The issues addressed are: 

1) to what extent do police see maintaining public confidence as a gambling 

enforcement goal; 

2) how do citizens want police to enforce gambling laws; 

3) what are the reactions of citizens when police fail to do what citizens 

want; and 

4) how are police currently responding to this enforcement goal? 

Police Views: Public Confidence as an Enforcement Goal 

In our interviews with police chief executives in the sample cities, there 

was almost una:c1imous agreement that an Hextremely important ll reason for enforcing 

gambling laws was to "maintain the good reputation of the police department". 

Most chiefs thought that a "very important ll reason :for enforcing the gambling 

laws was to "satisfy citizen complaints II • 

Answers to the police officer questionnaire showed that line officers also 

perceived a relationship between enforcing gambling laws and public confid~~ce 

(Table 5.1). Two-thirds of all officers and an even higher proportion of gam-

bling specialists (85 per cent) felt that lIit was just as important to enforce 

the gambling laws as any other lawll. Over half of all officers felt that "tough 

enforcement of the gambling laws is important to citizen respect for the law in 

general". Three-quarters of the gambling specialists felt this way. 

However, Table 5.2 presents some related opinions of police officers that 
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Questionnaire 
Item 

Tough enforce-
ment of laws 

Table 5.1 

Police Officers' Perceptions of Importance 
to CitizEns of Gambling Law Enforcement 

Per Cent of Officers by Assignment Who 

Gambling Ot.her 
S ecialists' Vice . Det.ecti ve Patrol Other 

against gambling 
is important to 
citizen respect 
for the law in 
general 74% 63% 56% 57% 59% 

Enforcing gam"h-
ling laws is 
just as impor-
tant as enforc-
ing any other 
la1U 85 'f5 64 62 /2 

66 

Agreed 

All 
Officers 

58% 
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Table 5.2 

Police Officers"Perception of Support from 
Citizens for Gambling Law Enforcement 

-------------------,r-----------~------------------------~------------------

Questionnaire 
Item 

I 

Citizens d.o not care 
whether or not gam
blip.g laws are' 
enforced. 

People in this part 
of the country 
think gambling is 
wrong 

There is very 
little citizen 
cooperation with 
the enforcement 
of gambling laws 

How the police 
enforce gambling 
laws is particluar
ly important to 
the way citizens 
rate oyerall po
lice performance 

SomE! respectable 
citizens actively 
oppose tOl~h en
forcement of gam
'9ling laW's 

,J?erCent of, Officers by ,Ass,ignmentsWho Agreed. 

Ga:rribling 
Speei,aJist\3 

79% 

32 

83 

67 

Other 
Vice Detective 

77% 80% 

29 28 

77 89 

40 32 

88 

All 
Patrol Other Officers 

78% 76% 

.25 29 27 

88 83 86 

:~" 
>':--

,~, 31 33 ,,' =''32''''''';:£~~- 0 

87 86 



illustrate the conflicting nature of gambling law enforcement. Just as police 

did not believe that citizens consider gambling to be a serious o.ffense (Table 

3.2), they also saw little citizen cooperation with gambling law enforcement. 

They said that citizens did not care whether or not the laws were enforced, and 

saw opposition to tough law enforcement. Only a minority (32 per cent) thought 

gambling law enforcement was "particularly" important to citizen ratings of police. 

Thus, the police responded that it is important to enforce gambling laws to 

maintain citizen respect, but citizens consider gambling law enforcement tmim

port ant • If this appears confusing on the surface, we shall, see in the next 

section that it only mirrors the complexity of the views of citizens themselves. 

Citizen Concerns about Gambling Enforcement 

One premise which underlies the enforcement goal of maintaining public con

fidence is that citizens want gambling laws enforced and will react negatively 

if they are not enforced. The data that we collected through the Michigan 

National Survey of Citizens provides an estimate of citizen concern about gam

bling enforcement. These data were analyzed for citizens living in central cit

ies,since this corresponds most closely to the constituency of the departments 

in. our sample. 

This section will focus on what urban citizens want for g8llilbling en:('orce.,.., 

ment; how satisfied they are with current en:t;orcement efforts; how '~hey ]?erceive 

police activities; how willing citizens are to assist police in gambling enforce~ 

ment; and hoy citizens' views on gambling enforcement affect their overall rat

ings of police. 

Urban Citizen Desires for Enforcement 

Citizens felt that gambLing enforcement was of relatively low p;t"io;rity .. 

Citizens were asked to compare the importance of enforcing gambling laws to sev

eral other crimes (Table 5.3). These crimes ranged from selling pornography' and 
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Tab1e 5.3' 

Urban Citizens Priorities. f'or Ecf'orcement of' Gamb1.ing Laws Relative to other Offenses 

Comparison Offense 
Rel.ative Importance Driving Buying Public Pros- Selling 

of' Gamb1.ing" Selling Car When stea1.ing Sto1.en Selling Drunk- titu- Pom-
Heroin Drunk Buro:lary Cars Pro}-R::L "3 Marijuana eness tion oPra"phY 

Ibre Important 1.% 2% 2% 8% 1.8% 24% 25% 25% 

Equal.1.y Important 1.0 1.2 1.5· 6 21. 1.8 25 21 29 

Less Important 89 86 83 81 1!. 64 .21. 48 46 
<l'-

100% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 100% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% \0 
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prostitution to burglary and selling heroin~. Relative ratings ranged from 89 

per cent of urban citizens fE!eling that gambling was "less important to enforce" 

than selling heroin to 46 per cent feeling that gambling was "less important to 

enforce" than selling pornograpll;y. These comparative figures, however, mask aLl. 

important aspect of citizen views on the topic. Additional ~uestionnaire items 

dealt with the importance of strict gambling law enforcement, whether offenders 

should be arrested, and whether convicted offenders should go to jail. All 

represent standards for enforcement that r.:itizens may hold. 

Only about a ~uarter of all urban adults rated gambling law enforcement 

"not very important", while 39 per cent considered it "very important". More 

directIy, there was little evidence of tolerance for non~>enforcement. Nearly 

three-~uarters said bookmakers should bE) arrested; and over half -believed jail 

to be an appropriate sentence for convicted bookmakers (Table 5.4). Thus, one 

part of the problem f'or police is that gambling law enforcement is one of the 

lowest priorities for citizens and yet the majority clearly want the law en

forced. 

Feelings about the value of enforcing gambling laws were not universal~ 

however. We wanted to learn morE: about. the factors related to a desire for 

gambling law enforcement. In the aualyses presented below~ the three items 

representing citizen standa.rds for enforcemenJG were combined into one scale. 

Each citizen was gi-ven 111" to "311 points depending on how high nis/her standards 

were on each item. Then the sum across all three items was calculated. The re,.. 

sulting scale ranged from "3" to "9" points with a population average. of 6.5. 

Analyses using multiple regression (Table 5.5) showed that citi.zen stand~. 

ards for enforcement were primarily associated with two personal characteris ... 

tics: whether a citizen believed there should be laws against plaintiffless 

crimes, and the citizen's betting behavlor during the ];last year. 
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Table 5.4 

Urban Citizens' Standards for Gambling Law Enforcement 

Standards for Enforcement 

Importance of enforcing' gambling laws? 

Very important 

Fairly important 

Not very important 

Should bookmakers be arrested? 

Yes 

No 

Should convicted bookmakers go to jail? 

Yes 

No 

71 

Per Cent of Urban 
Citizens 

39% 

34 

27 

100% 

71 

100% 

52 

100% 
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Multiple Regression Analysis of Select.ed 
Individual and- Situational Factors on 

Urban Citizens' Gambling Enforcement Standards 

Predictive Factors 
in Order Entered Simple r 

Religion - Catholic .03 

Religion - Other Protestant .02 

Religion - Fundamentalist Protest.ant. .03 

Religion - No Preference .02 

Sex .10 

Garrillling Perceived Connected to 
Organized Crime .01 

Age .20 

Legal Status of Gambling .03 

Atti tude Towa.rd other Plaintiff
less Crimes 

Gambling Behavior in 1974 .29 

72 

Cumulative R 

.03 

.04 

.06 

.06 

.12 

.12 

.23 

.23 

.41 

.45 

Beta 

.08 

.02 

.06 

.02 

.04 

.04 

.07 

.03 

.33 

.22 



Citizens were asked whether there should be laws against public drunkenness, 

possession of marijuana, prostitution, selling pornography, or adult homosexual-

ity. The more of these activities the citizen felt there should be laws against, 

the higher were his/her standards for gambling enforcement. Citizens were also 

as~ed about their betting behavior during 1974 and then classified as having done 

no betting (34 per cent), betting only legally or only with friends (51 per cent), 

or betting on illegal commercial games Such as horses, sports 0r numbers (15 per 

cent).* Citizens who had not bet at all had the highest standards for enforce-

ment while citizens who had bet on illegal commercial games had the lowest stand-

dards. 

For those unfamiliar with regression analysis, the two important points. to 

note are in columns 1 and 3. Column 1 shows that the correlations (simple r) 

with gambling enforcement standards are highest for the two factors cited. In 

column 3, the numbers show the relative importance (or weight) each factor would 

have in an equation that used all the factors to make the best prediction of 

gambling enforcement standards. The items with the largest Betas are the most 

important, in this instance, the last two items in the table. 

Table 5.6 shows the combined effect of these two personal characteristics 

on standards for gambling enforcement. Citizens who felt strongly that there 

should be laws against plaintiffless crimes ~nd who had not bet on an illegal com .... 

mercial game during the past year had the highest standards for gambling enforce-

ment, an average of 8.0. 

Urban Citizen Perceptions of Police Activities 

Citizens were asked se" 'al questions relating to police activities. i3,nd 

*These figures differ slightly from those given in Chapter II because they apply 
only to urban residents. 
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Table 5.6 

* AYerage Overall Standardf:', for Gambling Enforcement ** 
for Selected Sample Subpopulations of Urbar, Citizens 

Hi h 

Medium 

Low 

7.6 ___ _ 
( 36%) 

6.3 
(36%) 

5.4 
(28%) 

H 
0 

·rl 

~ ..c: 
OJ..::t 
p:jl:-

0\ 
bOr-I 

.~ I::l 
r-I 'rl 

~ 
0 

H 
o 
.~ 

Never Bet 

Bet Illegally 

Never Bet 

Bet. Legally 

Bet Illegally 

Never Bet 

al 

~..::t 
p:j t-
~ Bet Legally 

~ r-I _-+_~ ____ _ 
'rl I::l 
r-I 'rl 

~ Bet Illegally 
o 

8.0 (18%) 

7.3 (15%) 

6.0 (3%) 

6.5 (9%) 

6.4 (19%) 

5.8 (5%) 

5. lt (16%) 

5.0 (6%) 

* The standards for the Gambling Enforcement St;ale rar,ges from a low of "3" 
to a high of "9" . 

. ** Size of each group as a proportion of the tctal sample is given. in parentheses. 
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gambling enforcement. For urban citizens who saw, or knew, of illegal bookmak-

ing activity in their city, almost all (89 per cent) felt that the police also 

knew about it (Table 5.7). This view holds true for citizens allover the 

country. 

For urban citizens who saw illegal numbers activity, 82 per cent felt that 

the police also knew about it. This view, however, exhibit.s considerable re-

gional variation. In the Northeast, 90 per cent thought police knew. while in 

the West 66 per cent thought police kne'\v about it. 

For those citizens who knew of illegal gambling and thought police knew 

about it, we asked how they thought people involved in these activities contin-

ued to operate. The answers were similar for both bookmaking and illegal numbers 

operations (Tables 5.8 and 5.9). In all parts of the country except the West, 

urban citizens thought the main reason was that police were bribed.. However, in 

the West the most cited reason was thought to be the difficulty of th~ enforce-

ment task. The ineffectiveness of courts and prosecutors was cited more often 

in the West than anywhere else.* 

Citizens were asked two other questions about corruption and police activ-

ities. About two-thirds of the urban citizens thought that most police officers 

w"Ould not take a bribe. A similar proportion felt that "bookies had to bribe 

policemen in order to stay in business ll (Table 5.10). For both questions urban 

citizens in the West rated police more positively than citizens in other regions 

of the country; and citizens were most skeptical about police honesty east of 

the Mississippi. 

It is clear from these findings that visible illegal gambling is interpreted 

*These views are consistent with information given by police about the openness 
of illegal gambling, particularly numbers. In the West, police felt there was 
less open bookID8.king and much less, open numbers than in other parts of the country. 
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ITable 5.7 

Urban Citizens' Perceptions About Police 
Knowledge of Illega.l Gambling Act.i vi ty 

'by Region 

Perceptions of Police Know-, 
ledge of Illegal Gambling 

Per Cent of those who knew 
of illegal ;bookmaking who 
thought the police also 
knew about it. * 

Per Cent of those who knew 
of illegal numbers who 
thought police also knew 
about it. ** 

Nortb
east 

90% 

90 

Region 

South 

78 

North
central 

91% 

83 

West 

66 

All Urban 
Citizens 

82 

* 81 per cent of the urban sample said they kne.r of illegal bookme.king in 
their city. 

'J-

** 59 per cent of the urban sample said they kne"T of illegal numbers in their 
city. 
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Table 5.8 

Urban Citizens' Perceptions of Most Likely Reason Why 
Bookmaking Operations Continue* 

Reasons Bookmaking Region 
Operations Contim!e 

North- North-
east central South West 

Police, authorities paid 
off 61% 43% 47% ,19% 
","'. ''''" , r 

Police ~ooperate, look 
the other way 14 19 17 19 

Gamblers hide, go 
undercover 14 22 17 36 

Legal system ineffective 2 4 8 17 

Other reasons (each <5%) .....2 12 11 . ...2. 

100 100 100 1100 

All 
Urban 

Citizens 

50% 

19 

15 

7 

.....2 

100 

*Exc1udes respondents who thought police did not know about illegal bookmaking 
operations or who did not know of illegal bookmaking in theil~ city. 
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Table 5.9 

Urban Citizens' Perceptions of MOEit 
LikeJy Reason Why Numbers Operations Continue* 

Reason Numbers Opera
.tiol1s Continue 

Police, authorities paid off 

Police cooperate, look the 
othelr way 

Gamblers hide~. go undercover 

Legal system ineffective 

Other reasons (each <5%) 

North-- North .. 
east central 

59% 42% 

17 28 

10 14 

4 4 

~ J.L 

100% 100% 

-Region 

South West 

56% 17% 

12 12 

16 36 

8 29 

~- _6 

100% 100% 

All Urban 
Citizens 

45% 

17 

21 

7 

~ 

100% 

* Excludes respondent.s who thought J;-olice did not know about illegal numbers 
opera.tions or who did not know of illegal numbers in their city. 
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Table 5.10 

Urban Citizens' Perceptions About 
Police Corruption by RE!gion 

Perceptions About 
Police Corruption 

North
east 

Most policemen in this city 
would not take a bribe to 
overlook a gambling opera-
tion 50% 

Bookies have to bribe police
men in order to stay in 
business 80 

79 

Region 

North
central 

60 

South 

71 

West 

79% 

40 

All Urban 
Citizens 

63% 

I" 
" \I 



by many citizens as being a sign of police corruption. Table 5.11 reinforces 

this point. An index was created by combining the answers to the three ques-

tions described above: why do illegal gamblers continue to operate, most police 

officers will not take bribes, and bookmakers have to bribe to stay in business. 

It is clear that this ind~x of the perception of gambling-related corruption is 

strongly related to the perceived amount of numbers operators. The same asso-

ciation holds for the perception of bookmakers. 

The final issue addressed was whether or not citizens were satisfied with 

the level of gambling lavr ~:nforcement. They were asked whether the police should 

do "more", "less" or the IIsame ll amount of gambling law enforcement. For citizens 

in urban areas, 48 per cent wanted police to do "more", 45 per cent wanted police 
I 

to do "about the same" and only 7 per cent wanted police to do "lessH. Again, 

we see evidence that non-enforcement is not valued by citizens. Less than 10 

per cent of any group wanted "less" gambling law enfol'cement. Indeed, slightly 

over half of the urban citizens in the Northeast and South as well as non-white 

citizens across the country wanted police to do "more" in gambling enforcement 

(Table 5.12). 

Citizen Cooperation with Police 

In the national citizen survey·, questions were asked about willingness to 

report a gambling violation to police (Table 5.13). Only 23 per cent of urban 

citizens said they thought they would report a known illegal sports bookie to 

police. Urban citizens living in the Northeast were least likely to say they 

would report (16 per cent) and those in the Westm,:)st likely (33 J?er cent) •. 

Non-White citizens were significantly less likely to say they would report than 

whites (14 per cent versus 26 per cent). 

Citizen willingness to report ill.e~al. gambling was ;much lq~e;r than wtll~ng ..... 

ness to report other crimes. Among urban citf.zens, 94 J?er cent sa.id theY.' WOuld 
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Table 5.11 

Urban Citizens' Perception of' Gambling-ReJ,ated Police 
Corruption by Perceived ArrlOurt of Numbers Writers in City 

Perception of' 
Gambling-related 

Corruption* 

None 

Low 

Medium 

, 
High 

A Lot 

4 

27 

32 

---2L 

100% 

Perceived Amount of Numbers Writers 

Some 

19 

25 

35 

~ 

100% 

Few 

34 

29 

22 

JL 

100% 

Almost 
'None 

52 

23 

10 

--12..-

100% 

None 

46 

41 

13 

** 

100% 

* "Noue" equals an answer of not corrupt to all three questions. "Low" 
equals yes to one, "medi Unl" equals yes to two, "high" equals yes, 
"corrupt", to all three. 

** Less than 0.5 per cent. 
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Satisfaction with 
Gambling Enforce-· 
ment Efforts 

Want Police to do 
More 

Same 

Less 

All 
Urban 

Table 5.12 

Urban Citizens; Sat.isfact.ion with Current Police 
Enforcement Efforts by Race and Region 

Race Region 

Nortb-
Citizens White Non-White Northeast Central 

48% 46% 54% 53% In% 

45 47 41 39 46 

-L -L ---L _8_ --L 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

South West 
·7 

51% 37% 
N 
00 

45 54 

_4 --L 

100% 100% 



.,. 
Willingness 
to Repcrt 

Illegal Bookie 

Selling Stolen 
Goods 

Selling Marijuana 

Burglary, nothing 
stolen 

Robbery 

Table 5.13 

Urban Citizens' Willingr.ess to Report Illegal Gambling 
Compared to Otber Crimes by Race and Region 

All 
Urban Race Region 

Citizens No.rth-
Non-White White Northeast Cemtral 

23% 14% 26% 16% 23% 

59 4-1 66 44 59 

52 37 58 43 51 

80 79 81 75 83 

94 
/ 

90 96 91. 96 

'. 

Soutb West 

23% 33% 

60 79 
C") 

53 63 00 

81 83 

" 94 96 



report a robbery, 80 per cent said they would report a break-in even though 

nothing was taken, 59 per cent said they would report someone selling stolen 

goods, and 52 per cent said they would report someone selling marijuana. Re

gional and racial variation for reporting the two plaintiffless crimes (selling 

stolen goods or marijuana) was similar to that for reporting of an illegal bookie 

but there was no such variation for burglary or robbery. It should be pointed 

out that, based on what we know about the rates at which robberies and burglar

ies are reported, respondents considerably overestimated their likelihood of re

porting a crime. Thus, we must conclude that fewer than 23 per cent would actu

ally report a bookmaker to police. Clearly, police are correct in their percep

tion that they can expect little direct citizen cooperation in the enforcement 

of gambling laws. 

Analysis of the correlates of citizen willingness to report a bookmaker to 

police showed three factors to be of primary importance in determining a cit

izen's view. Citizens were more likely to say they would report if their stand

ards for gambling enforcement were high, if they believed there should be laws 

against plaintiffless crimes, or if they believed that the police would act on 

their complaint if they made one. 

Overall, 60 per cent of urban citizens thought police would act on a cit

izen complaint (Table 5.14). This perception was least frequent in the East 

(51 per cent) and most often reported in the West (78 per cent). 

Large differences in the willingness of citizens to report to police are 

accounted for by two factors; citizen standards for gambling enforcement and 

citizen beliefs about the likelihood of police acting on a citizen complaint. 

Table 5.15 presents the proportion of each group that would report an illegal 

sports bookie for combinations of these two most potent predictors. Among 

citizens who had low standards for gambling enforcemeht and who felt that police 
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. 
Police Would 
Act on Citizen 
Complaint of: 

1llege,l Bookie 

Selling Marijuana 

Selling Stolen 
Goods 

Table 5.14 

Urban Citizens' Perceptions of Police Willingness to Act on Citizen 
Compla.ints for Gambling ant'. Ott.er Crimes by Race and Region 

All Race Region 
Urban North-

Citizens Non-White '\<lhite Northeast Central 

60% 54% 63% 51% 61% 

81 72 85 69 83 

78 68 8-' ~I 68 81 

South West 

58% 78% 

87 87 lI"I 
00 

79 87 



Total 
Urban 
Populat.ion 

23% 

Table 5.15 

Per Cent of Urban Citizens Willing to Report an Ilie:gal 
Sports Bookie for Selected S~mple Subpopulations 

Y.I=...2.-. 
c;-. 

+' 
C) 

ttl 

Q) 
C) 

Hi h 43% 
'M 
r-l 

-- 0 
(24%) P-i 

rd 

~ 
.No 0 

~ 

+' 
Q 
Q) 

S 
Q) 
C) 

H I Yes 
0 
IH 1)-. 

Q +' 
Jil C) 

ttl 
tID 

Q) Q 
'n 24% 

C) 

r-l Medium 'n 
·Po ( 31%) 

-- r-l 
§ 0 

P-i 
eJ 

rd 
H 3 0 

Ne IH ~ 
en 
rd 

~ 
rd 
Q 
ttl 
+' 
Cf.l 

Yes 
c;-. 

+' 
C) 

ttl 

Q) 
CJ 

Low 43% ~ 
(45%)-& 

rd 
r-l 
;::l 

No ~ 

* Size of each group as a proportion of the total sample is given in 
parenthe~es . 
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47% 
(17%) 

32% 
(6%) 

39% 
(17%) 

2% 
(:1-2%) 

18% 
(23%) 

5% 
(20%) 



would not respond to a citizen~s complaint, only 5 per cent indicated they would 

report an illegal sports bookie. Among citizens who had high standards for gam

bling enforcement and who felt that police \Tould respond, 47 per cent said they 

would report an illegal sports bookie. 

We see, therefore, that the way the ?olice enforce the gambling laws in 

conjunction with citizen standards has a major impact on the level of coopera

tion police could expect from citizens. Even those citizens with low standards 

for enforcement were affected in their willingness to report by their perception 

of police willingness to follow through on a complaint. Among all identifiable 

groups, the likelihood of helping the police with gambling violations was low 

compared to other crimes. This likelihood, however, was significantly affected 

by the perception of police responsiveness. 

Overall Citizen Ratings of Police 

Does the way in which the police enforce gambling laws have any impact on 

citizen ratings of overall police quality? Vigorous enforcement may alienate 

those who want to gamble. Lack of enforcement may disappoint those who think 

gambling is wrong. On the o~her hand, given the low priority of gambling en

forcement among citizens in general, what the police do either way may have 

little impact on overall ratings by citizens. 

For urban citizens as a whole, 27 per cent rated the job the police were 

doing as "excellent" or livery good", 38 per cent said "good" and 35 per cent 

said "fair" or I!poor" (Table 5.16). As other studies have found,non-whites 

rated police lower than whites. 

The citizen survey also found that citizens who perceived corruption were 

much more likely to rate police as I!fair" or "poor" than citizens who saw little 

or no corruption (47 per cent versus 19 per cent) (Table 5.17). Citizen per

ceptions of police willingness to act on citizen complaints were also strongly 
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Rating All 
of Urban 

Police- Citizens 

Excellent 6% 

Very Good 21 

Gooct 38 

Fair 29 

Poor _6_ 

100% 

Table 5.16 

Urban Citizens' Rating of the Quality 
of Police by Race ar,d Region 

Rac.e 

Non-WhitE White· Northeast 

4% 7% 4% 

18 2'1 c. 24 

27 42 31 

38 25 27 

~ _4 ...l.lL 

100% 100% 100% . 

Re·gion 

Nortb-
Central South I-Test 

3% 9% 5% 

10 25 22 00 
00 

50 30 45 

32 32 25 

-L _4 _3_ 

100% 100% 100% 

" :. 



Ratings of Police 

Excellent; Very Good 

Good 

Fair; poor 

Table 5.17 

Urban Citizen Ratings of the Quality of Police by Perceptions 
of Gambling-Related Corruption and Police Willingness to Act on 

Complaints About Gambling 

Perceptions of Gambling- Perceptions of Gambling-
Related Corruption 

High 

20% 

33 

47 

100 

Medium 

37 

100 

Low 

26% 

45 

19 

100 

Related Com2laints 
Police Would Res20nd 

34% 

37 

29 

100 

Police Would Not 

l6/~ 

38 

46 

100 

0'\ 
. 00 



associated with ratings of the police. Citizens who thought police would not 

act on complaints of bookies taking sp?rts bets rated police much lower than 

citizens who felt police would act on these complaints (46 per cent versus 29 

per cent "fair" or "poor"). 

Based on a multiple regression analysis, the best predictors of overall 

ratings of police quality were: perception of police corruption; police will

ingness to act on a citizen complaint about a sports bookie; and race (Table 5.18). 

In order to asses's the joint impact on overall ratings o;f the. police.? g;J,~Oups 

were ~ormed from combinations of the two best predictors other than the citizen's. 

race. Table 5.19 shows the average overall :police rati.ng for each of the. grou;l?s 

e formed by the combination of values' on the predictors. The most positive rat~ng 

of the police. was given by a ~rQup 0;1:' citizens who perceived no corruJ;>tion re .... 

lated to gambling, and thought the pol t.c e. would act on citizen complaints about 

illegal sports bookies. This group, which makes up about a fifth of urban cit~ 

izens, rated police 2.6 on a five-point scale where "two" was "very good'" and 

"three" was "good". The lowest ratings we;r-e. given by groups who thought the 

police were corrupt in their gambli.ng enforcement activities and that the police 

would not act on a citizen complaint. This group encompassed about a quarter of 

the citizens and rated police with a score of 3.5, where "3 11 was "'good" and 1.14" 

was ";fair". 

Conclusion 

Although police sometimes feel that the jo'b they do. goes unnoticed~ the 

findings in this section support the notion that citizens do react to the wa;y :i:.n 

which the police do their job. In particular, perceptions Of police will~,ngness 

to follow up citizen complaints and perceptions of little or no police corrup

tion related to gambli..ng were associated 'with high ratings of the PQlice~ 

The "important aspect of these findings is that factOrS whi.ch relate to 
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Table 5.18 

Multiple Regression of Selected Individual 
and Situational Factors on Overall Rating 

of Police by Urban Citizens 

Predictive 'Factors in . Order Entered· ] Simple r 'Cumulativer' . 

Race .17 .17 

Age .07 .18 

Police Ineffectiveness .08 .20 

Perceived Amount of Numbers .13 .22 

'" 

Satisfaction wi th Current 
Level of Enforcement .11 .24 

Would Police Act on Reported 
Sports Bet .23 .31 

i' 

·Percei ved, Gambling-related 
Corruption .24 .34 

91 

Beta 

.14 

.07 

.02 

.02 

.07 

.18 

.14 



Total 
Urban 
Population 
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Table ).19 

* Average OVerall Rating of Po1ice fg;r. 
Selected Sample Sutpop~ations** 

High 

Medium 

Low 

3.3 
(43%)-

3.1 
(29%) 

2·7 
(28%) 

.p 
C).p 
ro Q) 
Q),o 
C) CIl 

~:Nu.<-.~ ______ 3.5 
(25% ) 

'r!.p ----I 
r-I ~I o 0 
PlPl 

CIl 
rO B ro 
~ § 

.p 
C).p 
ro W! 
Q) 

.0 
C) CIl 

'r! .p 
r-I H 
0 0 
PlPl 

CIl 
'0 
r-I ro 
;j 

~ & 0 

t.p 
ro Q) 
Q),o 
C) CIl 

'r! .p 
r-I 1-1 
o 0 
PlPl 

CIl 
rO B ro 

~ ~ 0 

Yes 3.1 t-.-:.. ______ ( 18%) 

-

No ~ _____________ 3.3 
(9%) 

Yes,_ 3.0 
(20%) 

No 3~1 
.---------- (6%) 

Yes 2.h 
'------- (22%) 

*The rating ranged from "1" equals "excellent" to "5" equals I!poor". 

** Size of each grcup as a proportion of the tota.l sample is gi"ren in parentheses. 
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overall ratings of po]ice are ones that can be addressed by the police them-

s31ves. Mechanisms for insuring responsiveness to citizen complaints, and pub-

licizing the fact that this is done, clearly would have positive benefits for 

'che police. No police chief wants to have corruption in his department. How-

ever, the important fact ls that non-enforcement of gambling laws is very likely 

to be interpreted by citizens 2,S indicative of corruption; and the perception of 

police corruption is highly damaging to citizen overall ratings of police. 

Therefore, it is important to citizens that police enforce gambling laws 

not so much because the offense itself is serious to citizens,but rather be-

cause non-enforcement is associated with the perception of corruption and loss 

of confidence in police. 

The complex views of citizens about gambling produce a real problem for 

police. Gambling is a low priority offense to citizens; but they do not like 

unenforced laws. Citizens are unlikely to help with enforcement, according to 

their own reports. Yet, they interpret the existence of illegal gamqling as 

an indicator of police corruption. Despite what some say, there is virtually no 

sentiment for leGs gambling law enforcement. 

Police Activities Which Maintain Public Confidence 

Based on the data provided by citizens, there seem to be three: types of 

police activitieswhic:l could maintain public confidence in police.Th.e first 

would be to avoid the appearance of non-enforcement by making vigorous e;f'forts . .. . 

to arrest illegal gamblers that are visible (e.g., card or dice games in public 

or semi-public places or numbers runners). The second would be to inl':\ur~ that 

the department responds to all citizen complaints concerning illegal, gambling; 

and that citizens are aware of these efforts. Both of these, as we have seen, 

will prObably reduce the likelihood of perceived police corruption. The third 

would be to prevent corruption related to gambling. 
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This section of the report will focus on specific police practices which 

relate to the first two of the activities described above. The third issue, 

corruption prevention activities, will be discussed in Chapter VI. 

Arrests 

As we have observed previo~Bly. there is a great deal of variation in ar-

rest rates, and most of the variation in total arrests is attributable to the 

departments' arrests for visible gambling. Most arrests for visible gambling 

are classified as "other" in'the Uniform Crime Report. Arrests of numbers 

writers can also be important in communicating an aggressive stance toward gam-

bling to citizens; but the number of such arrests is much lower than for "other" 

gambling offenses. 

Table 5.20 shows that the rated availability of card and dice games is re-

lated to the number of gambling arrests for "other" gambling offenses.* It is 

important to note, however, that two of the four departments with arrest rates 

in excess of 100 per 100,000 population were rated as only "medium"; and two of 

the departments rated "high" in the availability of illegal cards and dice 

games had low arrest rates. Although arrest rates clearly tend to be associated 

with amount of illegal gambling, other factors seem to playa role as well. 

Two of these are presented in Tables 5.21 and 5.22. We have seen previously 

that 11 sample departments initiate most of their own cases, while five work 

mostly on cases initiated by a complaint. Table 5.21 shows clearly that those 

departments that concentrate on complaints are very unlikely to make a large 

number of "other" gambling arrests. 

*This rating was developed in the same way as those for the availability qf book
making and numbers discussed in Chapter IV. 
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Table 5.20 

Rated Availability of Organized Card and Dice 
Games by 1975 "Ot.her" Gambling Arrest Rate 

Availability "Ot.her"Gambling Arrest Rate! 
of Card and 100,000 Population 
Dice Games High Medium 

>100 25-100 

High 2 1 

Medium 2 4 

Low 0 0 

4 5 

9~r:" 

Low 
<2 

2 

1 

4 

7 



Table 5.21 

Source of' Initiation of Majority of Gambling 
Cases by "Other" Gaml,ling Arrest 

"Other" Ga.mb1ing Source of Majority of Cases 
Arrest Rate/100,OOO 

Independent. Citizen 
Population Initiation Com 1aints 

High (>100) 4 ° 
. Medium (25-100) 4 1 

Low «25) _3_ 4 

11 5 

96 

All 
DepartmEi1t s 

4 

5 

.-L 

16 



Table 5.22 

Structure of Gambling Investigation by 
"Other" Gambling Arrest Rate 

"Other" Gambling 
Arrest Rate/lOO,OOO 

Po ulation 

High (>100) 

Medium (25-100) 

Low «25) 

Structure of Gambling Enforcement 
Some Decentralization All Centralized 

of Investi ation Investi ation 

3 

1 

o -
4 

97 

1 

4 

I 
12 



Four* of the 16 sample cities have detectives in district units involved in 

gambling law enforcement; the other 12 ha,re most or all gambling enforcement 

carried out by a central unit. Table 5.22 shows a very clear pattern. Decen-

tralized gambling enforcement clearly is likely to produce a high rate of ar-

reflts for visible gambling. 

Numbers violations are somewhat different from public gambling in that they 

are commercial as well as being somewhat visible. There is not the same kind of 

association between numbers arrest rates and either decentralized enforcement or 

relative emphasis on response to citizen complaints. Moreover, there were five 

sample cities where there were no significant illegal numbers operations, which 

limits our analysis. Nonetheless, as Table 5.23 shows, for those cities with 

illegal numbers, there is some apparent association between numbers arrests and 

arrests for "other" gambling offenses. Departments that were aggressive against 

public gambling were likely (though not inevitably so) to be relatively active 

against numbers as well. Conversely, departments that were relatively less ag-

gressive against numbers seemed to be less aggressive against public gambling. 

It is impossible to determine an exact number of departments to label "aggress-

iv-e" using arrest rates as an index of aggressiveness, particularly given the 

fact that there are differences in the amount of visible gambling in cities. 

However, the important point, in light of the apparent consequences in citizen 

views of police of seeing illegal gambling, is that there are maj"or differences 

among departments in their policies toward gambling, and probably only a minor-

ity are actively concerned with controlling visible gambling per se. 

*As described in Chapter III, there were departments that had district offices 
but where district detectives did little or no gambling law enforcement. There 
also was one department in which the central gambling unit had its own district 
offices. All Of these are coded as having centralized gambling enforcement in 
Table 5.22. 
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Table 5.23 

"Other" Gambling Ar'rest Ra.te by "Numlter" Arrest Rate 
(for those cities with illegal n~bers operaxions) 

"Other" Gambling 
Arrest R€.te/100,000 

Population 

High (>100) 

Medium (25-100) 

Number Arrest. Rate/100,000 Population 

11 or Higher 10 or Lower 

2 1 

2 3 

_ 0_ _ 3 _ 

4 7 

99 

All 

DeQartments 

3 

5 

_3 _ 

11 



Following Up on Citizen Complaints 

Every department indicated that they considered following up on citizen 

complaints to be an important part of gambling enforcement. Given citizen con

cerns about follow-ups, this seemed sensible. However, departments did vary 

quite a bit on t~~ number of complaints they did receive or at least on the num

ber of complaints they estimated they received. 

Only one depaTtment routinely (monthly) tabulated the types and numbers of 

complaints it received. One other department tabulated specifically for us the 

nunfuer of complaints received. In the other departments, we had to rely on es

timates made by the head of the vice unit. 

There was considerable variation in the way the sample departments handled 

citizen complaints about gambling (Table 5.24). Almost all departments wrote 

down on some standardized form all complaints received (including gambling com

plaints). There were two departments that did not have standardized procedures; 

whoever answered the phone in the vice squad made a note of the complaint and 

processed it in whatever way he deemed appropriate. In one additional depart

ment, complaints were written down by a central operator, but communication to 

the vice unit about this complaint was not standardized. 

There were five departments in which after the complaint was received and 

recorded on a standardized form, it was transmitted to the supervisor responsi

ble for vice enforcement. III departments where there was decentralized district 

vice enforcement, some complaints would go directly to the district vice super

visors. When the supervisor received the complaints, it was his responsibility 

to see tha,t appropriate action was taken on the complaint. The quality and 

thoroughness of the investigation and any follow-up quality control were left to 

the discretion of the supervisor and to the officer to whom he assigned the com

plaint. 
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Table 5.24 
Schematic of Accountability Structures 

in Response to Citizen Complaints 
(The Number of Departments Using Eac~ Strcutre is Indicated in Parentheses) 

itten_ (13) 
down 

Assigne,d, In
estigation 

results put 
in writing 
& reviewed 

(8 ). ----

,Su];!ervisor respon-
sible for keeping (5) 
track of investi-

Complaint gat ion 
Arrives . 

~ WrJ. tten down 
. and filed. 
onlY (1) 

o standardized 

Supervisor reviews, 
plus outside unit -..... .......... 
~eviews investiga
tions 

I Supe:visor reviews 
~ua.hty of' investi-!3) 

gations 

Outside unit 
reviews qua.l-
ity and makes (1) 
independent 
investigations 
on a sample of 
cases 

Outside unit 
reviews qual- (4) 
ity of inves
tigations 

procedure~s~~(~2~)_~ ____ ~ _______________________________________________________________ ~ 



In the remaining eight departments, at least one additional step was taken; 

the results of the investigation were required to be written, returned to the 

supervisor and kept on file. In three of these eight departments, the proced-

ures ended here with the supervisor being the sole instrument of quality con-

trol and accountability. 

In five of the eight departments personnel outsid.e the vi~e unit investi-

gating the complaint reviewed the written outcome of the investigation. If the 

quality or thoroughness left something to be desired, the case was returned to 

the vice unit for more investigation. In one of these five departments, not only 

was there outside review of all complaint cases, but the headquarters vice squad : 
~~ • .' '0. > 

did independent investigations on a sample of complaints sent to distric~ vice 

units for investigation. 

The type of administrative procedures used had no relationship to the num-

ber of citizen complaints received by the department, as far as we could tell. 

There was, huwever, a strong relationship between the size of the department and 

the degree of detail in administrative procedures. The larger departments were 

more likely to have formal administrative accountability systems, while smaller 

departments were more likely to depend on the vice supervisor to insure com-

plaint follow-up. 

Conclusion 

The first part of this chapter dealt with what citizens want and the way 

gambling law enforcement may be related to public confidence. The findings may 

be summarized as follows: 

1) Police perceived citizens as giving low priority to gambling vi.olations 

and not cooperating in law enforcement; yet they felt gambling law enforcement 

was important to citizen respect. 

'2) In general, citizen responses were consistent with police o:e;f;'icer views. 
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However~ at least five important additional points emerged from analysis of cit-

izen data: 

a) Although gambling law enforcement is very low in priority, it none-

theless is important to citizens that the laws be enforced. 

b) There is virtually no desire for less gambling law enforcement, and 

considerable sentiment for more. 

c) Citizen cooperation with gambling law enforcement is low, but it is 

higher if police are perceived to be responsive to complaints. 

d) Known illegal gambling operations lead a high percentage of citi-

zens to infer police corruption. 

e) Unenforced gambling laws, and the related perception of corruption, 

are associated with lower overall ratings of police. 

3) Emphasis on visible gambling offenses is found in some departments. De-

centralized gambling enforcement (i.e., giving district officers some responsi-

bility) appears to be almost essential to active enforcement against public gam-

4) There is a gre~t deal of variation in procedures for insuring full fol-

low-up of citizen complaints. In about half the departments, mainly the smaller 

ones, vice officers have a great deal of autonomy in handling complaints, and 

there is no routine opportunity for administrative review or quality control 

by someone outside of the service squad. 

,.,""5) Although aggressive enforcement against visible gambling alld respbnsive

ness to citizen co:n;tplai~ts are both important to public confidence in the police,·· 

the former.leads to aggressive action against public social gambli,ng Cand often 
fl, 

nUlllbers operators) while the latter is concerned primarily with commercial ga.m-

bling. 
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CHAPTER VI 

INTERNAL DEPARTMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ENFORCING THE GAMBLING LAWS 

Introduction 

Whenever an organization sets out to accomplish specific goals, the effect 

of working towards those goals has an affect on the members of the organization. 

Many of these effects can be positive in terms of accomplishment and worker sat-

isfaction. However, they can also be negative effects like frustration, dissat-

isfaction and feelings of failure. 

In parJdcular, this may be true of gambling enforcement by police depart-

ments. Testimony by police and other law enforcement officials to the Commis-

sion 'Cil1 the Review of the National Policy toward Gambling indicated that gambling 

enforcement was perceived to be a burden and 13. task which received little sup-

port from the community, prosecutors, or courts (Gambling Commission, 1976). 

This lack of support may be one of the factors leading to low morale and frus-

tration in officers trying to enforce the gambling laws. Furthermore, the dis-

content and frustration combined with the lack of support from others might well 

contribute to a climate conducive to corruption. 

It is the responsibility of police administrators to structure the en .... 

forcement of gambling la1ftJ in such a way as to reduce the negative consequences 

to officers and to the departmeut as a whole. One proposed strategy is the 

legalization or at least decriminalization of gambling to "stop the hypocrisy, 

the wasted resources, the police and court time and, of course, the corruption., ,,1 

However, in our interviews with police chi~fs in the sample cities, none adYQ~, 

cated extensive legalization or decriminalization. A few chiefs were adamant 

that gambling should remain illegal either on moral grounds or because grumbling 

statutes were seen as one weapon to attack organized crime. 
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In this chapter we will focus on tpxee potential conse~uences of enforcing 

gambling laws: police officer satisfaction, frustration, and corruption. In 

the sections that follow, we will describe the extent to which officers perceive 

these co~,se~uences to exist and what other attitudes may be related to these per

ceptions. 

Satisfaction 

Officers in 14 departments were asked whether they thought gambling enforce

ment was one of the more satisfying assignments for a police officer. Overall, 

only 11 per cent of the officers surveyed agreed that it was (Table 6.1). For 

the vast majority of officers, gambling enforcement was not considered a very 

satisfying assignment. Most of these officers had never worked on gambling. 

When answers were tabulated for officers who were more familiar with gambling, 

enforcement, the results changed someWhat. About a fifth of the officers who 

had worked on gambling in the past thought gambling was among the more satis

fying assisnments. Among those who were currently devoting more than half time 

to gambling, 40 per cent felt gambling enforcement was satisfying. 

Among the 14 departments, there was variation as to how gambling enforce

ment was seen on the average. In the depax'tment in which a gambling assignment 

was seen as the least satisfying, only three per cen~ of the officers thought 

gambling assignments were satisfying. The most positive rating was in a depart ... 

ment in which 18 per cent of the officers thought gambling was one of the more 

satisfying assignments. 

It is clear from these data that a large majority of police ofi'ice.;rs do not 

view gambling as a very satisfying assignment., However, it was. also true tha.t 

there were ~ officers who felt that gambling enforcement was a satisfying 

assignment. The next section focuses on those perceptions which are associated 

with rating gambling as a satisfying assignment, 
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Table 6.1 

Police Officer Perception that Garilbling 
Enforcement is a Satisfying Assignment 

Types of Officers 

All Officer~ 

Assignment: 

Gambling Specialist 
Other Vice 
Detective 
Patrol 
Other 

Gambling Enforcement Experience: 

None 
In the past, but not now 
Present 

Department Variation: 

Lowest Department 
Median 
Higcest Department 

106 

Per cent agre.eing that "gambling" 
enforcement is one of the more 
satisfying assi~lments for a 
police officer". 

11% 

40 
12 
12 
10 
11 

10 
20 
4c 

3 
10 
18 



Correlates of Satisfaction 

Two general factors influenced the officers' feelings about gambling en-

forcement satisfaction -- how serious an offense he felt gamb~ing was and how 

imp(,rtant he felt it was to enforce gambling laws (Table 6.2). Officers who 

thought gambling enforcement was satisfying were more likely to believe that 

bookmaking, numbers, after hours liquor violations and prostitution were serious 

violations. Also, they were more likely to feel it was just as important to en-

force gambling laws as other laws. They were less likely to believe gambling 

was a victimless crime, and more likely to believe that profits went to organ-

ized crime. Furthermore, they were more likely to feel that the way police en-

force the gambling laws was particularly important to the way citizens rate over-

all police performance and that tough enforcement of the gambling laws was im-

portant for citizen respect for the law in general. 

These differences were all significant and worth noting. However, the per-

centages of officers who rated gambling assignments as satisfying remained low 

in all cases. The overwhelming facts are: 1) few police officers rate gambling 

as more st.3.tisfyint:;. than other as.Jignments; and 2) gambling specialists, either 

through familiarity, commitment or self-selection, are much more positive about 

it than others, but, even-for them, only a minority rate it as more satisfying 

than other assignments. 

Frustration 

Another aspect of officer morale is the sense of frustration that w~s felt 

by officers trying to. enforce the gambling laws. Although thia could be viewed 

as the opposite reaction to II satisfaction "., the ~attertl of as.~~~~.~a.~!ons with 

other beliefs indicates that frustration was not simply that. 

Overall, nearly three-quarters of al~ officers felt that tr~ing to enforce 

the gambling laws was more frustrati.ng than enforcing most other types cif laws 
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Table 6.2 

Police Officers' Belief That Gambling Enforcement Is 
Satisfying by Varipus Officer Attitudes Toward Gambling 

and Other P1aintiffless Crimes 

Beliefs About Gambling and Other P1aintiff1ess Crimes 

All Officers 

Perceived seriousness of illegal bookmaking Low 
High 

Perceived seriousness of illegal numbers Low 
High 

Percej.ved seriousness of after hours liquor Low 
High 

Perceived seriousness of prostitution Low 
High 

Enforcing gambling laws is just as important Agree 
as enforcing any other laws Disagree 

108 

Per cent who agreed 
that "gambling en
forcement is one of 
the more satisfying 
assignments for a 
police officer". 

11% 

8 
14 

7 
14 

8 
14 

10 
14 

14 
6 



Table 6.2 (continued) 

Police Officers' Belief That Gambling Enforcement Is 
Satisfying by Various Officer Attitudes Toward Gambling 

and Other Plaintiffless Crimes 

Beliefs About Gambling and Other Plaintiff1ess Crimes 

Running illegal gambling operations doesn't 
hurt anyone; it is a victimless crime 

Profits from illegal gambling operations are 
the major source of i~come for organized 
crime 

How the police enforce gambling laws is 
particularly important to the way citizens 
rate overall police performance 

Tough enforcement of laws against gambling 
is importanr to citizen respect for the law 
in general 
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Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Per Cent who agreed 
that "gambling en
forcement is one of 
the more satisfying 
assignments for a 
police officer". 

8 
12 

14 
9 

16 
9 

15 
7 



(Table 6.3). There were LJt any noticeable d:f.fferences among officers of dif

ferent religious backgrounds, tenure, education or race; nor was there much dif

ference among departments, with from 67 per cent to 83 per cent of the officers 

feeling that gambling was more frustrating than other assignments. Current gam

bling enforcement responsibilities did make some difference, however. Those 

currently having gambling enforcement responsibilities were less likely to see 

it 'as frustrating. Even so~ 60 per cent of these officers felt it was more 

frustrating than other assignments. 

Correlates of Frustration 

There were several attitudes of the officers which were related to their 

perception that gambling enforcement was frustrating (Table 6.4). 

Difficulty of enforcement. Officers were more likely to feel that gambling 

enforcement was frustrating if they agreed that gambling laws were harder to en

force in a fair and even-handed way than most other laws, and agreed that it was 

often impossible to get enough evidence to convict known street-level bookies. 

Clarity of departmental policies. Gambling enforcement was more likely to 

be frustrating to those who felt that gambling enforcement policies were not 

clear to most police officers, and who disagreed that the responsibilities of 

officers"on patrol were clear. 

Assistance of patrol officers., Officers who thought that the e:ft.o;r-ts of 

patrol officers were of little or no hell> in the effective entorcement 0:( gam

bling laws, were more likely to feel tha,t gambling enforcement wa,s frustra,ting., 

Likewise, if an officer thought that without special training or experience the 

average police officer was not able to recognize evidence of an illegal gam-· 

bling operation when he sees it, he probably rated gambling ,=nforcement as frus

trating. 

Citizen cooperation. When citizens were seen as giving little cooperation, 
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Table 6.3 

Police Officer Perception that Gambling 
Enforcement is a Frustrating Assignment 

Types of Officers 

!"J,l Officers 

Assignment: 

Gambling S:pecialist 
Other Vice 
Detective 
Patrol 
Other 

Gf~bling Enforcement Experience: 

None 
In the past, but not now 
Present 

Department Variation: 

Lowest Department 
Median 
Highest Department 

111 

Per cent who agreed that "trying 
to enforce the gambling laws is 
more frustrating than enforcing 
most other types of la,,~s" 

74% 

60 
76 
76 
76 
71 

74 ... 
74 
60 

67 
75 
8-:;· 
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Table 6.4 

Police Officer Beliefs That Gambling Laws are Mor~ 
Frustrating Than Enforcing Most Other Types of Laws 

by Various Officer Attitudes Toward Gambling 
Enforcement 

Attitudes Toward Gambling Enforcement 

!ll Officers 

Clarity of Policies, Responsibilities 

Gambling enforcement policies are not 
clear to most police officers 

In enforcing gambling laws r~spon
sibilities of the individual officer 
on patrol are clear 

Assistance of Patrol 

The efforts of officers on patrol are of 
little or no help in the effective 
enforcement of gambling laws 

Without special training or experience, 
the average police officer is ~ able 
to recognize evidence of an illegal 
gambling operation when he sees it. 

Difficulty of Enforcement 

Gambling laws are harder to enforce in 
. a fair and evenhanded way than most 

other laws. 

It is- ofter, itllpossible to gel: enough 
eVidence to convict known street 
level bookies. 
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Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Per cent who agreed that 
"trying to enforce the 
gambling laws is more 
frustrating than enfor
cing most other types of 
laws li

• 

74% 

79 
59 

68 
77 

78 
67 

78 
67 

82 
58 

78 
67 



Table 6.4 (continued) 

Police Officer Beliefs That Gambling Laws al:e More 
Frustrating Than Enforcing Most Other Types of Lalvs 
by Various Officer Attutides Toward Gambling 

Enforcement 

Attitudes Toward Gambling Enforcement 

All Officers 

Citizen Cooperation 

There is very little citizen cooperation 
with the enforcement of gambling laws. 

Prosecutor Support 

Prosecutors treat gambling as a serious 
crime. 

Prosecutors are too willing to settle 
for reduced charges in gambling cases. 

Legal Gamb ling 

Having some legal games, like lotteries, 
makes illegal gambling operations seem 
less serious to citizens. 

Having some legal gambling, like lot
teries, makes it harder for police 
to enforce laws against illegal 
gambling. 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Per .cent who agreed that 
"trying to enforce the 
gambling la.ws is more 
frustrating tha.n enforcing 
most other t es of laws ". 

74% 

77 
59 

68 
76 

76 
63 

78 
55 

81 
67 

----------------------------~--------------------------------------------~~---
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gambling enforcement was more likely to be seen as frustrating. The perception 

that citizens did not consider gambling violations as serious did not lead to , 

higher frustration, however. 

Prosecutor support. When police felt that prosecutors did not take gam-

bling cases seriously or when they felt that prosecutors were too willing to 

settle for reduced charges in gambling cases, they were more likely to feel 

that gambling enforcement was frustrating. The perceived levels of court sen-

tences and fines were not related to reported officer frustration, however; only 

the perceived behavior of the prosecutors affected frustration levels. 

Presence of legal gambling. In general, officers felt that increased legal-

ization made gambling enforcement more frustrating. When officers perceived 

that legal games made citizens feel that illegal games were less serious, they 

were also more likely to think that gambling enforcement was frustrating. Also, 

those who believed that legal games make it harder to enforce remaining gambling 

laws were more likely to think gambling enforcement was frustrating. 

All of the above factors associated with frustration relate to the diffi-

culty of carrying out the job of gambling law enforcement. They do not relate 

to the seriousness of the task or to whether or not efforts are successful. The 

sources of frustration come from those elements surrounding the officer -- his 

fellow officers, departmental policies, citizens, prosecutors and laws which 

allow some legal gambling. 

Corruption 

Corruption is that consequence of gambling enforcement which has received 

the most attention both within and outside police departments. Corruption scan-

daIs, particularly ones which involve malfeasance, incense the public and many 

times result in the police chief losing his job. However, it is difficult to 

assess the extent of corruption related to gambling. 
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Looking at reports from the Pennsylvania Crime Commission (1974a,b) and 

the Knapp Commission (1973) or the studies by Rubenstein (1973 and Gardiner 

(1970), one would infer that gambling-related malfeasance is common and, perhaps 

in many instances, system-wide. 

Our project was not designed to conduct an investigation of each department 

to assess the degree of corruption. We were limited, instead, to the public 

record in terms of recent corruption scandals, as well as assessing factors 

which others have considered as making up a "Climate conducive to corruption ll
• 

We also were able to learn the extent to which departments used special proced

ures or policies to either detect or prevent corruption. 

During the ten years preceding our visit to each department in the sample, 

four departments had had public disclosure of gambling-related corruption. Each 

of these departments was considered at those times to have had extensive cor

ruption related to gambling usually in the form of payoffs or pads to officers 

and supervisors. Each of these departments is now operating with a first or 

second generation reform administration. 

Two other departments had suf:eered some signii'icant public embarrassment 

within the last ten years. One had had a scandal relating to drugs and organ~ 

ized crime; the connection to gambling was secondary in that the organized crime 

figures had ties to both. The other department had had publicity about lack Of 

vigorous enforcement. Although charges were not brought, the vice operation 

unit has undergone a major overhaul. 

There are two important points about these corruption scandals. First, 

they show clearly that gambling enforcement sometimes does lead to corruption, 

and, in some cases, widespread corruption. Second, a large proportion (8, clear 

majority) of departments in major American cities have not had any publicly dis

closed gambling-related corruption scandals over the past ten yeaTS. 
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Although a cynical reader would retort that this only means that corruption 

has not been exposed, the fact that the newspaper reporters and others outside 

the police departments we contacted did not perceive corrupticnl in these de

partments lends credence to the position that many departments have not exper

ienced widespread, systematic corruption relating to gambling enforcement. 

- Officer Perceptions about Corruption 

Two agree-disagr~e items were included in the officer survey relating to 

corruption: whether most officials would not take a bribe; and whether gambling 

enforcement leads to more brib~ry offers than almost any other kind of enforce

ment. Almost every officer (95 per cent) agreed that most officers would !!.ot ' 

take a bribe (Table 6.5). This perception was shared by all types of officers. 

Only among non-white officers was the perception slightly less positive (88 per 

cent), but still the vast majority agreed with the statement. 

On the other hand, a sizeable majority of all officers (68 per cent) also 

agreed that gambling enforcement leads to more bribe offers than almost any other 

type of enforcement (Table 6.6). Officers who were currently involved in gam

bling enforcement were less likely to think so; even so, half of the gambling 

specialists agreed. It was clear, therefore, that officers perceived that one 

of the risks of gambling enforcement responsibilities was the potential for a 

bribe offer. 

Most of the other opinion items gathered through the police 'officer ques

tionnaire did not correlate with beliefs about the likelihood of bribe offers. 

A few items had significant but relatively low correlations (Table 6.7). Offi

cers who saw' gambling enforcement as relatively frustrating also thought gamblin~ 

enforcement led to bribe offers. The same was true of officers who saw legal

ized gambling as making enforcement harder for police and less serious for cit

izens. 
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Table 6.5 

Proportion of Officers Who Agreed 
that Most Officers Woula Not Take a Bribe 

Types of Officers 

All Officers 

Assignment: 

Gambling Specialist 
Other Vice 
Detective 
PE'.trol 
Other 

Race: 

White 
Non-White 

DeEartment Variatio~.; 

Lowest DepartmE'nt 
Median 
Highest Department 
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Per cent agreeing that umoE'.t 
police officers would not 
take a bribe to overlook a 
gambling operation". 

95% 

95 
94 
94 
95 
96 

97 
88 

89 
98 
99 



Table 6.6 

Proportion of Officers Who Agreect that Gambling 
Enforcement Leads tc More Bribery Offers 

Types of Officers 

All Officers 

Assignment~ 

G~bling Specialist 
OtlJer Vice 
Detective 
Patrol 
Otber 

Gf(ffibling Enforcement Experience: 

None 
In Past 
Present 

De"partment Variation: 

Lowest D~partment " 
Median " 
Higcest Department 

Per cent. agreeing that lIgambling 
enforcment leads to more bribery 
offers tban almost any other 
kind of law enforcement". 

68% 

50 
65 
68 
68 
67 

68 
66 
50 

54 
69 
80 
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Table 6.7 

Police Officer Perception That Gambling Enforcement Leads to More Bribe Offers -.::t: 

by Attitudes About Gambling Enforcement 

Attitudes About Gambling Enforcement 

Al1 Officers 

Profits from illegal gambling 
operations are the major source 
of income for organized crime. 

Having some legal gambling, like 
lotteries, makes it harder for 
police to enforce the laws 
against illegal gambling. 

Trying to enforce the gambl:i.ng 
laws is more frustrating than 
enforcing most other types of 
laws. 

How the police enforce gambling 
laws is particularly important 
to the way citizens rate overall 
police performance. 

Some respectable citizens actively 
oppose tough enforcement of gambling 
laws. 

Having some legal games, like lotteries, 
makes illegal gambling operations seem 
less serious to citizens. 
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Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Per cent agreeing that 
"gamb ling enforcement 
leads to more bribery 
of.fers than almost any 
other kind of law en
forcement". 

67'70 

70 
58 

72 
61 

71 
58 

7.5 
62 

69 
58 

69 
56 



Officers who specialized in gambling or other vice enforcement (and there

fore might be in a better position to know) perceived factors both in the nature 

of the local gambling situation and within the uepartment itself that were re

lated to the potential for getting bribe offers (Table 6.8). Interestingly, the 

most significant association was with the perceived role of organized crime in 

gambling. Vice specialists who felt that profits from illegal gambling opera

tions went to organized crime and that local gambling operations were connected to 

organized crime were much more likely than others to believe that gambling en

forcement leads to bribe offers. 

Vice specialists also saw internal management factors as related to the 

likelihood of bribe offers being made, particularly as they involved patrol 

officers. Vice officers who thought patrol officers' responsibilities were un

clear were more likely to believe that bribe offers result from gambling enforce

ment. Under the circumstances where patrol officers encountered illegal gam

bling, if the vice specialists felt patrol officers would report it to their 

supervisors or to the vice enforcement officers, then the specialists were ,;Less 

likely to agree that more bribe offers resulted from gambling enforcement. 

Corruption Prevention as an Enforcement Goal 

The relationship between corruption control and enforcement is a circular 

one. On the one hand, if the police had no gambling enforcement responsibilities~ 

there would be little potential for gambling-related corruption. This has long 

been one of the arguments made for decriminalization of gambling. It is also 

one argument made for specialization. If only a few officers have responsibil

ities, then the rest of the officers have no reason or opportunity to be exposed 

to the potential for corruption. 

However, from another view, vigorouos enforcement may help prevent corrup

tion. By pushing for tough enforcement, corrupt officers might be easier to 
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Table 6 .. 8 

Vice Specialists' Perception That Gambling Enforcement Leads to More 
Bribe Offers by Attitudes About Gambling Enforcement 

Vice Specialists' Attitudes ,About Gambling 
Enforcement 

All Vice Specialists 

Profits from illegal gambling operations 
are the major source of income for or
ganized crime. 

Illegal gambling operations in this part 
of the country are not independent of 
organized crime. 

In enforcing gambling laws respon
sibilities of the individual officer 
on patrol are clear. 

How likely patrol officer would report 
suspicious gambling to. immediate 
superior. 

How likely patrol officer would report 
suspicious gambling to vice officers. 
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Per cent who agreed that 
"gambling enforcement leads 
to more bribe offers than 
almost any other kind of 
law enforcement. 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Agree 
Disagree 

Very Likely 
Possible 
Not Very Likely 

Very Likely 
Possible 
Not Very Likely 

65 
43 

70 
40 

50 
65 

54 
60 
78 

53 
69 
66 



detect, of at least norms may develop which could help protect against the tempta

tion of corruption. 

Within this perspective of tough enforcement, there is another strategy for 

departments -- that of highly controlled enforcement. In this approach, those 

officers who have gambling enforcement responsibilities are watched very closely, 

there are procedures that have to be followed to initiate cases and supervision 

is tight. The concern that corruption not develop can be so great that it may 

even take priority over making many arrests .. 

Within the sample of cities, the four departments which had had corruption 

scandals within the last ten years were very concerned about avoiding corrup

tion. In response to public embarrassment, each had set up procedures that were 

aimed at avoiding or detecting corruption. One of these departments depended on 

a small group of centralized gambling specialists under the close supervision 

of a head of vice whose integrity was beyond reproach. A second department es

tablished several formal administrative procedures which kept tight control over 

vice enforcement efforts, including review of the quality of investigations and 

prohibition of patrol officer arrests without prior written approval. A third 

department used the central vice squad as a check on district ganililing enforce

ment. Also, written response to each citizen complaint had to be in the chief's 

office within two weeks of receipt of the complaint. The fourth department 

shifted gambling enforcement responsibility away from tbe force as a whole and 

placed it instead in the district attorney's office. 

There were five additional departments in which vigorous enforcement was 

seen as a way to avoid corruption. Although some of these departments were more 

oriented toward street gambling and others toward commercial gambling, they all 

shared the perspective that vigorous enforcement prevented corruption. 

In the remaining seven department s, although corruption preventi.on waf? a. 
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concern, management systems or policies had not been instituted to insure its 

prevention. To a great extent, these departm~nts put their faith in the integ

rity of the supervisors and officers directly responsible for gambling enforce

ment and not in formal systems to prevent or detect corruption. These depart

ments were also the smallest departments, and therefore such informal systems 

may well be appropriate. 

Conclusion 

Gambling assignments are seen by police as distinctively unsatisfying, 

frustrating and likely to lead to bribery offers. Satisfaction in gambling en

forcement is tied to thinking it is a worthwhile activity_ Frustration is 

tied to the perception of the difficulty of the task, particularly impediments 

from agencies o~tside the control of police such as prosecutors. Variation in 

these perceptions is greater within departments than between departments, with 

the most positive views found among gambling specialists. 

Perception of the likelihood of gambling-related bribe offers is linked to 

an absence of clear policies. We could find no department level association 

that supported the view that accountability systems or clear policies helped. 

However, we did find one interesting and important association. 

As we discussed in Chapter IV, there were seven departments that thought 

local gambling operations were directly tied to regional criminal Qrganizi3.tions~ 

Of these seven, six have had public embarrassment in r,egard to garnb.ling.-related 

corruption in the last ten years. None of the cities where gambling operations 

were reported to be more independent has had any embarrassment in the. Same per.,. 

iod. Admittedly, the cities in the first group are largely in the East and ha\:::~j 

other unique characteristics. Howt8ver, the presence of criminal organizations 

in gambling dominates all other potential factors in our sample in explaining 

police embarrassment. Certainly there is a strong basis for concluding that 
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accountability systems are most likely to be needed when there are regional or 

multi-service criminal organizations involved in gambling operations. 

As far as reducing the other negative consequences of gambling law enforce

ment is concerned, no department specifically discussed a concern with making 

gambling law enforcement more satisfying to police officers. The data i~dicate 

that general vice speci8lists may take gambling more serious than others 

though they do not ha~e a more positive attitude toward gambling law enforce

ment than other officers, but those who are gambling specialists are much more 

positive than others, as well as taking it more seriously (Tables 6.9 and 6.10). 

Gambling law enforcement is, overall, relatively unattractive. The data suggest 

that increased use of gambling specialization, which is common and becoming more 

so, offers the best way of giving this job to someone who might value it. 
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Table 6.9 

Per Cent of Officers Perceiving Negative Internal Consequ~nces 
of Gambling Enforcement by Degree of Specialization of Assignment 

Internal 
Consequence 

Degree of Gambling Speciali zation of Assignment 

Gambling Enforcement Not 
Among Most Satisfying 
Assignments 

Gambling Enf0rcement 
Among Most Frl1strating 
Assignments 

Gambling Assignments Lead 
to More Bribe Offers 

Gamb1.ing 
Specialists 

60 

61 

50 
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Vice 
Officer Detective Patrol Other 

88 89 90 89 

76 76 76 71 

65 68 68 67 



Table 6.10 

Officers' Perceived Seriousness and 
Importance to Citizens of Gambling by 

Current Assignment 

Current Assignment 
----------------~ Questionnaire 

Item Gambling Otber All 
Specialists Vice Dectect.i ve Patrol Other Officers 

------~------------~~~== 

Running illegal gam
bling operations does 
not hurt anyone~. it is 
a victimless crime 

Agree 
Disagree 

Tough enforcement of 
laws against gam
bling is important 
to citizen respect 
for the law in 
general 

Agree 
Disagree 

How the POlice en
force gambUng 
laws is particular
ly importa.nt to 
the way cit i zenE 
rat.e oyera.11 
police performance 

Agree 
Disagree 

6% 
....2L 
100 

74 
~ 
100 

42 
.2!L 
100 

8% 

100 

63 
--.1L 
100 

40 
~ 
100 

126 

16% 
~ 
100 

56 
-.-!±.L 
100 

32 
....§SL 
100 

20% 

-.lliL 
100 

57 
_43 
100 

30 
....TIL 
100 

18% 
.J2L 
100 

58 
~ 
100 

33 
~ 
100 

18% 
~ 
100 

58 
~ 
100 

32 
~ 
100 



Table 6.10 (continued) 

Officers' Perceived Seriousness and Importance 
to Citizens of Gambling b,y: Current 

Assignment 

Quest.ionnaire 
Item 

Perceived seriousness 
of bookme.king 

High 
Medium 
I,ow 

Perceived seriousness 
of numr,ers writing 

High 
Medium 
Low 

Enforcing gamtling 
laws is just as 
important as enforc-
ing other laws 

Agree 
Disagree 

Enforcement of gam-
bling laws uses pOlice 
manpower that could 
better be used ag~inst 
other types of crime 

Agree 
Disagree 

Gambling 
Specialists 

5"1% 
25 

.2L 
100 

49 
29 

.....GL 
100 

85 
15 

100 

39 
61 

101)"" 

Current Assignment 

Other 
Vice Detective Patrol 

34% 21% 19% 
29 30 31 
~ .J±L --..2SL 
100 100 100 

" 
40 27 30 
26 31 34 

3!L ~ 36 
100 100 100 

75 64 62 

~ 36 ~ 
100 100 100 

35 5] 54 
~,. .l&- ~ . 
100 100 100 
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Other 

17% 
35 

.Jill... 
100 

28 
36 
36 

100 

72 
~ 
100 

50 
~ 
100 

All 
Officers 

20% 
32 

.J&. 
100 

29 
34 
~ 
100 

"66 
-:r~ 
~ 

100 

52 
J±1L 
100 
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CHAPTER VII 

GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT ORIENTATIONS 

Introduction 

In Varieties of Police Behavior, (1964), James Q. Wil~on described police 

departments in terms of their different orientations to law enforcement. He 

identified three orientations that helped to explain differences in police be-

havior: serving citizens, keeping order in public places, and enforcement 'of 

the laws as written. While all the departments he studied had, to some degree, 

all of these concerns, one or the other orientation appeared to be primary when 

he looked at the politics, priorities and behaviors of a given department. 

In the'preceding three chapters, we have examined three areas of potential 

concern or priority for police departments in enforcing gambling laws. When in-

" terviewing police chiefs and, vice officials in police departments, concern was 

expressed about criminal organizations and organized crime, with being responsive 

to citizens, and about the public's confidence in the police department. 

However, even though departments expressed concern about these three areas, 

it was cle'ar that there was a great deal 01' heterogeneity in the 'way in which 

police departments actually went' about enforcing the gambling 'laws'. For example, 

in nearly two-thirds of the sample departments, few, if any, bookmaking arrests 

were made. Most,'but not all, departments in cities where there were illegal 

numbers operations made at least some numbers arrests. The:c'e were four depart-

ments that aggressively enforced laws against public gambling; the rest of the 

sample departments made many fewe~-arrests for this offense. About half the de-

partments had a f'ystem for insuring that citizen complaints would be followed up; 

while in the oth0r half, 'there' was no formal system. About a quarter of the de-
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partments had a system for monitoring gambling investigations by someone outside 

of the vice squad, while in the balance of the departments, the activities of the 

vice squad were relatively autonomous. 

This heterogeneity is in and of itself important. Legislators, city lead

ers and concerned citizens need to realize that both the enforcement of gambling 

laws and the laws themselves can only be assessed within the context of local 

police priorities and policies; and those policies differ significantly from city 

to city. 

We have attempted to identify for each department a main orientation toward 

gambling law enforcement. In doing this, we took into consideration the answers 

given in departmental interviews, the sources and kinds of cases on which the de

partments worked, an~ the way in which they had organized gambling law enforce

ment. 

A major difficulty in accomplishing this task was the lack of clear policies 

and priorities that we found in many departments. There were only four dep~rt

ments in the sample of sixteen where policies for gambling law enforcement had 

been explicitly a~dressed and written down. We believe it is fair to say that 

many departments visited had not come to terms with the necessity for setting 

priorities given limited resources. There was in fact no department in the 

sample from which we have questionnaire data where fewer than 60 per cent of the 

officers agreed that gambling enforcement policies were unclear. Nonetheless, 

there were three types of departments that stood out froin the others in terms of 

an identifiable set of enforcement goalS. 

Department Orientations 

Corruption Control 

Accountability and control of vice enforcement activities in order to avoid 

corruption was the primary orientation in three of the s~ple departments.,These 
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three departments had a number of characteristics in common. All were located 

east of the Mississippi River. All three acknowledged that there was a consider

able amount of all types of illegal gambling in their cities. Perhaps most im

portant, however, was that all three had had public disclosure of police corrup

tion related to gambling within the last ten years. 

When we visited these departments, all three had reform administrations that 

were dedicated to preventing future embarrassment to the department. The partic

ular strategies that they used differed somewhat from department to department, 

however.. In one city, the vice unit reported directly to the chief. The head of 

vice was an officer with a long reputation for integrity, who kept tight control 

over all gambling-related activities by any of his men. Enforcement in this de

partment was carried out only by this centralized unit. 

In the other two ~epartments, independent units were established to monitor 

the 9.uality of gambling enforcement activity. In one of these departments de

centralized gambling enforcement was abandoned; in the other, it was maintained 

but with tight monitoring of investigations arising from citizen complaints that 

had been referred to distr~cts. 

Another common characteristic of the three cities was that the vast majority 

of cases on which they worked emanated from citizen complaints. As part of the 

means whereby the departments attempted to tightly control and monitor enforce

ment activities, the extent to which officers initiated.their own cases was 9.uite 

limited. Because commercial gambling operations were more often the subject of 

citizen complaints than public social gambling, these three departments dp.voted 

a relatively high proportion of their resources to commercia] operations~<, However, 

because of their essentially reactive stance wit.h respect to gambling enforce

ment~ their commercial gambling arrest rates were considerably below those de

partments (described below) who attacked commercial gambling operations in a more 
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aggressive manner~ 

Although tIle three departments differed in some elements of their gambling 

enforcement activities~ they h~ many things in common, and the most important 

commonality was their concern with avoiding corruption. 

Aggressive Street-level Enforcement 

The main concern in three of the other sample departments seemed to be 

street-level enforcement. The most outstanding characteristic of the three de

partments was that they all had arrest rates in excess of 200 persons per 100,000 

population. These rates were over twice as high as the next highest arrest rate 

observed in the sample and four or five times the median arrest rate in the sample. 

This fact alone helped us in classifying these three cities together; but there 

were other similarities as well. 

For the most part~ the high arrest rates reflected aggressive activity 

against public social gambling rather than commercial gambling. Although num

bers arrests accounted for a substantial portion of police activity in two of the 

cities, none of the three departments made any bookmaking arrests at all in 1975. 

Each city did have a moderate level of illegal bookmaking activity. Moreover, 

officia.ls in these three departments were fairly explicit about the belief that i 

an aggressive gambling arrest policy would maintain public confidence in the po

lice. 

In only one of the three cities was there dissatisf'actiun expressed with, 

the fact that more commercial gambling arrests, particularly of bookmakers, were 

not being produced. Eyen in that department, and certainly in the other two de

partments, officials felt that maintainj,ng a high level of arrests and project

ing an aggressive image of enforcement against street:-,level gambling was the mos~ 

effective way to serve their constituency· and to show they were doing their job. 
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Aggressive Commercial Gambling Enforcement 

Two of the sample departments* could be described as focusing their main 

enforcement efforts on commercial operations. The most outstand;i,ng feature of 

these departments was their bookmaking arrest rate: 35 and 18 per 100,000 popu-

lation respectively in 1975. The next highest bookmaking arrest rate was 11 per 

100,000; the one below that was 4 per 100,000. In both cities, more than 30 per 

cent of gambling cases involved commercial gambling. Clearly the effort in these 

two departments against bookmaking was considerably more extensive than in most 

cities in the country. Moreover, in the one of these two cities where there were 

illegal numbers operations, the rate of' arrests for numbers was the second high-

est in the sample. 

Other than their aggressiveness against commercial gambling, these cities 

did not have much in common. They were in different parts of the country. Or-

ganized crime was heavily involved in the gambling operations in one city, but 

not at all in the other. Their enforcement activities were organized in very 

different ways. One depart~~nt had a centralized unit while the other relied 

heavily on district v'ice .enforcement. One used wiretaps heavily and the other 

did not use them at all. 

There was another way in which these two departments were alike, however. 

Both departments were using innovative and seemingly competent man~gement of 

their enforcement efforts. One of the departments worked in a coordtnated unit 

with county prosecutors. Their success against commercial operations was clearly 

*It should be noted that one of the two departments classified here as having an 
8~gressive orientation to commercial gambling could well go in either one of the 
:first two categories as Well. The accountability system in that department wa·s 
as elaborate as any department visited; and while its street exrest rate was 
lower than those classified as oriented toward street gambling, this department 
has, and acts upon, an aggressive street arre.stpolicy. . 
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related to this mechanism. The other department had a most extensive quality 

control system, including independent investigations of a sample of cases. 

Furthermore, their information systems about their enforcement activities were 

highly developed, providing supervisors with quality control information. They 

also worked very closely with patrol officers to reinforce their role as informa

tion providers. 

Therefore, while most departments talked about the importance of enforce

ment against commercial gambling, it was these two departments which stood out 

in the extent to which they acted aggressively, that is proactively, on their own 

initiative to intervene in commercial gambling operations. 

Generalists 

The eight departments described above appear to us to stand out from other 

departments in their response to the complexities of gambling law enforcement. 

In terms of the discussion in the preceding three chapters, the first group 

seemed to be most concerned with accountability and internal problems, the sec-

and group gave highest priority to establishing public confidence through ag

gressive street-level enforcement, while the third group was aggressively en

forcing laws against corunercial gambling. 

The, remaining eight departments. in our sample can best be described as 

"generalists". For the most part, they enforced all types of gambling laws with

out giving priority to any on~ type. These departments were found in cities 

throughout the .country which had varying amounts and types of illegal gambling. 

11m del'artments primarily responded to citizen complaints, wh.ile the balance in~ 

itiated most of their own cases. Two departments acknowledged signi:f~cant or

ganized crime involvement in gambling, while the balance did not. Two points 

stand out, however, about all of these departmeni;.,~. First, they did not arrest 

. very many people for any type of gambling. None 'of the departments had a book-
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making arrest rate higher than four per 100,000 nor a numbers arrest rate higher 

than six per 100,000 nor a total gambling arrest rate higher than 50 per 100,000. 

"Second, in our judgment, none of these departments had come to terms with the 

task of setting priorities and clear policies in the area of gambling law enforce-

ment. 

Setting Priorities and Making Clear Policies 

In Chapter VI, we discussed some of the ways that police officers reacted 

to gambling law enforcement. In many respects officers expressed negative feel

ings about gambling enforcement. Setting priorities could be expected to ac

complish at least two things. First, it should help to clarify departmental pol

icies. Second, if a specific set of goals is established, the likelihood of 

achieving those goals should be increased. 

From the police officer questionnaire we found that police officers felt 

that policies were not clear and that~ overall, gambling law enforcement was not 

considered to be effective. However, by comparing departments that had compar

atively clear orientations to departments that did not (the generalists) we no

ticed two important results. 

Table 7.1 presents data on officers' perceptions of the clarity of depart

mental policies toward gambling enforcement. Although absolute clarity of pol

icies seemed to be lacking in all departments, the percentage of officers who 

found policies clear was higher in those departments which had clear orientations 

than in the "generalist" departments. At the departmental level, we see that, 

with only one exception, the officers in every department which had a clear ori

entation rated clarity of policies higher. 

A closely related ivem is shown in Table 7.2, officers' perceptions of the 

clarity of patrol officers' responsibilities in gambling enforcement. Again, the 

same pattern was observed. Departments with clear orientations rated clarity of 
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Table 7.1 

Officers' Perceived Clarity of Gamtling Pclicies for 
Departments with Different Gambling Enforc£,ment Orientations 

Per Cent Officers Perceiving Poljcies As 
Departmental Number of 
Orientation Departments For Each Average For Each 

Department Orientation 

Aggressive 
Commercial 
Enforcement 2 39%, --* 39% 

Aggressive 
Street-level 
Enforcement 3 39)33~23 32 

Corruption 
Control 3 33,32 ,~-* 32 

Generalists- . 
No Priority 38,21,18,16 
Orient.ation 8 16,11,11~9 18 

* No police questionnaire data available for tnis department. 
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Table 7.2 

Officers' PerceivEd Clarity of Patrol Officer Respon~ibilities 
Departments with Different Gambling Enforcement Orientations 

D-;partmental 
Orientation 

Aggressive 
Commercial 
Enforcement 

Aggressive 
Street-level 
Enforcement 

Corruption 
Control 

Generalists-
No Priority 
Orientation 

Number of 
Departments 

2 

3 

3 

8 

Per Cent Officers Percejving Responsibilities 
As Clear 

For Each 
Department 

48%,--* 

57,38,33 

50,49,--* 

43,33,31,29 
24,24,22,17 

Average For Each 
Orier..tation 

4B% 

42 

49 

28 

*No police questionnaire data, avai1a'b1e for this department. 
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responsibilities higher than generalist departments. (again with only one excep-

tion) • 

Table 7.3 shows officers' perceptions of the effectiveness of gambling en-

forcement efforts. Again, the same pattern vas observed. Officers in depart-

ments vith clear orientations rated effectiveness higher than those in Hgeneral-

ist It department.s (vi th one exception). 

There were only tva departments in which the data deviated slightly from 

the dominant pattern. Officers in one generalist department i'elt en~orcement 

policies and patrol responsibilities vere relatively clear. This department had 

had a major change in its gambling enforcement organization. The vice unit had 

been given considerably more resources than in the past and'had been given a 

clear mandate to work on commercial gambling and organized crime. When we vis-

ited the department, however, these changes were still in the process of. being 

made and results were not yet evident. It may well be that the police officer 

responses reflected a new clarity of policy that was not yet evident in the re-

sults of the departments' efforts. 

One of the three departments classified as aggressive against street gam-

bling rated itself low in effectiveness, and it also was the lowest of that group 

~ with respect to clarity of policy. This was the one of those three departments 

which expressed a desire to make more bookmaking arrests. Of the eight depart-

ments (;lassified as having a clear orientation to enforcement, this was the de-

partment in which there was the most discrepancy between the stated goals of 

police officials and the operational activities that were observed amI reported. 

Conclusion 

In looking at local la~r enforcement pOlicies and practices, we· identified 

three departments whose primary emphasis seemed to be on internal contro;p;, stim
;{ 

ulated by past allegations of corruption. Three other departments clearly 
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Table 7.3 

Officers' Perceived Effectiveness of Gambling Enforcement 
for Departments with Different Gambling Enforcement 

Orientations 

Per Cent Officers Perceiving Efforts As 
Department al Number of Effective 
Orientation Departments 

For Each 
Department Orientation 

Aggressive 
Comm~~rcial 

Enforcement 2 57%, -:-- * 57% 

Aggressive 
Street-level 
Enforcemer:t 3 56,47,38 47 

Corruption 
Control 3 56,50,";'-* )3 

Generalists-
Nn.Priority 45,44,42,40 
Orientation 8 39,38,34,30 39 

* No police questionnaire de.ta available for this department. 
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~~--------- ---------;------~-

emphasized aggressive enforcement of street-level gambling, while two others 

demonstrably were making an effort to control commercial bookmaking and numbers 

operations. 

In half of the departments, however, we were tmable to identify any clear 

enforcement priorities. We have discussed in other parts of this report reasons 

why setting priorities may be particularly important in the enforcement of gam ... 

bling laws. In most cities, there was more to do in gambling enforcement than 

current resources (averaging less than one per cen'l~ of the department) could man-

age. There are tradeoffs to be made between lengthy investigations leading to a 

relatively small number of commercial arrests verstls making numerous arrests for 

public social gambling and numbers writing. There may even be tradeoffs between 

aggressive enforcement and tight control of investigative activities. In this 

context, it seems likely that setting priorities and clarifying policies may be 

important. In this chapter we have developed additional evidence that this is 

the ca,se. 

Gambling law enforcement policies were not vie'wed as clear and enforcement 

efforts were not seen as effective by the majority of all police officers in our 

sample cities. However, in these departments in which we could identify rela-

tively clear policies and priorities, ~olice officers were more likely to think 

that policies were clear and they were more likely to see that enforcement ef~ 

forts were effective. This was the case regardless of the orientation a partic-

ular department chose to emphasize. 

Thus, it seems to us that there is little basis for saying that there is 

only one way police departments should go about enforcing the gambling laws. De-

pending on the local situation, their constituency, and the departmental history, 

one or another of the orientations to gambling enforcement discussed above may 

be appropriate. Onlllanagement grounds 'alone, the case for clearly specified 

priorities and policies could be made because of the complexity and ambiguity 
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involved in enforcement of the gambling laws.. However, in this chapter, we haye 

seen that those departments which have through good management, necessity or ac

cident evolved specific orientations to enforcement have attained direct benefits 

in terms of clarity of departmental policies and perceived effectiveness. 

The other point that emerges from the last four chapters is that gambling 

laws are enforced in very different ways in different cities. The particular 

policies of police departments make the meaning of anti-gambling laws for citi

zens, including illegal gamblers, vary from city to city independently of the 

way the laws. are written. We will elaborate further on this point later in the 

report. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING OF GAMBLING OFFENDERS"'· 

Introduction 

In the preceding chapters we focused on the goals that police had for en-

forcing gambling laws. In this chapter we will look at the process of prosecu-

ting and sentencing gambling offenders and assess how this processing affects 

the enforcement goals of police. 

Before we begin that discussion, however, there are two issues that should 

be raised. First, interviews were conducted with judges, court clerks, and pros-

ecutors who were identified as being Hmost knowledgeable" arJOut the handling of 

gambling cases in each city. To some extent, these data w'ere more qualitative 

than the other data sets addressing police and citizen i~,sues. Our analyses thus 

have a more subjective basis and involve judgments made by the study team about 

the workings of the prosecutorial and judicial systems as they relate to gambling 

enforcement. 

Our initial hope had been to utilize disposition data in each city asa 

quantitative basis for our analysis. Although we did not expect to find many 

cities with PROMIS* systems to facilitate this analysis, we did expect reason-

ably good information to be available from prosecutors on their gambling cases, 

policies, procedures, and case outcomes. Unfortunately, this did not prove to 

be the case. Systematic information about prosecutor behaviors and court dis-

*PROMIS (Prosecutive Management Information System) is a computerized record 
keeping system which enables analysis of case dispositions by type of crime and 
offender characteristics. Originally developed in Washington, D.C., it has 
been made available to other county prosecutors and state attorneys general 
across the country. 
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positions were simply not kept in almost all the cities we visited. Furthermore, 

as we shall elaborate below,~ since there was little specialization, informed 

judgments about dispositions were difficult to obtain in a reliable fashion. 

Therefore, our analysis focuses more on the processing of cases, and our judg-

ments about that processing are based on criteria of common sense, standards of 

efficiency and management principles rather than hard data about outcomes. 

The second point is that police are not always affected in the pursuit of 

their goals by the actions of prosecutors and judges. There are police enforce-

ment goals that can be reached on the basis of police performance alone (i.e., 

keeping a visible presence in some areas of town or maintaining order without 

arrests) • The prosecution and senten"cing process is most relevant to the ef-

forts of police against commercial gambling and organized crime. 

Prosecuting Gambling Cases 

Prosecutorial Structure 

We have seen that there was considerable variation in the way police gam-

bling efforts were organized. In contrast, the overall system of prosecution 

and tri~l of gambling cases was fairly similar across the cities in our sample. 

There were usually two levels of courts in a city: a lower court which handled 

misdemeanors and a higher court which handled felonies. In three cities there 

was a municipal court which handled minor misdemeanors and municipal code vio-

lations. There was usually a separate group of prosecutors for each level of 

court. 

Level of Charges 

Most gambling cases w'ere handled in the lower level court. There were two 

main reasons for this. First, as we have seen from the arrest data, over two~ 

thirds of all gambling arrests fall into the "other gambling" category? these 

were mostly card and dice violations or arrests for placing a bet or being p:res~ 
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ent in a gambling house. Almost all of these cases were misdemeanor charges and 

thus were tried in the lower courts. 

Second, although bookmaking and numbers arrests can be tried as felonies, 

in about half the states (eight and five respectively out of 13 states), it was 

also possible to bring charges at the misdemeanor level for these offenses or to 

reduce the charge to misdemeanor offense. This decision was left to the prose

cutors' discretion. Although we did not have data from many cities, we would 

estimate that about 90 per cent of recent gambling cases in the sample cities 

were prosecuted as misdemeanors. 

Dismissal Rates 

Relatively few gambling cases were dismissed (by judges or prosecutors) or 

refused for prosecution. The primary reasons for this seem to be that police 

vice or gambling specialists (who made most of the arrests) were very familiar 

with the legal requirements for convictions and that many arrests were made after 

obtaining warrants based on a preliminary judgment of probable cause. 

There were only three cities in the sample that had any notable problem 

with cases being refused for prosecution. In one, the issue was social gambLingL 

Police made arrests, but the prosecutors' office, as a matter of policy, refused 

to prosecute these cases. In a second city, social gambling was also the issue. 

Here, however, the prosecutors claimed that social gambling was not illegal un~ 

der state law. In a previous year 50 cases were brought to trial, and all were 

dismissed by the courts. In another city the problem involved wiretap cases. 

Although the District Attorney's office was authorizing wiretaps, it refused to 

prosecute cases based solely on wiretap evidence. 

These situations were, as noted, exceptions. In most cities, gambling ar

rests were probably prosecuted at a higher than average rate. 
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Conviction Rates and Plea Bargaining 

The overall conv~~~t;ion rate for the sample cities for gambling offenses was 

probably higher than for most. other offenses, averaging about 70 per cent. Again, 

although we did not have complete data from every city, all available informa

tion did point in this direction. 

The annual FBI Uniform Crime Reports include data on a proportion of all 

gambling cases disposed within that year. Although only a minority of cases 

were resolved in the same year as the arrest, gambling cases had a higher con

viction rate than other crimes. Estimates by police and prosecutors agreed that 

conviction rates for gambling offenses were high. 

One reason for a high conviction rate was that almost all cases were plea 

bargained. Although this was true for all types of cases, gambling cases were 

plea bargained at least as often as other cases. Plea bargains consisted not 

only of bringing reduced charges in return for a guilty plea, but, in many cases, 

agreement on a recommended sentence. 

There was only one city in the sample where over half the gambling cases 

went to a trial of fact. In this city, police prosecuted their own cases in the 

lower courts and no prosecutor was involved. In the balance of the sample cit

ies, it is probably conservative to say that less than 15 per cent of cases went 

to trial. 

Prosecutor Actions in Relation to Police Goals 

In previous chapters we have discussed the three goals of police in gam

bling enforcement: corruption control, maintaining public confidence, and at

tacking commercial gambling operations (and thereby, in many cases, organized 

crime). The activities of prosecutors can relate to these goals in different 

ways. 

In terms of maintaining public confidence in police through aggres.qive 
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enforcement of street-level gambling (public cards and dice, or numbers writers), 

the primary consideration is that an arrest be made. Whether the case is ac-

cepted for prosecution and the amount the defendant is fi!l@d do not reallyaf~ 

fect police efforts to prove to citizens that they do not let known illegal gam-

bling occur. 

Prosecutor behavior has more potential to impact on police efforts to con-

trol corruption with the department, albeit an indirect effect. One finding 

from the police officer questionnaire was that there was a relationship between 

officers ~eeling frustrated with gambling enforcement,and seeing more bribe of-

fers being made for gambling enforcement. Others (see Rubinstein, 1973) have 

hypothesized a relationship between officer frustration and susceptibility to 

bribes. Furthermore, police attitudes about the supportiveness of prosecutors 

were associated with ~rustration. If prosecutors do not take gambling cases 

seriously or too often settle for reduced charges, police may f'eel that vigorous 

enforcement is not worth it. This, in turn, may create a climate conducive to 

corruption. There is no direct evidence trom this or any study 

that such a relationship exists in fact, but the correlations are tliere in the 

police officer perceptions. 

Of the three police goals we have discussed, the quality of prosecution and 

sentencing is most critical to attacking commercial gambling organizations., In 

order to make any impact on commercial operations, the pena1ty for arrest must 

be either jail, a large fine, or probation with the threat of jail for violation 

of probation. Therefore, the actions of prosecutors in commercial gambling cases 

are important to police. 

In almost every police department, fighting o.rganized c:rime was stated to 

be a very important reason for gamb1ing enforcement. There is little question 

that prosecutors share with police a concern about o,rganized crime~ SevEm cities 
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had special prosecutorial units for cases involving organized crime figures; and 

an additional three cities had c,01.lJnt:Y'-1{ide strike forces that targeted organ

ized crime figL~res. One city had both. E-'ITen in those cities in which there was 

not a specialized unit for organized crime cases, prosecutors were cons~stent 

in saying they would give these cases high priority and seek severe penalties. 

The problem is that ver'jT few gambling cases provided by local police di

rectly involve these organized crime figures. Therefore, these special units 

make little impact on the enforcement of state anti-gambling laws. 

The. primary' sQurce of dis-agreement between ;police and prosecutors s.eems to 

be the treatment of commercial gambling cases that do not invnlve individuals 

who can be tied to large~scale criminal organizations. Many police officers be-

lieve that the way to render gambling unprofitable or difficult to operate is to treat 

all commercial gambling violators seriously. Prosecutors and judges .seem to con

sider numbers X'unners and street-level booki.::s as petty criminals and? when com.,..· 

par,ed to ocher t:y:pes of criminals ~ tend to recommend only low or modest fines. 

This statement is based on interviews with. police, prosecutors and judges them.".. 

selves. 

Whether giving more seriol1s penaltier- to these cases would llideed affect 

commercia.l operB,tions is not known. In the one ci.ty in the sample where prose-. 

cutors anc. courts were treating these cases seriously, police and others felt 

they were being effective. Police in many cities feel that this is the correct 

policy, but prosecutors and the courts do not sl~em to agree; It is tl,is dis~ 

crepancy between prosecutors and police on the perceived seriousness of low level 

commercial operators that the study team considers one of the critical factors 

in the enforcement of gambling laws. 

Policies and Accountability 

Considering the extreme amount of discretion that prosecutors tlave in deal-
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ing with arrested offena.ers, the absence of clear guidelines for making those 

decisions and the lack of accountability systems for revievring them was striking. 

As we have discussed above, the problem of prosecutors refusing to accept 

cases brought by the police was not very common. Prosecutors apparently prose

cute a case if they think there is a reasonable chance for conviction; and police 

generally seem to provide reasonably good gambling cases. Moreover, there were 

four cities in which all decisions not to accept a case were reviewed and two 

additional cities where cases that may be "sensitive" (includi.U:g gambling cases) 

'{Tere reviewed by a su.l?erior prosecutor "be::'ore they were ref.1.tsed. 

The critical decision that the prosecutors make, however, is not wnether 

or not to prosecute, but what bargain to Inake, and particularly, what sentence 

to recommend. As we noted above, almost all gambling cases were decided in ad

vance of the trial through an agreement between the defendants and the prose

cutor. It was in this critical decision area that we found no written guide

lines or policies in District Attorney's offices. Moreover, in our interviews 

with prosecutors, we generally were able to obtain only vague kinds of informa

tion about the criteria used to decide on an appropriate fine or sentence for 

gambling offenders. 

In addition to the absence of policies and guidelines for plea bargaining, 

there also was virtually no accountability for the decisions made, either out

side the District Attorney's office or within it. There was no routine review 

of the plea bargains made by prosecutors in any city we visited. In four cities,. 

the plea bargain was made in the presence of and with the participation of a 

judge; in the balance of the cities, the plea bargain was made by the prosecutor, 

the defendant and his lawyer. Thus, individual prosecutors had a great deal of 

autonomy in deciding what kinds of bargains they would accept. 

The most serious flaw in the s¥stem was the lack of' inf'orma.tion a,bQut bar ... 
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gains and dispositions. In only seven of the sixteen sample cities were dispo

sition data of any kind available. Moreover, there was no city in the sample 

where anyone had systematically collected information about the size of fines 

given to convicted offenders. 

Prosecutors sometimes argued that they were acting as the citizens wanted, 

and that if citizens were dissatisfied they would hear it. However, there is 

no way that any citizen in any sample city could get information that would en

able him to evaluate the performance of prosecutors and decide whether or not 

the policies being carried out were appropriate. 

Police are accountable to the citizens in at least two ways. If citizens 

are aware of illegal gambling operations and do not see a police response, they 

can blame the police. In fact, our survey data made it very clear that police 

were blamed when. citizens became aware of illegal gambling operations. More

over, at least the number of arrests made for gambling offenses by police is a 

matter of public record. In contrast, prosecutors were essentially accountable 

to no one. Almost 60 per cent of adults interviewed in the Michigan survey felt 

that a convicted bookmaker should be sent to jail. In fact, a very small num

ber of convicted bookmakers actually go to jail. Wnether the prosecutors or the 

citizens are right in this instance is not at issue. What is at issue is that 

tbere is no way for the citizens to know what the prosecutors are doing. More

over, the District Attorneys themselves do not know what their staff is doing; 

and yet their decisions are the most important ones in connection with the en-

forcement of laws against illegal cOlmnercial gambling. 

Specialization of Prosecution 

When looking at the structure of the prosecution of gambling cases, the 

issue of specialization looms large. In contrast to the police approach to gam

'bling, most prosecution was done by non-specialists. It is the conclusion of the 
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study team that the enforcement of anti-gambling laws would be improved if the 

proseclltion of gambling were done by specialists. The bases for this conclusion 

fo.llow: 

In 11 of the 16 sample cities, there was no specialization at all in the 

prosecution of gambling. Assistant District Attorneys simply were assigned to 

cases as they occurred. Certain gambling cases, if they were more complicated~ 

would be likely to be assigned to a more experienced attorney. The .frequency 

and criteria for making these assignments were not very clear. 

In three other cities there was a very limited ~ nount of specialization; 

most or all vice cases would be handled by the same attorneys. 

There wgr~ two cities in which there was specialization of gambling prose-

cution. In one city, there was an individual in the prosecutor's office who 

took responsibility for all gambling cases, handling them himself or supervising 

the way they were handled by someone else. There were very few gambling arrests 

in this city, however. In the o~her city, gambling investigations and prosecu-

tions were handled py a special ~ombined unit of police and prosecutors. Phe , 

prosecutors were gambling specialists; and all gambling cases were handled by 

prosecutors with demonstrated expertise in gambling cases. 

There were a number of consequences of non-specialization. Evidentia~y re-

quirements in gambling cases are more complicated than those for many other 

types of cases. The study team consistently found that non~specialists were not 

familiar with the details of the gambling statutes. This is not. surprising, 

since without specialization, a given prosecutor :rn,f".y handle only a few gambling 

cases in a year~ Consequently, there is little opportunity to become familiar 

with the gambling laws. 

Prosecutors who were not specialists were relativel¥ unfamiliar with the 

illegal gambling situation in their communities. Considering. the fact that 
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prosecutors were often setting the penalties for an offense, this lack of famil

iarity meant that discrimination about the importance of different cases was 

difficult. 

We have already observed that there were no written policies or guidelines 

for how gambling cases were to be treated, particularly at the plea bargaining 

stage. With specialization at least informal policies would develop. 

The evidence was clear that police specialists in gambling consider gam

bling cases to be more serious than non-specialists. Although we do not know 

that the same is true for prosecutors, we did find that non-specialists did 

not seem to care as much about how gambling cases were handled. In contrast, the 

few specielists we talked to often cared a great deal. 

Specialization of prosecutors would. make it easier for coordination to 

occur between police and prosecutors. Not only could priorities be agreed upon, 

but the prosecutors could become involved in cases before arrests ioTere made, in

suring that the -, ,:.se met evidentiary requirements for convictions. 

Finally, data in the police questi.onnaire provided some evidence that, from 

the police perspective, prosecutorial Elpecialization was better. In general, 

police officers thought prosecutors were too willing to reduce gambling charges 

(89 per cent agreed) and did not take gambling cases seriously (85 per cent 

agreed). However, in the one city where there was a high level of specializa

tio~police officers felt quite differently. A significant but much lower per

centage (46 per cent) agreed that prosecutors were too willing to reduce charges, 

and 80 per cent (compared to 15 per cent nationwide) felt that prosecutors took 

gambling cases seriously. 

There are several aspects of the gambling enforcement procedures in this city 

which are distinctive in addition to the specialized prosecutors. It is always 

risky to base' a conclusion on one case. However, since the perceptions of police 
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were so dramatically more positive here than elsewhere, and since they coincided 

with the judgment of our on-site interviewers, we believe the data constitute at 

least tentative quantitative support for the hypothesis that specialization of 

prosecutors is better from the police point of view. 

The considerations presented above, taken together, appear to us to make a 

compelling argument for specialization. Considering the importance of the prose-

cutorial role, the discretion that prosecutors exercise and the lack of control 

over that discretion, specialization of prosecutors seems to us to be one of the 

most important reforms that could be made to improve the quality of gambling law 

enforcement. 

The Effect of the Judicial Process 

As we noted previously in this chapter, there was only one sample city in 

which more than 50 per cent of all gambling cases went to a trial of fact. That 

city, interestingly, was one in which the police prosecuted a high percentage of 

their own cases. They presented the case to a district court judge, and if the 

defendant was found guilty, as happened. in as high a percentage of cases as in 

any other city in the sample, the judge set a sentence. In the bal"ance of the 

cities, the judge merely heard the plea in court, took the prosecutor's recom-

mendation on the penalty and sentenced the defendant (usually a low fine). 

Judges, like most prosecutors, were unspecialized in all but one city. Our 

interviews with judges, like our interviews with prosecutor's, indicated a low 

level of familiarity with the gambling laws, little or no familia:ritywith 'the 

local illegal gambling situation, and an absence of criteria for determining the 

relative seriousness of a commercial gambling offender. The one criterion enun-

ciated to us most often was that, of course, a gambling offender who could. be 

demonstrated to have a close connection with a criminal organization would re-

ceive very harsh treatment. Judges, like prosecutors, did not share tpe belief 
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so imJ?o:.:tant to police: that every person involved in an illegal commerc ial 

operation is or potentially is a contributor to an environment in which multi-

sel'vice criminal orgatlizations thrive. 

There was one city in the sample that was unique in its judicial structure 

relating to gambling cases. All eonvicted gam'bling offenders received sentences 

from one judge who specialized in sentencing gambling cases. It was the percep-

tion of the police and the prosec11tors in that sample city that jail terms and/or 

large fines were considerably more likely under this system than was the case 

before the system was instituted. Moreover, the police questionnaire data con-

firmed that fact that the police officers as a whole rated the performance of 

the courts much more favorably in this city than in any other sample city. 

Because we found only one example of judicial specialization, it is diffi-

cult to reach a firm conclusion about itsa.dvantages. However, for many of the 

same reasons enunciated with respect to prosecutorial specialization, such ,a pro-

cedure seems extremely sensible. Since one goal of prosecution and sentencing 

is to make distinctions among offenders so that the more serious are treated 

more seriously, it seems critical that the person responsible 'be expert and 

knowledgeable. Given a crime such as gambling, where cases are complicated but 

account for only a small percentage of all judicial cases, specialization ap-

pears to be the only way to develop expertise and informed judgment. 

Variations in the Way the I,'3.wS are Written 

'R.,r>.,n+.l v _ .. _- --- --u :t there has been a trend in state 

ties for gambling offenses and to mandate serious penalties for more serious 

offenders. This trend, of course, is not unique to gambling cases~ There are 

other crimes for which legislatures have attempted to punish certain offenders 

more severely. We attempted in this project to determine the extent to which 

legislative decisions affected the disposition o:f, convicted gambling o:(,fenders. 
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Although our conclusions were limited by the poor quality of available disposi-

tion data, particularly in terms of the size of fines levied, we are convinced 

that such legislative efforts ,rere relatively ineffective under the current sys-

tem. Three examples may suffice to prove our point. 

Some attempts to differentiate between serious and non-serious offenders 

have been made by defining f~lony offenses in the wording of the law. Examples 

of these criteria include conspiring to promote a gambling operation, being in 

P9ssession of more than a specified number of d.ollars' worth of betting slips, 
I 

Jr indirectly benefiting from an illegal ga.mbl~ng operation. Such cri -peria were 

sensible approaches to defining the more seriouk gamb~ing operator. However, 

these criteria 'aI_so made I!roving the case more complicated. For example, there 

are evidentiary problems involved in establishing that an individual actuallY 

took bets of more than a certain amount in a giv~n 24-hour period. Also, con-
\ 

spiracy charges usually can be proven only through 'w'iretap evidence, which in-

vO.l ves a number of legal complexities. A dominant theme in the prosecution of 

gambling cases was to dispense with these cases as quickly and easily as possi-

ble. As a result, our interviews with prosecutor~ and police suggested that 

most often prosecutors decided not to pursue a more serious charge and instead 

would settle for a lesser charge and, of course, a lesser penalty. 

There was a wide variation in the possible sentences for gambli.ng convic

tions from state to state. However, there seemed to 'be no relationship between 

the possible penalties and the penalties that resulted. For examp,le, in one 

state which prescribes very severe jail terms for certain kinds of gambling of .... 

fenders, the police no longer take their major gambling cases to the countyc 

prosecutor because the fines for convicted offenders were so trivial. The police 

no:w use a federal grand jury instead, where they obtain penalties they find more 

ap,propriate to the more serious kinds of commercial gambling offenses. 
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Several states have enacted so-called second offender laws. In these in

stances the legislature has provided that a person convicted of the same offense 

twice within a certain period of time must receive a mandatory jail sentence. 

The intention of the law, again, was to identify the most serious offenders and 

insure that they would be harshly treated. In fact, as a result of prosecutorial 

discretion, these second offender laws are almost never used. Some prosecutors 

argued that there were technical problems with these laws that made them diffi

cult or impossible to use. Others noted that the intent of the law did not fit 

reality. While the assumption of the law was that second offenders were somehow 

more serious offenders, in fact multiple offenders were most often persons at the 

lowest level of gambling operations. 

Based on the limited evidence which we have, we believe that legislatures 

are unlikely to successfully mandate penalties for gambling convictions. In 

fact, this may be the wrong approach. Appropriate discriminations between ser

ious and less serious offenders are difficult, or even impossible, to write 

fairly into the law. For the overwhelming majority of gambling cases, the out

come of the case has little or "nothing to do with how the laws are written but 

rather rests mainly with the discretion of the prosecutor. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have reviewed the prosecutorial and judicial processes 

for gambling cases. For the most part we found that the prl)secutors were the 

primary or sole determinants of the disposition of a case .. 

Police departments have three gOals in enforcing gambling laws. The goal 

which most directly depends on prosecutor behavior is that of attacking com·

mercial gamb.ling operations. There is a discrepancy between police and pros.e~" 

cetors as to how serious these cases are when the o:ffender is not directly in

volved with a large-scale criminal organization.. In general, prosecutors treat 
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these crimes as misdemeanors and agree to plea bargains involving small fines. 

Police feel they should be treated more seriously. 

We found that although prosecutors were the principal determinants of case 

dispositions, in most cities, prosecutors were not specialists in gambling cases, 

were unfamiliar with the intricacies of state gambling laws, settled almost all 

cases through plea bargaining in a context of no guidelines or policies about 

appropriate bargains, and were not accountable for these bargains. 

Judges played a minor role in case dispositions. For the most part, they 

merely accepted prosecutor-arranged plea bargains. In the one city in which 

there was judicial specialization at the sentencing stage for. gambling cases, 

police and prosecutors felt that fines and penalties given out were much more 

appropriate. 

The efforts of legislatures to upgrade penalties for some types of gambling 

cases appear to be ineffective. This is especially true for commercial gambling 

cases. The degree of prosecutorial discretion appears to override variations 

built into law to discriminate among levels of gambling cases. 

In order to improve the quality of dispositions in gambling cases, and most 

especially commercial gambling cases, changP-s probably are needed in the nature 

and structure of prosecution, particularly with regard to specialization~ clar

ifying priorities and policies and estabtishing accountability systems. 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE IMPACT OF LEGALIZATION ON THE ENFORCEMENT 

OF GAMBLING LAWS 

Introduction 

Of the various decisions legislators can make in relation to gambling~ cer-

tainly whether or not to permit legal commercial games has received the most at-

tention. Among the issues involved are economics,. morality and mental health, 

none of which lies within the province of this project. However, there are also 

possible law enforcement consequences of legalized gambling that this project was 

specifically designed to study. 

Police testimony regarding legalized gambling has been primarily of two 

types. Some police officials feel that gambling law enforcement presents prob-

len is for police and hope that legal gambling will help to reduce their respons-

ib~llities and related problems. Perhaps more common is the view that legal gam-

bling will make the job of the police officer harder: the public will become 

less supportive of and cooperative with efforts to stop illegal gamblin,g, the 

courts will less frequently give harsh sentences, and police officers themselves 

may come to see gambling as less serious. The crux of the argument is that legal 

gambling will make laws against illegal gaw1)ling appear to be increasingly arbi-

trary' and efforts to enforce those laws less worthwhile. 

This project produced a good deal of data on these issues. Before present .... 

ing the results, however, it should be noted that there were three limitations 

of the study design which affected our ability to provide definitive answers. 
,.. 

1. The best test of the impact of increased legalization would have been 

a research design .... Thich collected informat~~ both before and after an increase 
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in legal gambling was made within a state. This project did not have such a de

sign. Instead, we had to rely on comparisons of states which have different de

grees of legal gambling, buttressed by interviews with persons in the criminal 

justice system about the major changes which may have occurred with the advent 

of new legal forms of gambling in their city. 

2. Although we originally proposed collecting information from citizens 

in each city, this part of the project was not funded. Because we do not have 

city-level information from citizens, we were not able to assess carefully the 

possible significance of other factors in a city which may have led to differ

ences in attitudes or behavior vis-a-vis gambling law enforcement. In particu

lar, we know that variation in the availability of legal gambling options is 

highly correlated with region of the country. The Northeast and Northcentral 

states have the most legal gambling; the West and particularly the South have 

fewer forms of legal gambling. Without citizen data, it is difficult to differ

entiate between the effects of increased legalization per ~ and effects due to 

differences in the attitudes or behaviors of people that live in different re

gions of the country. 

Considerable relevant information about citizen attitudes and behavior was 

provided through the Michigan National Survey of Citizens. Although these data 

were cross-sectional (not longitudinal) and did not allow city-level analyses, 

the data did provide an estimate of the impact of increasing legalization on 

c.itizens. 

3. There are numerous e~amples of states with on:track betting and lot

teries. However, outside of Nevada, there was only one state with active off..

track betting and none with casinos or legal sports betting. Our conclusions 

must be limited to the impact of those fQrms of legal gambling that are currently 

available and may not necessarily apply to more extreme possibilities. 
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The first section of this chapter focuses on the attitudes and behaviors 

of citizens under different ~~ounts of legalized gambling. The next section 

focuses on police activities and attitudes, and the last section focuses on at- . 

titudGS of both citizens and police toward further legalization. The data are 

gener~lly tabulated by the following types of legal gambling: 

stratum I - No legal commercial gambling (except, in some ca,ses , charitable 

'bingo) • 

stratum II - Legal betting at horse races (and, in some cases, dog races). 

stratum III - Legal lotteries plus betting at horse races. 

stratum IV - (New York) - Legal off-track betting; lottery, and betting at 

races. 

Impact on Citizens 

Gambling Participation 

It would be expected that increased opportunities to gamble legally would 

increase the number of people who gamble legally. 

This in itself would not affect law enforcement. However, we saw some evi

denCe in Chapter V that those who gamble at all are less concerned about enforc

ing gambling laws than those who do not. Moreover, even if this is not a causal 

relationship, having more people gamble may lead police to conclude that citi

zens care less about gambling law enforcement. 

The effect of legal games on illegal gambling is less easy to predict. .It 

would be hoped, of course, that citizens would turn from illegal to legal gambling. 

However, the legal alternatives available outside of Nevada in 1974.were not par

ticularly competitive with the most popular illegal games. There was no legal 

sports betting. The state-run lotteries generally did not permit choosing one's 
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own number or provide a daily drawing*- features considered to be important to 

the appeal of the illegal numbers game. New York was offering legal off-track 

betting. However, a surtax made legal GTB odds less good than those offered at 

the track or with a bookie; and the winnings were taxed) unlike those from a 

bookie. 

Thus, it is difficult to predict that the legal games could actually be 

expected to reduce illegal gambling. In fact, there are those who have suggested 

that legal games could even increase illegal gambling: by increasing the number 

of people who gamble at all, the number of potential illegal gamblers may in-

crease. 

We cannot address all of the issues raised above with our data. However, 

the overall, relationships between the status of legal gambling and gambling par-

ticipants are presented in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. 

Table 9.1 shows the rate of participation in "legal" commercial gambling** 

or betting YTith friends for citizens in each of the four stra~'a of legalized. 

gambling. The data are presented separately for citizens living in rural areas, 

suburban areas, and urban areas. In rural or suburban areas, it is clear that 

more people bet legally when there are more forms of legal gambling available. 

However, for urban residents (the constituency Of the police departments in our 

sample) there was no consistent relationship. The amount of legal betting par~ 

ticipation was virtually constant regardless of the status of legal gambling. 

Table 9.2 shows the rates of participation in illegal commercial gambl:i..ng 

for eacb stratum. For citizens living in suburban and rural areas" there was: 

.. ;::, 

*The exception in 1974 was the "Pick-it" game in ,New Jersey,. Since then, there 
have been other daily drawings introduced as part of legal state-run lotteries. 

**For purposes of this dataset, "legal!! gambling was defined as social gambling 
or playing a legal commercial game. In many states, this, social gambling was 
illegal. 
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Table 9.1 

Percentage of Officers Who Placed a Legal Bet in 1974 
By Legal Status of Gambling and Degree of Urbanization 

Per Cent Who Bet Legally: 
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Table 9.2 

Fercentage of Citizens Who Placed an Illegal Commercial Bet in 1914 
By Legal Status of Gambling and Degree of Urbanization 

Per Cen(c Who Bet Illegally: 
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no significant difference in the proportion betting illegally associated with 

more forms of legal gambling.* Among urban residents, the pattern was almost 

the same, except those who lived in states with lotteries bet illegally more than 

others and residents of New York (Stratum IV) had a significantly higher level 

of participation in illegal commercial gambling than those in the other strata. 

Since the data are not longitudinal, a definitive explanation cannot be 

offered for the pattern of these results. It would seem, however, that the 

following observations can be made. 

1. As more forms of gambling were legalized, the increase in legal bettors 

occurred among rural and suburban residents. 

2. Among urban residents, there was no increase in legal betting or bet-

ting with friends associated with more forms of legal gambling. 

3. There was no decrease in the proportion of citizens betting illegally . :;;-.. 

associated with more forms of gambling.** 

4. There is somewhat more illegal commercial gambling in states with legal 

lotteries and a great deal more in New York. It is impossible from our data to 

determine the extent to which legalized gambling caused these facts. Given the 

fact that there was no increase in legal gambling among urban residents in Table 

9.1, it seems to us more plausible that a distinctive penchant for illegal gam-

bling preceded~ rather than succeeded, the introduction of legal lotteries and 

off-track betting.*** 

. In sum, increased legalized gambling is associated ,vith considerably more 

*The size of the rural sample in the OTE stratum was too small to be reliable. 
**This point has been documented elsewhere by Weinstein and Deitch (19742 and the 

Gambling Commission (1976). 
***Kallick et a1. (1976) ccncluded that legal gambling options may have incre8t13ed 

illegal gambling participation. 
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legal gambling among suburban and rural residents, but not among urban resudents. 

There is more illegal gambling among urban residents in states with lotteries; 

but only in New York does the percentage of adults who said they placed an il-

legal bet in 1974 exceed 16 per cent. 

Citizen Standards for Gambling Law Enforcement 

A second hypothesis is that citizens care less about gambling law enforce-

ment when there is more legal gambling available. The data fro~ the.Michigan 

National Survey of Citizens are mixed on this issue. There were three questions 

which focused on citizen standards for the enforcement of gambling laws: 

1. "How important is it to enforce the gambling laws7" 

2, "Should gambling operators be arrested?" 

3. '~Should convict.ed operators go t6 jail?" 

Table 9.3 shows the proportion of urban citizens who felt that it was "very 

importantl! to enforce gambling laws, who said illegal gambling operators should 
( 

be arrested, and who said convicted operators Rhould go to jail. The data are 

presented for urban citizens in each stratum of legal gambling. 

On the items concerning arresting and jailing gambling operators, there was 

no significant effect due to the degree of available legal gambling across the 

first three strata. However, in New York (stratum IV)~ there was a significantly 

lower proportion of citizens who agreed with both of these items. 

For the item dealing with importance of enforcement ~ there was a, sta,tis . .., 

tically significant decreaSe irt the proportion of citizens fe~ling it Wl;l.& "very 

important to enforce the gambling laws" as the number of legal ;forms of gambling 

increased. 

The question becomes whether this decrease is due to increasing legaliza~, 
.,:,c'/' 

tioD ~~ or some other factor. As we saw in Chapter V, attitudes about eh-

forcement were strongly corre1ated with citizens' general feelings about plain-
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Table 9.3 

Urban Citizens' Standards for Gambling Enforcemen1t 
By Legal Status of Gambling 

Per Cent Ag'reeing That: 
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tiffless crimes. Therefore, further analyses controlled for the citizens' feel-

ings about plaintiffless crimes. 

Citizens were asked whether they thought there should be laws against five 

different plaintiffless crimes: prostitution, adult homosexuality, public drunk-

enness, possession of marijuana, and the sale of pornography. Citizens who 

thought there should be laws against all five were labeled as having "high" de-

sire for laws against plaintiffless crimes; citizens who felt this way for three 

or four crimes were labeled "moderate", and citizens who felt this way for none, 

one or two were labeled 1I10wll
• 

Table 9.4 shows the proportion of urban citizens who felt that enforcing 

the gambling laws was."very important" for different levels of legal gambling 

and for different levels of desire for laws against plaintiffless crimes. For 

citizens with "high" desire for laws against pls.intiffless crimes there was no 

decrease in. the proportion who thought it was "very important" to enforce gam-

bling laws across the first three strata. Over 70 per cent thought it was livery 

important" to enforce gambling laws. However, there was a lower proportion who 

thought it was "very important" in the off-track betting stratum (New York). 

For those citizens who had "low" desire for laws against plaintiffless 

crimes, there was no significant effect on the proportion who thought it was 

"very important" to enforce gambling laws. It was low for all of these cit-

izens regardless of the amount of legal gambling available in their cities. 

The picture was different for those citizens with Hmodera,te'" feelings. ~bout 
. \ 

laws against plaintiffless crimes. As more forms of gambling wel;'e legaltzed, 

there is a downward trend in the number of citizens who thought it was livery im ... · 

portant~' to enforce gambling laws. 

It turns out that the proportion of urban citizens who ha,ve "strong" feel .... 

ings about having laws against plaintiffless crimes varied across the four strata 
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Table 9.4 

Percentage of Urban Citizens Who Said Gambling Law Enforcement Is Very Important 
by Legal Status of Gambling and Desire for Laws Against Plaintiffle.ss Crimes 

Per Cent Saying It Was Very Important to 
Enforce the Gambling Laws: 
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of legal gambling: no legal gambling stratum (46 per cent), on-track betting 

(42 per cent), lotteries (36 per cent) and off-track betting (24 per cent). 

The decrease in the proportion of urban citizens feeling gambling enforce

ment is "very important" as more forms of gambling become legal seems to be due 

to ·two factors. First, the number of citizens who had strong feelings about 

plaintiffless crimes (and who also were the most likely to think enforcing gam

bling laws was very important) was lower in each stratum of increasing legaliza

tion. Second, for those who held a "moder~te" view about having laws against 

plaintiffless crimes, the importance of gambling enforcement declined as more 

forms of gambling were legalized. 

As more forms of gambling are legalized, there may be an effect on the en

forcement context for police in terms of level of citizens' support. However, 

at most, only part of this effect is due to legalization per ~ (the effect on 

those with moderate views about plaintiffless crimes). The remaining part of 

the effect is an artifact due to the number of citizens living in the area with 

a particularly "strong" view on plaintiffless crimes. Simply stated, the states 

where there is more legal gambling have populations that are less interested in 

having laws that govern mcrality. However, this difference, while statistically 

significant, should not be overemphasized. The majority (over 60 percent) of 

citizens in all strata said bookmakers should be arrested, and the majority in 

all strata except New York said convicted bookmakers should be jailed. For the 

most part, police throughout the country are working in a similar climate of 

citizen expectations about gambling law enforcement, regardless of the status of 

legal gambling in their particular city o~ state. 

Willingness to Report Illegal Gambling q 

One of the most direct ways in -w;hich c:;i..tizens can support poli.ceen:f,'orce .... 

ment efforts is to report illega.l gambling operations to police. In the Michigan 
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Survey, citizens were asked whether they thought they would report a known il

legal bookmaker to the police. As we saw in Chapter V, less than a quarter of' 

the urban citizens said they would report a gam~ling of'f'ense, many' f'ewer than 

any other of'f'ense that was asked about. 

Even though this is a relatively low ~roportion of citizens, the question 

can still be asked whether this willingness to report was related to the number 

of' :legal gambling "forms available. Table 9.5 shows the proportion of' citizens 

whosuid they would report a gambling of'f'ense to police in each stratum of' gam

bling. There was not a systematic decline of' willingness as more f'orms of' gam-

bling were legalized though it was true that citizens of' states with no legal gambling 

were signif'icantly more likely to say they would report a gambling of'f'ense than 

others. 

ibe variation that.is f'oUnd in willingness to report is more likely due to 

variations. in those f'actors which were shown in Chapter V to be associated with 

it, rather than to the ef'f'ects of' .legalization per se. These f'aC'1;ors were cit

izen perceptions of' gambling-related corruption, perceptions of' police willing

ness to act on a citizen complaint and citizen standards f'or gambling law en

f\)rcement 0 

Enf'orcement Satisf'action 

There were no significant dif'f'erences in the rate at which citizens ex .... 

pressed a desire f'or more police ef'f'orts .against illegal gambling among thedif' .... 

f'erent strata of' legal gambling (Table 9.5). Buttressing the data presented 

earlier, close to half' of' all urban residents said they wanted more gambling law 

enf'orcement~ regardless of' the st;atus of' legal gambling. Less the.n 10 ~er cent 

of' the citizens in any stratum said the police. should do less. 

Smmnan':. 

The data on the ef'fect of'legal gambling on citizen attitudes are'not un-
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Table 9.5 

Urban Citizen Support for Gambling'Enforcement 
By Legal Status of Gambling 
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equivocal. They are confounded by the fact that areas where people hold strong 

views about the legislation of individual behavior have been less likely to 

authorize legal gambling; and these personal views have a strong influence on 

people's desires for gambling enforcement. In addition, the New York population, 

the only state with legal off-track betting except Nevada, stands out in two of 

the tables. Overall, however, one would have to conclude that the introduction 

of horseracing or lotteries has either no effect or only a modest effect on cit

izens' desires for and orientation toward gambling law enforcement. In almost 

all significant respects, the major city police are operating in a similar cli

mate of public opinion - where about half the populati.on bets legally or with 

friends* (except in New York) less than a tenth patronize illegal commercial op

erations, and where citizens, on the whole, want the gambling laws enforced and 

a near majority wants more than the current levels of gambling law enforcement. 

Police Department Efforts 

One of the project's main research goals was to determine whether police 

departments made adjustments in the way they enforced gambling laws as more forms 

of gambling were legalized. 

The Reno situation does show one possible impact on police of extensive 

legalization. The Reno police department had no gambling enforcement responsi~ 

bilities per se. Instead, the State Gambling Control Board was responsible for 

insuring that all gambling taking place in Nevada was properly licensed, The 

question of more general interest, however, is whether or not under the condi

tions of limited increased legalization that were observed in the :cemainder of 

our sample, there were any systematic effects on enforcement efforts that could 

be attributed to increased legalization. In particular, one might hypothesize 

*Again note that betting with friends is illegal in most states. 
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that police would decrease their gambling enforcement efforts when more legal 

gambling became available. 

Table 9.6 shows that there was no direct correlation between overall arrest 

rates and the status of legal gambling. There was, however, a pattern with re-

spect to commercial arrest rates. In those states with lotteries or off-track 

betting, police were slightly more likely to make a relatively high number of 

commercial arrests. 

The amount of resources a department devotes to gambling enforcement was 

not associated with the legal status of gambling; no more resources were devoted 

to gambling law enforcement in places where there was no legal gambling than in 

places where there are more legal forms of gambling. Certainly the resources 

devoted to gambling law enforcement are not less in states with lotteries than 

elsewhere (Table 9.7). 

One of the difficulties in assessing these data is that, as Table 9.2 

shows, there was more illegal gambling in cities where there was legal off-track 

betting. Thus, there may be mere for police to do in these cities. Nonethe-

less, it is clear that there is no evidence that police in strata III and IV are 

less aggressive toward illegal gambling than police elsewhere. If anything, 

they are more aggressive against commercial gambling. Furthermore, there is no 

evidence of a decline in arrests when a new form of legal gambling is introduced. 

There were seven sample cities which introduced a ne,f form of legal gam-, 

bling since 1969. We could not obtain complete arrest data back to 1969 for one 

of these cities. A second city completely reorganized its gambling en:('orcement 

policies in the early 1970' s in a way that dra,.matically decreased arrests for 

reasons that were not related to legal gambling. Therefore, there are five 

// 
cities for which we can meaiilingfully examine the impact of the introduction ofa . 

new legal game. Table 9.8 shows the results. Although there is some variation 
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Table 9.6 

Number of Departments at Various Levels 
of Gambling Arrest Rates by Legal,Status 

of Gambling 

Status of Legal Gambling 
Arrest Rates/ No Legal 
100,000 population Gambling 

All CaTUl:: ling: 

Low (25). 1 
Mediun: (25-100) 1 
High (>100) 2 

Commercial Gambling 
(Boolune.k:i,ng and 
Number~) : 

Low (5) 3 
MecU urn (15-20) 0 
High (J20) 1 
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Table 9.7 

Police Gambling Enforcement 
Resources by Legal Status of Gambling 

Per Cent of Depart
ment Assigned to 
Gambling Enforcement* 
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City 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

* 

Table 9.8 

Effect of Introducing New Legal Gambling 
on Overall Arrest Rates in FivE Cities 

Overall Arrest Ra,tes by Year 

1969 1970 1971 1972 .1973 

32 40 44 27 34* 

440 420 380 324 280 

55 88 59 53 49 

* l~ 10 10 23 23 

* 205 ,335 377 353 355 

Year in which new legal commercial game was introduced 

1974 

25 

240* 

--* 

17 

318 

** Arrest Ra,te not availat,le for this yeO.r in this department 
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41 
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in arrest rates from year to year, there is no evidence at all that arrest rates 

drop after legal gambling is increased. 

Looked at from several aspects, there is no evidence that increased forms 

of legal gambling are associated with less aggressive gambling law enforcement 

by police. 

Attitudes of Police 

In addition to checking whether departmental efforts were affected by the 

amount of legal gambling, we also wanted to determine whether or not police at-

titudes about gambling were affected by increased legalization. 

Perceived Availability of ,Illegal Gambling 

In the interviews with police, we asked informed officers for their per-

ceptions about the availability of different types of illegal gambling. For 

illegal card and dice games, there was no variation in availability that :was 

associated with the amount of legal gambling. Also for sports bookmaking, there 

was no association. 

However, for horse bookmaking, we did find a relationship. It seemed that. 

it was necessary to have a legal horse track nearby in order to create a market 

for illegal horse bookmaking. The cities that said they had little or no jllegal 

horse bookmaking were cities with no legal gambling that also were not near a 

legal track (i.e., across a nearby state line). 

The availability of illegal numbers varied considerably., As vTe have noted 

before, there was little or no numbers activity in the West, This variation in .. 
availability seems to have no relationship, how"ever, to the availability of 

legal gambling. 

Perceptions of Gambling Law Enforcement Tasks 

Data on police officer attitudes, gathered through the policeofficerques-

tionnaire, were analyzed to .determine what effects increasing legalization might 
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have. The central hypothesis was that legal gambling would affect perceptions 

about gambling law enforcement. In particular, we thought that perceptions about 

the following areas might be affected: 

1. The importance of enforcing gambling laws; 

2 .. The seriousness of gambling; 

3. Citizen support; 

4. Support from courts and prosecutors; 

5. The difficulty of enforcement; and 

6. The results of gambling enforcement. 

Tables 9.9 through 9.15 present the police officer data by three levels of 

legal gambling: no form legal, legal betting on horses at the track, and more 

legal gambling.* 

The results in these tables can be summarized very easily. With only a few 

exceptions, there was no systematic change in attitudes as more forms of legal 

gambling became available. In fact, the most frequently observed pattern was that 

the perceptions of officers in Stratum II (legal horse track betting) were 

different from those in the other two strata. It seems clear, therefore, that 

other factors, either the local gambling situation or the particular character-

istics of citizens that live in an area, account for most or the observed re-

sponses of police. 

Reviewing the tables more carefully helps to highlight the absence of s~s~ 

tematic relationships. Although most officers disagreed that gambling was a. 

victimless crinie, this was particularly true in cities with legal gamb.ling.. In 

a related response, organized crime was more often perceived as profiting from 

*Since Buffalo was the only off-track betting city to let police officers fill 
out questionnaires, the confidentiality of individual department responses was 
protected by including Buffalo's data with the other lottery cities. 
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Table 9.9 

Police Perceptions of the Importance of 
Enforcing Gambling Law$ "Dy Legal Status 

of Gambling 

Per Cent Agreeing 
Perceived Importance 

to Police of 
Gambling Enforcement 

Status of Legal Garrililing 

Enforcing game.ling laws 
is just as important as 
enforcing any other 
laws. 

Enforcement of gambling 
laws uses police man-' 
pOilTer that could better 
be used against other 
types of crimes. 

Running illegal gambling 
operations doesn't hurt 
anyone; it is a victim
less crime. 

Illegal gambling opera
tions in this part of 
the country are not in
dependent of organized 
crime. 

Profits from illegal 
gambling operations 
are the major Sovrce 
of income for organized 
crime .. 

No Legal 
Gambling 

56 

25 

'71 

65 

177 

Horses and/or 
Dogs at Track 

14 

'72 

69 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting, 

66% 

5'7 

16 

69 
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Table 9.10 

PoliCe Perceptions of the Seriousness 
of Gambling Offenses by' Legal Status of 

Gambling 

Offense 
Pe·r Cer..t Officers Rating Offense 

as at Least Somewhat Serious 

Taking bets on horses, dogs 
or sports 

Taking bets on num1:,ers 

No Legal 
Gambling 

50% 

178 

Legal Status 

Horses and/or 
Dogs at Track 

55% 

72 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting 

51% 



, 

Table 9.11 

Police Perceptions of C:Ltizen Views of 
Seriousness of Gambling Offenses by Legal Status of Gambling 

Offense 

Taking bets on horses, dogs 
or sports 

Taking bets on numbers 

Per Cent Officers SaYing Citizens 
Consider Offense at Least Somewhat Serious 

No Legal 
Gamblin 

28% 

34 

179 

Legal Status 

Horses and/or 
Do s at Track. 

21% 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Bettin 

18% 

19 



Table 9.12 

Police Percentions of' Citizen Support f'or 
Gambling Enf'orcemEm.t by Le.gal Status of Gambling 

Police Perceptions 
of 

Support from Cltizens 

People in this part of the 
country think gambling is 
wrong. 

There is very little citi
zen cooperation with the 
enforcement of gambling 
laws. 

Tough enforcement of laws 
against gambling 
is important. to' citizen 
respect for the law in 
genera.l. 

How the police enforce 
gambling law's is 
particluarly important 
to the we.y citizens rate 
overall police per
formance. 

Some, respectable ci ti:?;ens 
actively oppose tough 
enforcement of gambling 
laws. 

No Legal 
Gambling 

41% 

86 

56 

31 

8e 

180 

Legal Status 

Horses and/or 
Dogs at Track. 

25% 

83 

51 

27 

88 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting 

18% 

89 

63 

36 

86 
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Table 9.13 

Police Perceptions of Court and Prosecutor 
Support for Gambling Enforcement by Legal Status of 

Gambling 

Police Perceptions Lege.l Status 

of Support of Courts 
ar..d Prosecutors 

No Legal 
Gamb~ing Dogs at Track 

Prosecutors are too wilJ ing 
to settle for reduced 
charges in gambling cases. 93% 97% 

Prosecutors treat gambling 
as a serious crime. 9 12 

TIle fines anc. sentences 
the courts give convicted 
gamblers are not. tough 
enough. 87 92 

181 

1\ 

Lotteries or 
Off~Track Betting 

8~·% 

22 
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Table 9.14 

Police Perceptions o~ the Difficulty 
of Gambling Enforcement ~ Legal Status of 

Gambling 

Difficul.ty of 
Gambling Enforcement 

No matter how hard police 
try, the:y cannot 
really cut down on thE; amount 
of illegal gambling in 
big cities. 

It is o~en impossible to 
get enough evidence to 
convict known street
level bookies. 

Gambling laws are harder 
to enforce in a fair and 
evenhanded way than most 
ot.her laws. 

In forcing gambling 
laws, responsibilities 
of tbe individual 
officer on patrol are 
clear. 

Gambling enforcement 
policies are not clear 
to most police officers. 

Witbout special training 
or experience, the average 
police officer is not able 
to recognize evidence of 
an illegal garrillling operation 
when he sees it. 

The efforts of officers on 
patrol are of little or no 
hE!lp in tbe effective 
enforcement of gambling 
laws. 

No Legal 
Gambling 

56% 

70 

43 

72 

6" ~-

62 

182 

Legal Status 

Hors es and.! or 
Dogs at Track 

62% 

73 

57 

28 

80 

75 

60 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting 

60% 

68 

71 

31 

77 

62 

58 



Table 9.15 

Police Perceptions of the Results of 
Gamoling Law Enforcement by Legal Status of 

Gambling 

Results of 
Enforcement 'Efforts 

Police efforts are effec
tive in limi.ting and COn
trolling gambling 
operations. 

Game,ling enforcement is 
one of the more satisfying 
assignments for a police 
officer. 

Trying to enforce the 
gambling laws is more 
frustrating th~n enforcing 
most other types of laws. 

Gambling enforcement leads 
to more bribery offers than 
almost any other kind of 
law enTorcement. 

Most police officers would 
not take a bribe to over
look a gamt·ling operation. 

No Legal 
Gambling 

41% 

10 

'76 

68 

94 
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Lege,l Status 

Horses and/or 
Dogs at Track 

9 

'75 

66 

99 

Lotteries or 
Off~Track Betting 

4~.% 

14 
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illegal gambling in Stratum III (Table 9.9). 

In Tables 9.10 and 9.11 illegal numbers gambling was rated, and perceived 

to be rated by citizens, as less serious in states with legal lotteries, which 

were also those states l¥"ith more active illegal numbers games. In T'able 9.12, 

officers in Stratum I, no legal gambling, more often agreed that citizens con

sidered gambling to be wrong - probably correctly perceiving their largely south

ern constituency. However, there was no consistent association between the legal 

status of ~ambling and the perceived response of prosecutors and courts (Table 

9.13). There was no relationship with the way police rated the frustration or 

satisfaction of gambling law enforcement efforts. Most important, there were no 

differenc(.:~s of note in ratings of the difficulty or effectiveness of the enforce

ment efforts (Tables 9.14 and 9.15). Given the number of items, a few differ

ences were inevitable. The lower rating of seriousness of numbers in Stratum 

III may be an effect of legal lotteries. However, overall, it would be very 

difficult to conclude that lega1..~.z,ed gambling has had a consistent adverse ef

fect on the orientation of police officers to gambling law enforcement, or that 

the enforcement task seemed more difficult to them. 

Attitudes toward Legalization 

In addition to looking for changes in citizen and police attitudes about 

enforcement issues as more forms of gambling were legalized, we also asked both 

citizens and police directly for their position on the favorability of legaliz

ing various types of gambling. Tables 9.·.16 and 9.17 show the results of these 

questions. 

For cit'izens living in urban areas, there was an overall t:r.'end of increaso:

ing favorableness toward legal gambling as mQJ;'e tOJ;'ms ot gambling became legal .. 

It is alwa:ys true that when a particular tor.m o~ gambling was legal, a s.izeable 

rn~t.iority.of citizens favored legalization. Betting on horses at the track and 
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~---'-------------~ 

Ta"ble 9.16 

Urban Citizens Favorability Toward Legalizing 
Variou.s Forms of Gambling by Legal Status of Gambling 

--------"------r--------------~,'""""' .. ',.....~~-.-::*-------,..".----
P~r Cent Fav-orable 

Type of Legal Gambling Legal Status 
1---"""'------------------------'-"'" 

HQrses and Dogs at Track 

Lotteries 

Off-track Betting 

Sports Betting with Bookie 

Casinos 

No Legal 
Gambling 

58% 

53 

34 

18 

36 

Rorses and/or 
Dogs at Track 

'71% 

58 

44 

25 

45 

Lotteries 

68% 

79 

38 

21 

41' 

Off-Track 
Betting 

74% 

87 

6'] 

38 

53 

* Favorable means citizen was in favor of legislation where it wasn1t legal 
or felt :i.t should continue where it was legal. 
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Table 9.17 

Police Officer Favorability Toward Legalization 
of V.arious Forms of Gambling by Legal Status of Gambling 

Type of Gambling 

Horses or Dogs at Track 

Lotteries 

Orf-track Betting 

Getting on Sports Events 

Casinos 

Per Cent Who Agree Should be Legal 

No Le~al 
Gambling 

85% 

82 

45 

52 

58 

186 

Legal Status· 

Horses andlor 
Dogs at. Track 

83% 

70 

38 

41 

49 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting 

94% 

91 

71 

57 
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lotteries received majority support at all levels of current legalization. The 

least favored form of legal gambling was sports betting, with only about a quar-

tel' of urban citizens overall favoring legalization. 

There are two main points to be made about voliee attt,tude$ toward legal ..... 

ization of gambling", First, :for all types of gambling in all legal sltuations 

(with, one, exception), polie,;: officers were more favorable toward legalization Qt 

gambling than their citizen constituency.* The one exception was that citizens 

wel~e slightly more favorable toward of:f~track betting in Stratum II than were 

police. Second, citizens in states with legal lotteries were most positive 

about legalized gambling. Officers in Stratum II were least favorable toward 

legalization, but even there s sizeable maj0~ity of officers favored legal betting 

at tracks and lotteries. 

We also asked officers directly about the impact of legalization on their 

jobs. Table 9.18 shows these data. A slight majority of officers felt that 

legalization does make enforcement harder. However, the proportion holding this 

view did not increase as more forms of gambling were legalized. Also, sizeable 

majorities of officers felt that increased legalization ma<leillegal gambling 

seem less serious to citizens. The prevalence of this vi,ew also is not assoc:i.-

ated with the status of legal gambling, however.' 

Even thougl1 many think it might make their job harder, police were in favor 

of legalizing some i'orms of gambling, particularly the more common ones .,..~ bet~ 

ting at the track and lotteries. 

Conclusion 

One of the major objectives of this proJect was to determine whether in ..... 

*Although citizens and police were not asked identical q1,~estions ~ so that eXact 
comparisons are not possible, the order' of II1:agnitude of the differences prob~, 
ably justifies this statement. , . 
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Table 9.18 

Police Officer Perceptions of the Effect.s 
of Legalization by Legal Status of Gambling 

Ef'f'ects of Le,gaJJzation 

Having some legal gambling, 
like lotteries, makes it 
harder for police to enforce 
laws against illegal gam
bling. 

Having some legal games, 
like lotteries, makes 
illege,l gambling operations 
se-em less serious to 
citizens. 

No Legal 
Gambling 

55% 

188 

Percentage of Officers Who Agreed 

Legal Status 

Horses and.! or 
Dogs at Track. 

57% 

88 

Lotteries or 
Off-Track Betting 

51% 



creasing legalization had any impact on enforcement efforts. This chapter has 

focused on the data collected from citizens, police departments, and police of-

ficers to ascertain whether there has been an effect. 

Simply stated, given the range of legalization currently existing in the 

United States, we find that there is little or no reason to believe that in-

creased legalization has had a major impact on gambling law enforcement. For a 

certain segment of citizens (those who hold moderate views about plaintifflesl'l 

crimes) there may have been a decrease in their feelings about how important it 

is to enforce gambling laws. However, for other citizen attitudes, including 

their stated willingness to report a gambling offense to police, and their de-

sire for more gambling law enforcement, there was no effect of increased 

legalization. In most important respects, the climate of public opinion is 

similar across the country. 

There was even less impact on police attitudes about gambling law enforce-

ment and no discernible decline in police enforcement activities associated with 

the legal status of gambling. Officers did favor legalization more than citi-

zens, but this did not vary systematically with increasing ,legalization. In re-

sponse to a direct question, they were likely to say legal gambling made their 

job harder but their perceptions of a variety of factors that might affect their 

job were unrelated to the status of legal gambling. 

All in all, then, it seems that the local gambling situa,tion and depart ... , 

mental priorities wer.e more likely to cause variation in police responses than 

was the extent of legalized gambling . Although the pas sage of time, or the in ..... 

troduction of more elaborate legal gambling options, may bring about changes not 

yet apparent, in 1975 there was little evidence that legal gambling had made 

enforcement of gambling laws either harder or easier for local law. epforcement 

agencies. 
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CHAPTER X 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF GAMBLJ...L-tG ENFORCEMENT 

One goal of this project was to learn things about the management of gam

bling law enforcement that might be useful to police, prosecutors or court of

ficials. Gambling enforcement has been cited in the past as a particularly dif

ficult responsibility and we have seen evidence that this is true. In this chap

ter, we attempt to summarize what we believe to be the management implications 

of this research, based on quantified evidence wherever possible but also based 

on informed judgment and general management principles. 

It is important to keep the problem of gambling law enforcement in per

spective. It is easy, when focusing on a single problem, to exaggerate its im

portance and uniqueness. On the scale of criminal justice priorities, illegal 

gambling is near the bottom for most citizens and many police. 

Yet gambling enforcement responsibilities cannot be ignored. The citizens 

and legislatures of this country have opted for a model of limited legalized 

gambling, where betting with certain people on certain outcomes in certain places 

is all right, while other forms of gambling are prohibited. In many cities 

criminal organizations are involved with illegal gambling operations. Citizens 

have given the local police, prosecutors and courts primary responsibility for 

apprehending and punishing those who take, and in many places make, illegal 

wagers. On the other hand, 11 per cent of adult Americans help to break those 

laws each year by placing illegal bets on horses, dogs, numbers and sports 

events; and many more break state laws each year when they play cards or bet 

with friends in their homes. 

It is always easy to suggest that more resources be devoted to a problem. 
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In some places, more vice officers would no doubt produce more arrests. However, 

we do not believe very many criminal justice agencies are going to increase the 

resources devoted to gambling, and we have kept that in mind as we drew implica

tions from the data. 

Basically, there are four themes that permeate our recommendations about 

the management of law enforcement: 

1) specialization of responsibility; 

2) coordination among agencies; 

3) setting and communicating priorities; and 

4) accountability. 

Specialization in gambling for police, prosecutors and judges means in

creased expertise, increased likelihood of consistent policies and priorities, 

and, perhaps most important, increased caring. We believe that one way to deal 

with a problem that has low priority overall is to make it high priority for a 

few people; and the easiest way to do this is to make gambling enforcement their 

main job. 

Coordination between police, prosecutors and courts m~ans, achieving cc;>n

sistent goals and priorities. Unles.s each of them has a common conception ot: 

what is illegal and how seriously to treat various offenses, no set of goals. can 

be achieved. 

Setting and communicating vriori ties wi thin organizations are va;r:-ti.cularlr 

important in gambling law enforcement. Each of the agenc:):es mus:t make choices 

or judgments reflecting priorities. All have scarce resources. :Priorities.need 

to be explicit, so they can be discussed and reviewed, and therneed to be COIn'" 

municated so that all relevant persons are acting together. 

A.ccountabili ty systems for prosecutors and police seem essenti,al.~ 1?art i cu .... 

larly in larger orgatlizat,ions, to insure that policies are carried out constat ..... 
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ently. 

The rest of this chapter will discuss these themes in detail within the 

context of the major components of the criminal justice system: police depart

ments, prosecutors and the courts. 

Police Departments 

Specialization 

Most gambling enforcement in larger cities is carried out by vice officers. 

Overall, very few arrests are made by patrol officers, particularly arrests re

quiring extended investigation and warrants. There were only fou~ departments 

which gave. enforcement responsibilities to general detectives at the district 

level and only in two of them did detectives make a significant number of ar

rests. 

There were several degrees of specialization within vice enforcement units. 

A few departments had separate gambling units apart from the vice squad, a few 

departments had officers in the vice unit who specialized in gambling, and there 

were several departments in which gambling was one of several responsibilities 

for all vice officers. 

The more specialized an officer's assignment with respect to gambling the 

more important he thought gambling law,enforcement was; the more serious he felt 

gambling was; and the more satisfied he was with gambling enforcement as an as

signment. We found that vice officers felt this way more than patrol officers 

or detectives, and that gambling specialists felt this way more than vice of

ficers. 

We believe that gamblin~ enforcement will be better if it is carried out by 

specialists. One basis for this belief has to do with expertise. Officers who 

are going to make arrests that are more complicated than on-view arrests have to 

be skilled and knowledgeable about laws and procedures. In fact, the general 
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impression of the study team i8 that the gambling specialists in police depart

ments are consistently more knowledgeable about gambling 1.aws than anyone in the 

criminal justice system. 

A more ~mportant reason for recommending gambling specialization, however, 

has to do with priorities. Across the span of responsibilities that police de

partments have, gambling is relatively low in priority. However, that does not 

mean it is not important or that enforcement should be ignored. If an individ

ual officer has responsibility for gambling enforcement and other kinds of law 

enforcement, including violent and property crimes, gambling is likely to re

ceive little of his attention. If he is a general vice officer, gambling is 

still competing for priority with prostitution and after-hours liquor violations. 

In that context, gambling may well receive its fair share of attention. However, 

gambling specialists looked on gambling enforcement even more positively than 

general vice officers. As a general management principle, it seems to us that 

the job will be done best if it is being done by someone who thinks that the 

work is important, serious and worthwhile. Thus, given a choice between having 

a ten-person vice squad, all spending a third of their time on gambling. or as

signing three persons to work almost full time on gambling within the vice squad, 

it seems to us that the latter strategy is preferable. 

The extreme of specialization is to have a special "gambling squad". The 

size of the resource commitment to gambling enforcement in many departments would 

not justify having a specialized gambling unit. Moreover, having gambling spec

ialists within a vice unit provides the potential for inc.reased coordination with 

related investigations, such as after-hours liquor, and provides a potential for 

additional manpower for special operations. Which method is best for a depSLrt

ment would depend on the local situation. 

To a large extent, as we have indicated, police departments in major cities 
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have put gambling law enforcement in the hands of vice specialists, if not gam

bling specialists. Our data would suggest this to be a positive trend and that 

even more specialization ~ould be beneficial for those departments that do not 

have gambling specialists. 

Coordination 

Police efforts in gambling enforcement would be improved if coordination 

were better between gambling enforcement units and others in the police depart

ment as well as with others in the criminal justice system. This is not an un

usual statement, but it was surprising to find few serious attempts at coordin

ation. 

Within the Police Department.· There are several parts of the police de

partment that do not work closely together on gambling enforcement in many de

partments. The relationship between gambling enforcement units, detectives and 

patrol units is one that depends primarily on information flow. In particular, 

vice officers report receiving very little information from patrol officers. 

Although there are limits to the role that patrol officers can play in gambling 

law enforcement, in many cities they probably could be a good source of informa

tion if the kind of information that would be helpful were made clear. 

One department was actively doing something to encourage this information 

flow. This department sent vice officers to district roll calls to brief of

ficers on enforcement efforts, targets and problems. They also reported back on 

the outcomes of cases that had been referred to vice by officers in that dis

trict. This type of effort clearly reinforces officers' willingness to commun

j-:ate to vice; and the vice officers felt they received more help from patrol 

officers than was the case in most cities. 

With Prosecutors. One of the most important groups with which police must 

interface is the prosecutors. Coordinating efforts and agreeing on priorities 
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· would seem to be especially helpful. Perceived lack of support from prosecutors 

was one of the ma.jor factors associated with police frustration in gambling en~ 

forcement. 

We found only a few cities where there were obvious discrepancies between 

police and prosecutor definitions of a "good" case, such as the one department 

which had 98 per cent of its cases refused by the prosecutor's office. However, 

there were many places where police and prosecutors did not agree on the appro-

priate penalty for a bookmaker or numbers operator who could not be definitely 

tied to a major criminal organization. Moreover, there were only two cities in 

which police and prosecutors worked together closely on all gambling cases. A 

few more cities had close coordination on cases involving organized crime. For 

the rest of the cities there was little evidence of joint efforts or even close 

coordination. 

This need is particularly important because prosecutors almost always de-

termine the outcome of a gambling case. Individual prosecutors have a great 

deal of latitude in deciding whether to dismiss a case, what charge to file, 

whether to plea bargain, the terms of the bargain, and what penalty to recommend. 

By close coordination with prosecutors, the police can improve the effective-

ness of their efforts. If nothing else, if they can accurately anticipate how 

a case will be disposed, they can take it into account in setting their own 

priorities. 

Accountability Systems 

We found tha,t departments had tlr.cee major but interrelated reasons for hav-

ing accountability systems in gambling law enforcement: 

1. To insure that vice enforcement strategies and priorities were carried 

out in ways that were consistent with departmental priorities and goals; 

2. As a mal1a,gement tool, to insure that citizen complaints were followed up 
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effectively; and 

3. To minimize opportunities for corruption or the appearance of corrup-

tion. 

We found that the number of men devoted to gambling enforcement varies con

siderably from department to department. Elaborate accountabili\y systems may 

be both feasible and more necessary in large departments than in small ones. 

However, some departments were using better accountability systems than others, 

and it seems likely that all departments in cities over 250,000 population could 

improve their enforcement efforts by implementing these types of procedures if 

they have not already done so. 

In order to ensure. that gambling en~qrcement activities coincide. wUh de ..... 

partmental priorities and goals~ the;re were. seve;ral steps which were being taken 

by some departments that could he useful in the remaining departments. 

One. very use.t'ul but modest procedure. is to have a monthly bri.efing 0:1;' the 

chief, or some. senior administrator ofticer designated by the chief, on vice en ..... 

forcement activi.ties. We found that in a, significant number of del?artments? as 

many' as half, there was no one outside of the vice squad itself who had gOOd 

knowledge. of vice ent'orcement activity. There is nothing wrong with autonomy! 

but there should be accountability in the form ot' an information flow to insure 

a correspondence between vice squad activities and departmental goals., 

Another s:):mple procedure is that vice enforcement goals and priorities be 

~ut in writing. We found this was the case in only two departments in the 

stUdy sample. Writing down policies and priorities is not simply a matter of 

creating paper. It is a way of being explicit about trade-offs that otherwise 

might go unnoticed, permitting explicit discussion and review of the desirabil

ity of those trade-offs. 

Every department said it wanted to be responsive to citizen compla.ints., 
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When a department receives a citizen complaint, it is important that it be fol ... 

lowed up adequately. One of the primary reasons citizens were dissatisfied with 

enforcement efforts was their perception that police would not act on a citizen 

complaint. Also, citizens were much less likely to call in a complaint if they 

felt police would not act. 

One way to help insure adequate. responses to citizen complaints is to have. 

a multi-copy standard complaint form filled out when the complaint arrives. It 

is difficult to monitor follQ'w-upS to complaints if they are not in writing. The 

key step, however, is to have a copy that goes in a file maintained by all of

ficer outside the vice or gambling unit, who reviews the results .of follow-up to 

the complaint. Such procedures do not insure full follow-up, but they would ap

pear to be an important first step. 

In fact, there is another aspect of complaint management which could be 

very useful, and applies to complaints of all kinds. In every department, we 

asked about the number and types of gambling-related complaints received. Only 

one department routinely keypunched and tabv~ated this information. This pro

vides an excellent , low-cost procedure by which to evaluate -the corres:pondence 

between citizen concerns and the activities of the department. Although citizen 

complaints are only one source of information about citizen concerns, they are a 

ready source of information. It would seem that such tabulations would serve a 

variety of useful managerial purposes within police departments. 

The control of corruption in connection with gambling law. enforcement w.a.s 

not a particular focus of this project. Those departments most concerned with 

the problem adopted various remedial steps that resulted in close monitoring of 

cases initiated and responses to complaints. It appeared that departments that 

took such steps were generally success;ful, though sometimes with some cost in 

the aggressiveness of their gambling enforcement ef;forts. Local cQnd:i.t:j:Qns: !3.nd 
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the presence of multi-service criminal o.rganizations in gambling appeared to be 

important predictors of the likelihood of police corruption problems. 

~here is one final administrative procedure which has much to say for it to 

help departments achieve effective accountability: namely, having a separate 

unit that is independent of the vice enforcement unit review a sample of all 

cases. This means not only reviewing the paper work associated with cases but 

also actually carrying out independent investigations on a sample of citizen 

complaints and investigations initiated by vice officers. While smaller depart

ments might want to have such a procedure for all vice cases, rather than simply 

gambling cases, such a procedure would be a major addition to the ~uality con

trol efforts of police departments. 

Priorities 

Perhaps the most important management-related finding of this project was 

the need for police departments to clarify their policies and priorities with 

respect to gambling law enforcement. Three-fourths of all sample officers felt 

departmental policies were not clear and two-thirds said the responsibilities of 

patrol officers were not clear. In addition to the lack of clarity being unde

sirable in itself, it also contributes to a senEe of frustration and ineffec

tiveness in gambling law enforcement. 

One source of ambiguity lies in the assignment ot responsibility.. In most 

departments, almost all gambling law entorcement is done by a vice or gambling 

specialist. Formal policies continue to imply that all otficers have a role to 

play, but the nature of that role is. unclear. Few departments have routine 

procedures set up to encourage and reintorce reporting possible gambling viola .... 

tions to specialists, nor clear. guidelines for what is, or is not, a circum~. 

stance that Elhould be reported. Moreover, it was generally conceded, and rein-. 

forced by the police ~uestionnaire responses, that non-specialists lack the· 
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expertise to be much help even in identifying possible illegal gambling opera-

tions. Thus, non-specialists have a responsibility, but lack a ciear definition 

of what it means and lack the ex.pertise to fulfill what they think it might mean. 

A second source of ambiguity occurs at a departmental level. About half 

the sample departments appeared to have established some priorities (usually un-

written) within the wide range of concerns they might have about illegal gam-

bling. Three were c:~arly very aggressive against street-level gambling. Two 

were distinctivelY aggressive against commercial gambling. Three were most con-

cerned with corruption control. The bala:;lce of the d~partments had a more gen-

eral approach to gambling law enforcement, basically trying to cover all their 

possible concerns as well as they could, given the available reso\1t:r.ces. Onlyone 

sample department could be said to be aggressive against both street-level gam-

bling and bookmaking. 

Analysis showed that the departments where clear priorities could be iden-

tified by the study team gained some additional benefits. Not only did officers 

consider policies and responsibilities to be clearer in those departments, they 

also considered the department's efforts to be more effective in gambling law 

enforcement than did the officers in departments with a more general approach 
~ 

~ to gambling. It appears, therefore, that there is real merit in a department 

deciding what it can do and wants to do and emphasizing some aspects of gambling 

law enforcement over others. 

The above data do not suggest that an;r one em;phasis is bette;r- than i'lnQthe;t:' •. 

Among the alternative goals observed, it is clear that most departments with a 

publicly ex.posed corruption prOblem would emp?-asize cOlf-trol of that ov"er eyery .... 

thing else. Given a choice between aggressive street-lev;el enforcemeni.; and em,\",· 

phasis on commercial gambling, however, the choice may be more diffi.cult .. 

Public confidence is a potential problem for police. The data are fairly 
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clear that non-enforcement, rather than strict enforcement, is most likely to 

undermine citizen respect for police. The sample departments that have set 

clearer priorities have (with one exception) either emphasized public gambling 

and numbers, and neglected bookmaking, or emphasized bookmaking and numbers, 

dealing with public social gambling only when necessary for other reasons (such 

as a complaint or public disturbance). 

As with most choices, there are pros and cons to an emphasis on either 

street-level or commercial gambling. Aggressive street-level enforcement pro

duces a large number of relcJ.tively non-serious arrests for public gambling. It 

seems to require a decentralized enforcement effort. It does not require much 

support from prosecutors, as the arrest itself accomplishes the goal of breaking 

up the game and communicating a police presence. 

Emphasizing commercial gambling will lead to the a.rrest of what are con-

sidered to be more serious offenders. Because such cases are time-consuming, 

fewer arrests will result and enforcement may be less comprehensive. Moreover, 

to be effective in controlling commercial gambling, appropriate sentence's are 

probably needed for convicted gambling operators, which requires a coordination 

with prosecutors that is relatively rare. 

An important aspect of commercial gambling is its link to multi~seryice 

criminal organizations. This potential or perceived link helps to transform 

commercia,J, gambling from a nOh-serious to. a serious crime. Police officials may 

need to be careful about the way they present the role of organized crime in 

gambling law enforcement. In cities where multi-service organizations are 

directly involved in gambling, local police usually are not particnlarly effec .... 

tive in dealing directly with these organizations. Their main role would seem 

to be to stop illegal commercial activities, such as gambling, that finance the 

organizations. For police in these cities, a main problem see~:' to be to com."., 
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/. . 
municate to prosecutors and courts their conviction that all or most commercial 

gambling offenses are serious~ even if they cannot be directly.tied to criminal 

organizations. 

In cities in which organized crime is less present, the rationale that com-

mercial gambling law enforcement helps to keep out organized crime may be even 

harder to sell to prosecutors. It would seem that the importance of enforcing 

laws and delivering appropri~te sentences to law breakers asa way of reflecting 

the wishes of the public and communicating an effective law enforcement system 

to the citizens may be a more important rationale for commercial' ~/a.mbling law 

enforcement. Police need to remember that citizens generally want laws en-

forced; that commercial gambling violations are certainly more serious to cit-

izens (and more likely associated with corruption) than public social gambling; 

and that responding to the public is probably the most concrete and stable basis 

on which to establish priorities. 

In the end, we cannot definitely recommend one set of priorities over 

another on the basis of our data. However, we do believe that addressing the . 

issues discussed above squarely, communicating the answers clearly, and trans-

lating the answers into clear policies that recognize the choices that police 

officers need to make can only be beneficial to police departments. 

Prosecutors 

After an arr.est is made, the prosecutor becomes the most important element 

in the criminal justice system in determining what will happen to the case. 

It turns out that very few gambling cases actually result in a trial of 

fact. Therefore, the prosecutor is the central figure in all the remaining de-

cision points of a case. The prosecutor decides whether to dismiss the case 
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or not; he decides what charge to file; particularly whether to file for a mis

demeanor or felony-level charge; he decides whether to plea bargain or not (and 

in the vast majority of cases the decision is to bargain); he decides what bar

gain to make; and he decides what penalty to recommend to the courts. 

Given th~ eXl;;reme importance of the prosecutor's role , it was startling to 

ttiscover that there is little specialization, only casual expertise on gambling 

law, no written policies about criteria for plea bargaining, few close working 

relationships with police, and little accountability for bargains made. 

There was only one city in which the prosecutor's office had designated a 

team of attorneys to specialize in gambling and organized crime cases. In this 

city, prosecutors had to demonstrate knowledge and expertise in gambling trials 

before they were formally qualified as gambling specialists. This team worked 

closely with police at all phases of the investigation. Only one other city had 

designated a prosecutor who worked closely with police on all gambling cases af

ter the arrests had been made. In the latter city, the level of support from 

prosecutors perceived by police was higher than average. However, it was only in ~ 

the first city, where there was extensive specialization~ that a majority of the 

police considered prosecutors to be serious about gambling cases. 

In a few other cities, if and when an organized crime figure was involved', 

there would likely be closer coordination with police. For the remaining cases, 

in the vast majority of cases, prosecutors took over the case after the arrest 

and had relatively little interaction with police. Furthermore, with the excep

tions noted above, gambling cases were spread among prosecutors, and hence pros

ecutors did not develop expertise in gambling prosecutions. 

There were no district attorneys '. ottices which had specitied c;!;'iteria as 

to the circumstances under which bargains should be made, or about what penal.,... 

ties should be recommended. There was no system of accountability to assess 
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whether or not the convictions were the right ones. There was no information 

routinely kept on conviction rate, size of penalties recoIlJ1nended, and circum-

'\ 
\\ 
V':c.:-~;';';·-" 

stances in which pleas were made. Not c,'lly were we unable to gather the data, 

but more importantly no one within the cities themselves could revievT what Was 

happening in order to determine whether the prosecutors' decisions were consist-

ent with the demands of the local situation. 

Based on our findings we feel that the following are implications for the 

prosecution of gambling cases: 

1. Within a prosecutor's office, there should be at least one individual 

who is identified as a gambling specialist. In those places where one person 

would not be kept busy full time working on gambling cases, we would suggest 

having a specialist on all vice-related crimes. We think that an individual who 

is given more responsibility and has more involvement in gambling prosecution is 

likely to be more expert in gambling prosecution, more knowledgeable about the 

different kinds of gambling laws and possible charges, better able to discrim-

inate serious violators from those who are less serious, and will treat the 

prosecution of gambling cases more seriously. 

Furthermore, if only one or a few prosecutors handle. gambling cases, it will 

be much easier to formulate and implement prosecutorial policies and to coordin-

ate those policies with police departments" ac·l:;i vities. 

2. The arresting officer probably should playa more signi:i;'icant;r-ole in 

the prosecution of gambling cases. I'n many cities, we found that polic~ gambling 

specialists were the most knowledgeable people about local il1:egal gambling Qr~. 

Moreover, these men were most likely to feel that gamblipg offenses were s.er:;i:Qul;l. 

3. There should be written criteria. for plea. bargaini.ng which spell Qut i.n 

considerable detail the kinds of penalties that ar~ deemed appropriate for var .. 
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ious kinds of defendants. Having written guidelines would serve two obvious 

functions: it would improve the consistency of prosecutorial bargaining, and it 

would make it possible for prosecutorial policies (which are now largely un

stated) to be reviewed within the district attorneys' offices and coordinated 

with police and judges. 

4,. In;formation systems should be developed which keep track of convictions, 

plea bargains, penalties recommended, and reasons for dismissals. Only by hav

ingthis type of information available can anyone effectively review the deci

sions being made by the prosecutors, 

We want to emphasize that we are not necessarily saying anything about the 

current content of the decisions made by prosecutors .,... whether they are too tough 

or too lenient with gambling offenders. There is a clear discrepancy in many 

cities between police and prosecutors abQut the seriousness of a commercial gam

ling offense when it cannot be directly tied to a criminal organization; but it 

is difficult to tell which position is more just. All of the above recommenda

tions imply only three criteria for prosecution: that it be expert, that it be 

consistent, and that it be reviewable, through written policies and documentation 

of decisions. 

Courts 

Few gambling cases result in a trial of fact. Either the defendants plead 

or the cases are dismissed. Therefore, judges playa relatively passive role in 

the enforcement of gambling laws. For many of the cases the defendant pleads 

guilty, the prosecutor recommends the penalty (that was arrived at as part of the 

bargain for a guilty plea) and the judge imposes the sentence. 

Although disposition data were not available in many cities, the informa .... 

tion we could gather suggested that a relatively low fine, under $200, was the 

most common penalty. There were indications in some cities that for felony con-
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victions, about 20 per cent were given jail sentences. Since the overwhelming 

majority of cases were misdemeanor cases, however, there were relatively few 

gambling defendants that were given jail sentences. 

The severity of the penalty seemed to be the largest concern of police with 

respect to courts; 86 per cent of the officers responding to the police ques

tionnaire felt that fines and sentences given to convicted gamblers were not 

severe enough. 

As noted before, the problem seems to be most acute with cases that are of 

a medium level of severity (i.e., street-level commercial gambling). Police, 

prosecutors, and judges were more confident that higher ups in criminal organiz

ations would receive stiff penalties and/or jail terms if convicted. Police, 

prosecutors and judges were also in agreement that a low fine was the appropri

ate penalty for card and dice violations. 

The system does not seem to be discriminating very well on cases that are 

somewhere in between these two extremes. Some of the improvements discussed 

above as part of police and prosp.cutor efforts may help in this regard. However, 

another aspect of the problem is that there was no specialization among judges 

with respect to gambling cases (with one notable exception). Judges saw rela

tively few cases in which a trial of fact was necessary. The cases which did go 

to trial were spread among all judges. This discouraged the development and im

plementation of a systematic set of criteria for penalties. It probably also 

contributed to their playing a relatively passive role in setting sentences. 

One city has a special sentencing judge who imposes penalties in all gam

bling cases in the county. In this city, police were much more satisfied with 

the penalties imposed by the courts. This structure provides a mechanism for 

policy to be developed and consistently applied. 

This structure also circumvents the problem where in many courts a con-
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victed e;;ambler is compared with robbers, burglars, murderers, and rapists. Gam.

bling is a crime of running a business in a way that is not permitted by state 

law. The appropriate penalties for businesses which defy regulations are those 

which make it less profitable to be in business: that is, either large fines or 

putting them, out of business. It happens that one way to put a bookmaker out of 

business is to put him in jail. Fines and probation may be equally appropriate 

ways of punishing a business, however. 

A single judge deciding on penalties appears to us to be much more likely 

to implement consistent policies and appropriate level penalties. In a city 

where there are not enough gambling cases to keep one judge busy, the role could 

be expanded to sentencing all offenders convicted of vice-related crimes. 

The important change, however, is to have a specific judge responsible for 

imposing penalties. This would facilitate coordination of criteria and poli

cies betwe~en police, prosecutors, and the courts. 
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CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSION 

In Chapter I, we said there were three issues confronting legislatures to 

which this project might contribute: 

1) legalization of commercial gambling; 

2) decriminalization of social gambling; and 

3) upgrading or mandating penalties for convicted gambling operators. 

In this chapter we will provide a brief review of what we have learned. 

Legalization 

There is no evidence, from this study or any others that have been done to 

date, that legalization of commercial gambling does law enforcement agencies any 

favors. Excluding the special case of Nevada, increasing the number of avail

able legal gambling options has not been shown to reduce illegal gambling. It 

is difficult to see how the police could be helped unless legalization of com

mercial gambling came in a package which offered competitive alternatives to il

legal numbers, horse betting and sports betting, and created a special regulatory 

agency with investigative powers, basically taking the regulation of gambling 

out of the hands of the police. The problems of developing competitive legal 

games have been thoroughly explored by the Commission on the Review of the Na

tional Policy toward Gambling, and those problems are substantial. Moreover~ 

such a regulatory body must be a full-scale investigative body that is well 

funded. The model for this exists in Nevada. In Nevada, police have been re

lieved of gambling law enforcement responsibilities. However, short of some 

such steps, it is difficult to see how legal commercial gambling could make the 

job of local law enforcement a.gencies easier.' 
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Moreover, it is important to understand how modest would be the benefits of 

completely relieving local law enforcement agencies of gambling responsibilities. 

Less than one per cent of the manpower in police departments, and a comparable 

percentage of prosecutorial and court time, is now allocated to the enforcement 

of anti-gambling laws. The principal benefit to police departments of such a 

change would be to relieve them of a responsibility which has been associated in 

some cities with internal corruption and loss of public confidence. Such a ben

efit is not insignificant. However, this benefit would be considerably more im

portant to departments east of the Mississippi River than west of it. 

On the other hand, it is also difficult to document that the legalization 

of some forms of commercial gambling makes it more difficult to enforce anti

gambling laws. It has been hypothesized ~hat increased legalization decreases 

citizen support for gambling law enforcement. We did discover a wide variation 

in the level of citizen support in regions of the country with different de

grees of legal gambling available. Citizens in areas with no legal gambling 

thought gambling enforcement was more important than did citizens in areas with 

several forms of legal gambling. However, citizen views toward other types of 

"vices" prostitution, marijuana, homosexuality -- also showed the same pat

terns. It is more plausible, therefore, to conclude that people have different 

views in different regions of the country and that the ~xistence of legal com

mercial gambling is an effect, not a cause, of these differences. 

Other attempts to identify deleterious effects of legal gambling on law 

enforcement efforts were not successful. Even though the majority of police 

. officers i'elt that legal games, such as lotteries, made the job of enforcing 

gambling laws harder because citizens took them seriously, there was no indica

tion that police officers themselves. considered gambling violations less serious 

in cities with lei;Sal games. In the five cities in our sample in 1"hich a new form 
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of legal gambling had been introduced in the last five years and where data were 

available, there was no evidence of ~ diminution in arrests associated with that 

introduction. On the contrary, police were generally more active against commer

cial gambling in states with lotteries. 

Conviction rates in cities throughout the sample were sufficiently high that 

it is difficult to think that they had been seriously affected by the introduc

tion of legal games, though we could not trace conviction rates over an extended 

period of time. Similarly, our data on sentences, a.nd particularly the size of 

fines, were inadequate to examine the hypothesis that f~nes become lighter as 

legal gambling becomeS more available. However, we found no evidence of signif

icantly stiffer fines in states where there was no legal gambling compared to 

other states. 

We cannot predict in detail the long-range impact of legal lotteries, nor 

the impact of more elaborate legal options under the general model of limited 

legalization. However, just as we saw few benefits to law enforcement officials 

of increased legal commercial gambling, we also think the existing evidence does 

not support the notion that limited legal gambling makes the enforcement of ant.i

gambling laws significantly more difficult. 

Decriminalization 

The argument for decriminalization applies primarily to social (i.e., non

commercial) gambling. The laws against social gambling in. private, which are 

common, are not enforced and not enforceable. Probably a third of U.S. adults 

violate these state laws each year by playing cards for money in their own homes 

with friends. From a law enforcement point of view, the main value of such laws 

is their potential use for breaking up private, commercial games without the 

evidentiary problems of proving that -t:he game is commercial. The GamblingConl

mission's model statute, which would require Participants in a suspected commer~ 
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cial game to prove that it was commercial, appears to be a solution, if this law 

is upheld in judicial review. For some, there may be a symbolic value in having 

laws that express the view that gambling in any place is wrong. From a practi

cal point of view, however, it is difficult to see how such laws against private, 

social gambling are useful. 

Laws against public social gambling are somewhat more complicated. There 

is great variation from city to city in the extent to which such laws are en

forced. Public gambling can create public nuisances. However, such laws are 

discriminatory in effect if not intent, as the Gamhling Commission notes. Be

cause members of minority groups are more likely to gamble socially in public, 

they are much more likely to be arrested than others doing the same thing in 

places not readily accessible to police. Arrests for public social gambling ac

count for a majority of all arrests for gambling offenses and UCR data show the 

vast majority of those arrested to be minority group members. Since public order 

can be maintained in a variety of ways without using state anti-gambling laws, 

it does seem that there is a case to be made for decriminalization of social gam

bling, both in public and private. 

Upgrading Penalties 

The efforts of legislatures to upgrade the penalties for serious illegal 

gamblers and to mandate penalties for repeat offenders appear to have had little 

or no effect on the enforcement of gambling laws. Punishments meted out to the 

occasional convicted high-level gambling operator may be harsher when maximum 

penalties are higher; we cannot say. However, most arrested commercial gam

bling operators are numbers runners or people who take bets; and for these people 

we were unable to find evidence that the punishments depend on the maximum pen

alties the legislature has provided. The variations in case disposition are 

primarily a function of the judgments of the prosecutors and courts. Until the 
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management of the prosecutorial and judicial systems is changed, it appears to 

us that decisions by the legislatures about how to treat various kinds of gam-

bling offenders will be largely irrelevant to what actually happens. 

The Effects of Anti-Gambling Laws on the Criminal Justice System 

In addition to addressing legislative issues relating to gambling, this 

project also has provided a systematic review of the way gambling laws are en-

forced in major American cities and the effects of these efforts. 

At the time this project was proposed, the working title was "The Effects 

of Anti-gambling Laws on the Criminal Justice System". What are these effects? 

One important effect of current anti-gambling laws is to place the police in a 

relatively vulnerable position. Laws against private social gambling are unen-

forceable. Laws against public, social gambling and commercial gambling can be 

enforced to a degree, so enforceme~t must be an on-going process. Given current 

resource allocations, however, most police departments have to make a trade-off 

between aggressive public gambling enforcement and aggressive commercial gam-

bling enforcement. In our sample we found only one department that wa.s succeed-

ing in vigorously enforcing laws against commercial gambling as well as vigor-

ously enforcing laws against public social gambling. 

When police do not, fully enforce the gambling laws, or any laws, they risk 

losing the confidence citizens have in them. When citizens see visible, illegal 

gambling they tend to conclude that the police are inept, corrupt or both. Po-

lice can gain little public acclaim for effective enforcement of gambling laws, 

for it is a low-priority offense to most citizens; but they can lose a great 

deal of public confidence for failure to fully enforce the gambling laws, for 

citizens want the laws that are on the books to be enforced. 

Gambling enforcement responsibility also has been associated with police 

corruption. We found, however, that the only departments that had had serious 
,", ,~"-
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problems were in those sample cities where regional, multi-service, criminal 

organizations were said to be itirectly inv~l'Ved in gambling operations. In 

those cities, there have been severe costs to police departments for having gam

bling enforcement responsibilities. 

, In most cities in our sample, local independent criminal organizations were 

involved in gambling operations. These organizations may have bought services 

from regional, multi-service criminal organizations (i.e., wire services, lay

offs), but were not directly controlled by these organizations. In many cities 

several organizations were involved in gambling operations. These findings do 

not minimize the need for the enforcement of commercial gambling laws, but they 

do indicate that for many cities this enforcement may not be directed at multi-

. service criminal organizations. 

For a variety of reasons discussed in Chapter VI, gambling law enforcement 

is not a particularly attractive assignment to police, and therefore police ad-

eministrators must figure out how to manage enforcement efforts with as few costs 

to officer morale as possible. It also is important to understand that if a 

police department can avoid public embarrassment, the negative effects of anti

gambling laws on the police are minimal. Few resources are devoted to the en

forcement of gambling laws and current gambling enforcement is becoming increas

ingly specialized. As a result, fewer and fewer police officers are affected in 

any way by gambling law enforcement responsibilities. 

Prosecutors and courts devote as little time to gambling enforcement as 

police and probably less. There is no specialization, and little special atten

tion is paid to gambl~.ng, except to make sure that embarrassment is avoided or 

when, infrequently, an organized crime figure is involved. 

Indeed, the most important conclusions to be made from this research do 

not deal with the way that the laws affect the actions of the criminal Jus.tice 
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system but rather the way that the criminal justice system is affected by factors 

that take precedence over variations in the ways the laws are written. 

There is some variation in state laws governing gambiing. There were five 

sample cities in which private social gambling was not specifically prohibited by 

state law. There is a moderate amount of variation in the maximum penalties pre

l3cribed by state laws fOl' gambling violations. However, the most connnon gambling 

violations for which arrests are made are prohibited in all of our sample cities: 

taking bets on sports events or horses, rmmj,ng an illegal numbers game and playing 

cards ruld dice in public. Yet, these laws are enforced in very different ways in 

different cities. There are cities in which bookmakers are virtually never arrested, 

though bookmakers are known to be operating. There are other cities in which numbers 

operators are almost never arrested, though numbers operations are known to be active. 

There are cities in which a person is very likely to be arrested for public social 

gambling, while in others, an arrest would be made only if there were some other 

kinds of disturbance or problem associated with the game. While the laws, as written, 

are fairly constant from city to city, the laws, as enforced, are very different, 

depending on local situations, policies and priorities. 

In the same way, sentences given to convicted ga'TD.bling offenders are not a 

product of legislative decision-making but rather the result of prosecutorial 

and judicial discretion. Even attempts by legislators to mandate serious penalties 

seem to be consistently circumvented. 

Others before us have pointed out the importance of police and prosecutor

ial discretion in the enforcement of laws. In fact, as we have said previously 

in 1.his report, discretion is probably necessary to achieve justice. Legislatures 

cannot take into account all possible extenuating circumstances and relevant 

criteria when writing laws. However, the variations that we have observed in 
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the way in which gambling laws are enforced go well beyond discretion to achieve 

justice. For practice.1 purposes, anti-gambling laws are being made not by legis

la.tors but by police and prosecutors. 

We set out to understand what current anti-gambling laws mean to the crim

inal justice system. Our findings can be summarized fairly succinctly: 

1) The laws against gambling in private are a symbolic gesture on 

the part of ~egislators; they are neither enforced or enforceable in any rea

sonable sense of the word. 

2) Legislators have given police a relatively unattractive job, for which 

police can get little credit if they do a good job and considerable abuse if 

they fail. 

3) The laws against public social gambling and commercial gambling prob

ably are enforceable to the extent that other comparable laws are enforceable. 

The resources devoted to gambling law enforcement are very modest and the re

sults, with a few notable exceptions, are modest as well. Most departments real

istically strive for one of several models of limited enforcement. 

4). 'itizens are very likely to view non-enforcement of gambling laws as an 

indication of police corruption. 

5) Regional, multi-service criminal organizations were reported to directl:r 

control all or a substantial portion of illegal commercial gambling operations 

in about half the cities. These cities were much more likely than others to 

have had publicly disclosed gambling-related corruption in the past.. In the 

balance the cities, bookmaking and numbers were said to be run prilnarily by 

local, independent organizations that specialized in gambling. There had been 

no significan,t publicly disclosed gambling-related corruption in an:r of these 

cities in the past ten years. 

6) The prosecutors of gambling cases generally do not recommend penalties 
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for conviction which any reasonable person would think would be a deterrent to 

further involvement in commercial gambling. Seriously impinging upon commercial 

gambling operators would seem to require serious penalties for convicted com-

mercial gambling operators. 

7) Prosecutors are not held accountable for their decisions due to the 

lack of available information about the decisions they make. 

8) Legislators need to understand that the meaning of gambling law enforce-

ment and the resulting constraints on gambling behavior will be deter~ined less 

by what legislators write than by how local police and prosecutors carry out 

their responsibilities. 

These findings have different implications depending on the perspective one 

takes. 

For police departments, given available resources, choices must be made as 

to the types of gambling enforcement that will be pursued. Departments that had 

made clear choices were considered by officers to be more effective than those 

that had not made these choices. Without clear policies, officers were unclear 

about their responsibilities. This leads to frustration and dissatisfaction. 

For prosecutors and courts, clear policies must also be created. In par-

ticular, given the role of prosecutors in determining the penalties for con.,.. 

victed offenders, their behavior in pursuit of these policies must be account-

able. District Attorneys should develop information systems that enable them 

to insure that prosecutors are recommending sentences consistent with police and 

citizen concerns. 

Legislators must come to the realization that changing the wording of gam-

bling laws has little impact on the way these laws are enforced. Instead, legis-

lators must address the way that enforce~ent is managed both by police ahd by 

prosecutors. Providing resources for specialization and accountability would 
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probably do more to influence the way laws are enforced than almost any other 

measure. 

Citizens must demand that their public servants -- police, prosecutors, 

courts, legislators -- are accountable to them. Community values related to 

gambling enforcement must be clearly understood and information must be system

atically kept to enable citizens to know whether these public servants are in

deed behaving in ways consistent with these values. There will almost inevi

tably be a considerable amount of local discretion in the way laws against gam

bling are enforced. In theory, this discretion will reflect the differences in 

community values. There is a case to be made that such discretion is appropri

ate. There is, however, no basis for exercising that discretion in a way that 

is not subject to public accountability. Until there is better public informa

tion about what police, and particularly prosecutors and courts, are doing, how

ever, we will continue to have exactly that occurring in the enforcement of anti

gambling laws in major American cities. 
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APPENDICES 

In the Appendices we have included several types of materials which were an 

important part of this study, although not central enough to be included in the 

main body of the report. The Appendices are divided into three sections: 

A. A summary of gambling enforcement i.n the Los Angeles Police Department. 

We have singled out Los Angeles (with the permission of the Department) as an 

example of an efficient, well managed gambling enforcement effort. 

B. A detailed description of the methods used to gather data in this study 

ipcluding sampling methods and a description of the pilot efforts, and more de

tailed descriptions of data collection strategies. 

C. Copies of all the materials used for collecting data in this study. 

D~ Information about subgroup sample sizes. 
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Appendix A 

GAMBLING LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT 

\ 
As the study progressed, several important differences among cities emerged 

in the manner in which police departments were organized to enforce gambling laws 

and the degree to which gambling enforcement policies were clearly stated. Very 

few of the departments visited had formulated and put into writing their gambling 

; enforcement policies and priorities. The degree of accountability for, and con-i 
" 

trol of, gambling complaints and investigations varied greatly from department 

to department, ranging from permitting vice officers to choose their investiga-

tions from a pile of complaints, to requiring that every complaint be put into 

writing, assigned to specific officers and be audited by a separate team of 

police personnel. 

At approximately the half-way point in the study, we began to wonder what 

the results would be if a department had all three factors present: a highly 

sophisticated and well-trained enforcement organization; clearly defined wri.tten 

policies and procedures; and a high degr~e of accountability. We found that to 

be the case in the Los Angeles Police Department. Furthermore, the LAPD came 

as close as any department to actively trying to enforce all gambling laws. 

Because the results achieved in gambling enforcement by the Los Angeles Police 

Department appear to be significant, we felt that other police departments might 

benefit from a description of the Los Angeles Police Departme~t's system. We 

have obtained permission from the L~D to describe their gambling enforcement 

operations and they have had a chance to review this chapter. 

Organization 

Area Vice 

In Los Angeles, vice enforcement is the responsibility of the Area (district) 

commanders, the captains who command the city's seventeen police areas. This 1s 
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in keeping with the general departmental policy that an area captain is totally 

accountable for all police activities w~thin his assigned area. 

Each Area has a group of specially selected and trained vice officers, 

commanded by a Lieutenant who reports to the Area Captain. There are 149 police 

officers assigned to vice enforcement in the 17 areas. 

There are no places in an Area which are off limits to the assigned vice 

officers. Each vice officer is assigned specific investigations on a Vice 

Complaint form 3.18, and a full, prompt and complete investigation into every 

assigned vice complaint is his primary responsibility. In addition, each officer 

is given a great deal of latitude and encouragement to develop and investigate 

vice activity on his own. In fact, at the Area level, over half of the vice 

investigations related to gambling are self-initiated by Area vice officers. 

Area vice officers are also encouraged to involve the uniformed personnel 

of their area in the vice enforcement. They do this by attending roll calls, 

discussing current activities with the patrol personnel, and by advising patrol 

personnel of the results of investigations initiated as a result of information 

furnished by uniformed officers. It is estimated that approximately 20 per cent 

of the Area vice investigations result from information provided by uniformed 

personnel. This suggests that a cooperative relationship exists between patrol 

officers and vice officers. 

Area vice personnel are rotated on a 18-month basis. Although this means 

that none of the Area vice personnel have more than 18 months e4Perience, the 

LAPD does not find that this is a disadvantage; in fact, it results in several 

benefits. Personnel rotated out of vice usually return to a uniformed assign

ment, often in the same Area, As a result, they are a valuable and well-trained 

resource for the Area vice ill1it. Further, the rotation policy provides the 

department with new and enthusiastic personnel coming into vice enforcement at 
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regular intervals. They are not easily recognizable in the Area and can be used 

irnmediate.ly on surveillances and undercover assignments. Another benefit of the 

rotation policy is that no officer gets well established in the Area, reducing 

the potential for corruption. 

To insure coordination among the Area vice units and to insure that depart

mental policies are discussed and disseminated, one staff officer is assigned as 

a department-wide coordinator. He chairs a monthly meeting of all Area vice 

Lieutenants. ~linutes are kept of those meetings and the minutes are then dis

seminated through the department. He also acts as liaison between the department 

and the prosecutorial agencies. 

Vice crimes which are the responsibility of the Area vice units are: 

gambling, prostituion/pimping, pruldering, pornography, liquor law violations and 

sex offenses. 

Administrative Vice 

In addition to the Area vice units, the LAPD has an Administrative Vice 

Division. Administrative vice exists to insure that effective enforcement 

against major and organized violators occurs and as a check and balance system 

against Area vice units. This unit bas four major responsibilities. 

1. City-wide enforcement activities concentrating on larger scale opera

tions which may cross police Area boundaries and which require more extensive 

experience and equipment; 

2. Supplementing the activities of any Area vice unit where the investiga

tive requirements exceed the resources of the Area unit; 

3. Auditing the activities and investigations of the Area vic~ units; and 

4. Correlating and maintaining intelligence information related to organ

ized vice activity. 

/ 
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The Administrative Vice Division, which has approximately 52 personnel 

under the command of a captain, works out of Police Headquarters. There is no 

rotation policy for Ad Vice Personnel as with the Area vice officers. As a 

result, the experience level of personnel in Ad Vice is greater than that of 

personnel in the Areas. 

Five senior Ad Vice investigators are assi~led to the audit function, one 

of the most interesting and significant ~eatures of the LAPD system. The audit 

function focuses on the activities of the Area vice units and includes: monitor

ing of all vice complaints, investigative reports and arrest reports; reviewing 

all actions for completeness and quality; auditing all "secret service" fund 

expenditures and receipts; and preparing bi-weekly audit reports to the Chief of 

Police reflecting the two-week findings. The Audit Section also has the author

ity to run parallel investigations or to re-investigate complaints handled by 

Area vice units. 

Ad Vice personnel not assigned to the audit section are responsible for the 

other functions of the division. In its city-wide enforc~ment activities, Ad 

Vice's primary concerns are bookmaking, prostitution and pornography. In book

making enforcement, they attempt to work up the ladder, concentrating on back 

offices and higher level operators. Aggressive use of the California Red Light 

Abatement Law has closed nearly all organized gambling locations. Therefore, the 

division's thrust in this field is aimed at monitoring activity and gathering 

criminal intelligence tnformation. 

As an additional check and balance, there is one staff officer in the 

Office of Special Services assigned to review reports, complaints and audit 

reports of both Area and Ad Vice units. That officer receives copies of all 

complaints, city-wide, and maintains suspense data controls over the investiga

tive activity which follows up on every complaint. 
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Policies 

Of all the departments visited, Los Angeles had the most clearly defined 

goals, policies and procedures relating to gambling and vice enforcement. All 

goals, policies and procedures were in writing. Every Area had a vice unit 

manual which set forth, in great detail, the department's vice enforcement pol-

icy, reporting requirements, investigative techniques, procedures applicable to 

that Area, and a glossary of terms. All in all, it was impressive to find that 

much detail furnished to the enforcement officers at the lowest level in the 

hierarchy. 

Basically, 'the LAPD priorities in gambling enforcement are the same as for 

all vice crimes. The priorities are based on activities which come under the 

three CIS: "commerci;li", "conspicuous", and "complained of". The Chief of 

Police feels that the responsibility for police enforcement in the vice area is 

as great as for any other violation of a criminal statute. He realizes that 

total enforcement is not a reality; however, a police department can reach a 

satisfactory level of enforcement when there are no open or easy-to-find vice 

activities and both the purveyors and customers fear apprehension. 

The LAPD places a high priority on the three CIS. The department's ration-

ale was presented as follows: strong and vigorous enforcement against commercial 

vice helps remove the third party profit. Without such profit, it is thought that 

organized crime cannot develop a foothold in the jurisdiction. By putting a 

high priority on conspicuous vice, such activities will be driven underground, 

thereby removing the temptations and opportunities from the view of those who 

might otherwise not be able to resist the temptation to violate the law. 

any vice complaint which is complained of is considered a flagrant violation and 

treated as a high priority. 
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In our interviews with informed Fersons they all made a reference to the 

three C's, evidence that the policy is ~uite well disseminated in the department. 

A number of officers commented that the existence of the policy makes Los Angeles 

a comfortable city in which to be a vice officer. The individual officers had a 

clear understanding of the department's vice efforts. The Folice officers feel 

that the clear statement of policy, the department's vigorous enforcement efforts 

in accordance with that policy, and the check and balances in the system virtu

ally insure that corruption cannot exist. Without the fear of internal corrup

tion and with the knowledge that the department's administration will provide 

strong support, the police officers in Los Angeles seem to outperform most other 

police departments in their gambling enforcement activities. 

Accountability 

The bedrock of the LAPD accountability system is the resFonsibility placed 

on each Area Captain for all Folice officers under his command and for all police 

activities in his area. Most Folice activities, including vice enforcement and 

internal investigations, are decentralized. 'l'he department's excellent computer

ized management information system monitors ~ctivities city-wide, as do the head

~uarter's units, to insure that Area Commanders are fulfilling their responsibil

ities. 

One particularly useful output of this system is a summary of citizen com

plaints received. These surr~aries are published monthly, comparing the patterns 

of complaints each month with those of the preceding month, the pattern for the 

year to date, and the pattern for the preceding year. This system provides a 

context withiil which to assess patterns of arrests; an index of the extent to 

which police activity is consonant with citizen concerns. 

In the vice enforcement area~ LAPD permits any police officer to initiate 
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a gambling investigation and to make gaming arrests. That is not too different 

from several other departments visited. However, in Los Angeles, any such in-

vestigation which does not result in immediate arrest and permanent cessation of 

the activity must be reflected on a Vice Complaint Form 3.18. All citizen or 

other agency complaints of vice activity also must be entered on a 3.18. The 

3.18 is initiated immediately in multiple copies and suspense files are opened 

in at least three locations (Area Vice, Ad Vice and Office of Special Services) 

to monitor progress on the investigation. 

Once a Form 3.18 has been initiated and the com~laint assigned, the officer 

to which the complaint is assigned has 30 days in which to close the case by 

arrest, disproving the complaint, or having all activity stop before an arrest 

can be made. Under unusual circumstances, the close-out report period can be 

extended for fifteen days; however, approval for the extension illust come from a 

Bureau Commander. Follow-up reports are required at the end of each consecutive 

fifteen day period that the complaint is open, and the report must reflect at 

least four investigations on the acti vi ty in that l5-day period. 

Results 

Although it is not possible to say with certainty that the reason Los Angeles 

does an excellent job in gambling enforcement is because the above factors are 

present, the results achieved by the LArD seem to indicate that organization, 

policies and accountability do bear on the number and quality of gambling 

arrests made by a police department. 

The Los Angeles Police Department made a higher number of gambling arrests 

than any other city in the sample. This is especially remarkable since t)1I;,y , 
;; --~-~~) 

made no arrests for illegal numbers violations; illegal lotteries historically 

have never been a large problem ir. California. Even more significant is the 

fact that while they are fourth overall in terms of the gambling arrest rate 
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per 100,000 population, their arrest rate for bookmaking (38 per 100,000 in 1975) 

is nearly twice that of the next highest sample city. The contribution of the 

LAPD in the area of bookmaking enforcement can be measured by the fact that in 

1975 they made approximately three-quarters of all the bookmaking arrests in the 

sample cities; the other 15 cities together made up the remaining 25 per cent. 

Nationwide, in 1975, there were approximately 62,600 gambling arrests. The 

LAPD made about 4,000, or a little more than six per cent of these. There were 

only 5,500 bookmaking arrests reported, however, and of these nearly a thousand, 

or 18 per cent, were made in this one city. 

These figures indicate that the LAPD is making a substantial contribution 

in the area of gambling enforcement, particularly against illegal bookmaking. 

Conclusion 

There are several features of Los Angeles that may mean the proceduref: 

described above might not be applicable in all settings, or might not achieve 

the same results. 

a) There is not thought to be much or any organized crime involvement in 

gambling in Los Angeles. 

b) There is not a history of serious political or police corruption in 

Los Angeles. 

c) The goal of fairly complete enforcement is easier to publish and dis

seminate than a policy of limited enforcement, which may open a department to 

public criticism. 

Yet what stands out about the LAPD is the quality of management: clear 

goals, clear responsibility, a good deal of communication between Ad Vice 

Division and Area Vice units, accountability not only for complaints but for 

investigations that are self-initiated, sample checks for quality of work, 
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feedback on performance and results. The percentage of the department's resource~ 

devoted to gambling enforcement is about average for large cities; yet the number 

of arrests was very high. Perhaps because of the nature of the illegal gambling 

situation, high-leyel criminal offenders are not cOIllIl1only arrested. Howeyer, 

such arrests are rare even for units that target organized crime. A compara

tiyely large number of Los Angeles arrests are for bookmaking, and they accomp

lish this without wiretaps. 

We are not suggesting that other departments might choose the policies or 

emphasis of those in Los Angeles. Howeyer, the managem~nt practices and produc

tiYity of the department would appear to be worth considering, whatever a given 

department's goals happened to be. 
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Appendix B 

METHODS 

General ·Considerations 

The basic purpose of the research design and methodology was to obtain a 

representative view of the way the anti-gambling laws are enforced in this 

country. There were several initial decisions that should be reviewed briefly. 

One primary design decision (which established the basic character of the 

study) was to collect ~nformation from a variety of sources (police administra

tors, vice officers, patrolmen, prose~~tors, court clerks, judges, newspaper 

reporters, citizens) using a variety of methods (self-administered questionnaires, 

structured interviews, record data, loosely structured interviews). Basically, 

we wanted to obtain first-hand. information from all the people who have a role 

in gambling law enforcement and on whom it has an effect. 

Another major design decision was to select a random sample of central cities with 

populations in excess of 250,000. By drawing a random sample of cities rather 

than gathering data in a purposive sample (cities that met some specified 

criteria) or a haphazard group of cities, vre were able to have a stronger basis 

for generalizing to the whole population (in ~his case, all central cities over 

250,000 in the continental U.S.). 

One of the major foci of this proj ect was to determine the impact of in

creased legalization of gambling on the enforcement efforts of the criminal 

justice system. In order to address this question, we decided to select cities 

representative of the range of legal gambling situations in this country. 

The final major design decision which affected the character of the study 

was to collect data using standardized procedures. This did not mean that we 

asked only for closed-ended responses to standardized questions. Rather it 
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meant (particularly for our interviews) that we would conduct interviews with 

persons in comparable roles in the criminal justice systems across cities and 

that these interviews would have standardized objectives. 

Selecting the Sample 

In order to draw the sample of cities, several decisions leading to specific 

procedures were made. Each of these procedures was used to insure a random 

~ well ~ representative sample of cities. Because we were selecting a rela-

tively small sample it would have been very possible to select a random sample 

'which by chance had parameters quite different from those of the total popula-

tion. For instance, in the total population of 57* cities, 25(44 per cent) had 

populations over 500,000. It would not be unlikely that a random sample might 

be selected in which only 25 per cent of the cities were over 500,000. In order 

to insure a reasonable degree of representativeness, as well as randomness, the 

following procedures were followed. 

1. The cities were divided into four strata; each witb a different level 

of legalized gambling. These strata were: "no legal forms of gambling (except 

bingo)"; "on-track betting on horses or dogs"; "lotteries" (plus on-track bet~ 

ting), and "off-track betting on horses" (plus on-track and lotteries). 

]'or three cities this procedure deviated slightly. Birmingham, Alabama, 

was placed in the "no legal gambling" stratum even though Alabama allows betting 

on dogs. The only dog track, however, is in Mobile. Therefore we characterized 

Birmingham as having no legal outlets. Omaha, Nebraska was placed in the "on-

track betting on horses and dogs" stratum even though Nebraska has a local option 

*Ther.e were 58 cities in the United States in 1973 with a population over 
250,000. Honolulu, Hawaii was excluded (much to the disappointment of the 
research staff). 
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allo~'ing city lotteries. During the st.udy period a city lottery was run for a 

few weeks in Omaha, but court challenges halted the lottery there. Reno, Nevada 

was added as an example of a fifth stratum of cities where the availability of 

legalized gambling was at an extreme. Reno does not have a population greater 

than 250,000, but "re felt it was important to include it for potential compar-

is on purposes. 

2. We decided to select five* cities from each of the first three strata, 

two cities from the "off-track betting" stratum, and Reno for a total of 18 

cities. This resulted in selection probabilities of 5/22 in the "no legal 

gambling" stratum; 5/19 in the "on-track betting" stratum; 5/13 in the "lottery" 

stratum; and 2/3 in the "off-track betting" stratum. 

3. Within each of the strata, we tried to insure representativeness on 

three additional dimensions -- arrest rates, size of city, and geographical 

location. We felt that these three dimensions in addition to legal status of 

gambling were factors that might affect the natlITe of gambling enforcement and 

we wanted to insure that our sample had a reasonable level of representativeness 

on these dimensions as well. The procedures followed are described in detail in 

the following three sections. 

Criteria for Representativeness 

Arrest rates. For each of the cities, arrest figur'es for gambling offenses 

were available for 1969 to 1973. It was thought that arrest rates could refle~t 

*A stronger sampling design would have been to select a sample proportionate to 
the size of the stratum using a constant sampling fraction. For instance, se
lecting at a rate of 1/3 would have resulted in seven, six, four, one, and one 
cities respectively in each of the five strata, for a total of 19 cities. A 
concern for costs after the pilot stage led us to take a more conservative 
stratgey. 
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some aspect of enforcement policy in a city Because of the wide variation in 

gambling arrest rates (and hence, perhaps, arrest policy), it was felt that the 

sample in each stratum should conform roughly to the distribution of arrest 

rates in the stratum. Cities were divided into three groups of total gambling 

arrest rates 200 and over arrests made per 100,000 population; 50-199 per 

100,000; and 49 or fewer per 100,000. 

City size. Although the population of all the cities under study was 

over 250,000, there remained a wide variation in city size. Since it was hypothe-

sized that city size might make some difference in regard to the problems associated 

with anti-gambling law enforcement and the amount of police resources available, 

it was felt that the sample from each stratum should roughly correspond to the 

range of city size variation found in that stratum. Cities were grouped into 

those over 500,000 in population and those under. 

Regional dispersement. Wi th:;,n each stratum, the cities were distributed 

in several parts of the country. The drafting of anti-gambling laws and also 

the values of the citizen population may vary with the region. Both of these 

factors could influence how the criminal justice system enforces anti-gambling 

laws. To insure representativeness, it was felt that the sample drawn in each 

stratum should conform (within predefined limits) to the geographical distribu-

tion of the stratum and that cities which were "contiguous" should not both b.e 

in the sample (e.g., Los Angeles and Long Beach). 

The limits on representativeness for each stratum are listed in Table A.l, 

which also shows the categorization of cities on the four dimensions. If a 

random samp-le was selected which did not meet all the predefined constraints 

it was discarded and another random sample selected until one was chosen which 

met all the repre!5entati veness criteria. 
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Table Al 

Stratum #1 - No Legal Gambling 

Size Region 
Arrest of' Southeast South-Central North-Central Arrest Rate 

Rates City Totals 

small 

High cities Ft. Worth 
5 ( 200) 

large Memphis Dallas Kansas City 
cities Houston 

Norfolk San Antonio St. Paul small Atlanta Tulsa cities Nashville Oklahoma City 

dium 
Austin 

0-199) 11 

large Washington Indianapolis 
cities st. Louis 

small Charlotte Hhichita Minneapolis 

Low cities Birmingham* El Paso 

( 50) 6 

large Milwaukee 
cities 

Region I City Size Totals: 
7 9 6 14 small cities 

Totals: I r-- 8 lar'ge cities 
'" 

I 

Predefined Constraints 

a. Cities from one level of arrest rates cannot all come from the same region. 

b. Neither St. Paul and Minneapolis nor Dallas and Ft. Worth can fall into the 
sample. 

c. City size: 3 out 5 should be small. 

d. Arrest rate: 1-2 high, 2-3 medium, 1-2 low. 

e. Region: 1-2 southeast, 2 south-central, 1-2 north-central. 

The:Randomly Selected Sample: Atlanta, Birmingham, Dallas, El Paso, St. Louis 

*Although Alabama a.llows dog racing, the only track is in Mobile, so w'e con
sidered Birmingham to have no legal outlets. 
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Table Al - continued 

Stratum #2 - Betti.ng on Horses and/or Dogs at the Track 

-
Ar t I Size res of Region' . , Arrest Rate 

Totals 
Rates I City Southeast. Central West, Coast. 

-
small 

High cities 
( 200) 1-- 0 

large 
cities 

small Tampa Louisville 
cities 

~ Me 
(S 

dium 6 
0-J.99) large Jacksonville Los Angeles 

cities New Orleans San Franciscc 

small Miami Omaha* Long Beach 
cities Albuquerque Oakland, San JOSE 

Tucson Sacramento 

Low Portland 
13 

( SO) large Phoenix San Diego 
cities Denver Seattle \ 

City Size Totals: 

Region 11 small cities 

Totals: 4 6 
" 9 8 large cities 
I 

Predefined Constraints 

a. Cities from one level of arrest rates cannot all come from the same region • 

. b. No two cities from the following groups can appear in the sample: 

Tampa-Jacksonville-Miami; Tuc son-Phoenix-Albuq1:lerque; 
San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose; Los Angeles-Long Beach 

c. Ci ty si ze: 2 out 5 should be large cities. 

d. Arrest Rates: 0 high, 1 or 2 medium, 3 or 4 low. 

e. Region: 1 southeast, 1 or 2 central, 2 or 3 west· coast. 

The Randomly Selected Sample: Tampa, Phoenix, Los Angeles, .san .Jose ,Portland 

*Nebraska allows lotteries under local option. Omaha. had a city-run lottery i'or 
a short time during the period of the study; because of court challeng~s, how
ever , it was discontinued. 
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Arrest 
Rates 

High 
( 200) 

Medium 
(50-199) 

Low 
( 50) 

Region 
Totals: 

! 
Table Al - continued 

Stratum #3 - State Lotteries and 
Betting on Horses and/or Dogs at th~ ~rack 

Size Region .. 
of East Coast North-Central City 

small 
cities Newark 

large 
cities Cleve:.\.and 

Chicago 

small 
cities Jersey City Cincinnati 

large Philadelphia Pittsburgh 
cities Baltimore 

Boston 

small Toledo 
cities Akron 

large Columbus 
cities Detroit 

5 8 

Predefined Constraints 

Arrest Rate 
Totals 

3 

6 

4 

City Size Totals 
5 small cities 
9 large cities 

a. Cities from one level of arrest rates cannot all come from the same region. 

b. City size: 3 out 5 should be large. 

c. Arrest rates: 1 high, 2 medium, 2 low. 

d. Region: 2 east coast, ~ north-central 

The Randomly Selected Sample: Akron, Baltimore, Detroit, Newark, Pittsburgh. 
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Following these procedures the following cities were selected as the 

initial sample: 

No Legal Gambling Stratum 

Atlanta, Birmi.ngham, Dallas, EI Paso, St. Lom s 

On-Track Betting on Horses or Dogs·· Stratum 

Los Angeles, Phoenix, Portland, San Jose, Tampa 

Lottery Stratum 

Akron, Baltimore, Detroit, Newark, Pittsburgh 

Off-Track Betting Stratum 

Buffalo, New York City 

Extensive Legal Gambling Stratum 

Reno 

Although we hoped for cooperation from all police departments, we planned 

a strategy for substituting new departments for those that would not cooperate. 

The plan was to choose a substitute city which as nearly as possible was iden-

tical on our four criteria for representativeness legal status, arrest rate, 

city size, geographical location. If there was more than one city which met 

these criteria, we would randomly select among them. If no city met all criteria, 

we would choose the one which was most similar. 

Four departments refused to participate: Dallas, Akron, Baltimore, and 

Pittsburgh. Comparable cities were found, selected and cooperated for tb:ree 

cities. They were: Toledo for Akron, Boston for Baltimore, and CI.evelandfor 

Pittsburgh. No substitute for Dallas was obtained (Table A2). 
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Table A2 

The Sample 

Cities Police 
Originally Department Substitute Final 
Selected Cooperation City Sample 

No Legal Gambling: 

Atlanta Atlanta 
Birmingham Birmingham 
Dallas Refused None El Paso 
El Paso St. Louis 
St. Louis 

On-Track Betting: 

Los Angeles 
Par.tial None Los Angeles 

Phoenix Phoenix 
Portland Portland 
San Jose San Jose 

Tampa Tampa 

Lottery: 

Akron Refused Toledo Toledo 
Baltimore Refused Boston Boston 
Detroit Detroit 
Newark Newark 
Pittsburgh Refused Cleveland Cleveland 

Off-Track Betting: 

Buffalo Partial None Buffalo 
New York City Partial None New York City 

Extensive Legal 
Betting: 

Reno Reno 
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Data Collection 

The major data collected for this project were a) a set of interviews with 

those persons in the criminal justice system most knowledgeable about gambling 

law enforcement, b) a Cluestionnaire survey of a sample of police officers in 

each city and c) a short section of Cluestions about attitudes toward gambling 

enforcement built into a national survey of citizens perceptions about gambling. 

Police Officer Questionnaire 

One major component of the study was to collect data on issues related to 

gambling enforcement directly from those most involved with enforcement -- the 

police officers themselves. The goal was to have Cluestionnaires filled out by 

all vice sCluad officers within the selected departments, as well as a random 

sample of detectives and patrol officers. The target size of each group was 

between 50 and 100 detectives and about 100 patrol and other officers; overall 

about 200 officers from each department. Since we were drawing about the same 

numb.er of officers from each department regardless of department· size, the 

officers had different probabi1i+.ies of selection from department to department. 

In analyses which combined departments, the data were weighted in such a way as 

to compensate for the uneClua1 probabilities of selection. In this way police

officers' data contributed -to the national average approximately in proportion 

to the size of the department and to the number of officers in that assignment 

within the department. 

During the pilot phase of the study several issues related to the Police 

Officer Questionnaire needed to be resolved. We had to determine what Cluestions 

could be asked, how the study wou.1.d be presented to the officers, what guaran

tees of confidentiality were important, what official endorsements were necessary~ 

how long the instrmnent could be, how to insure a reasonable response rate and 

whether a mail back strategy would work. 
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Discussions with police departments in two pilot cities, Atlanta and Buffalo, 

resulted in major cb'.':p.ges in the nature of the Police Officer Questionnaire. 

Primarily the changes resulted in a drastically shorter instrument (reduced from 

30 minutes to 10 minutes) which focused on questions about officers' attitudes 

. and opinions on various statements about gambling enforcement. Questions specific

ally asking for e'Valuation of current department policies or practices were 

dropped as well as an extensive series of questions dealing with morale and stress. 

This made the questionnaire more acceptable, but obviously meant we were getting 

less information. 

The final instrument was a five page questionnaire composed of "agree

disagree" items or rating scales and eight demographic items. (A copy of the 

questionnaire is included in Appendix C.) These items focused on a variety of 

issues related to the "debat,;:" on gambling law enforcement. Areas included were: 

police perceptions of the degree of citizen support for gambling law enforcement; 

perceptions of support received from courts and prosecutors; the officer's 

attitudes about the seriousness of gambling offenses compared to other crimes, 

as well as their perceptions of citizen ratings of seriousness of' gambling and 

other crimes; the extent to which gambling enforcement was seen to be important 

and satisfying; the difficulties and problems in the enforcement of gambling 

laws; attitudes about legalization; perceptions about the degree of the gambling 

problem in their city; the role of the patrol officer in the enforcement of 

gambling laws; and questions on effectiveness, corruption and organized crime. 

The pilot phase was also used to test the viability of a mail questionnaire 

strategy. Results from the pilot phase indicated that a mail strategy would pro

duce good response rates it there were follow-up reminders, mechanisms for in

suring anonymity, and a letter from the chief of the department encouraging 

cooperation. 
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In most mail-back questionnaire studies there is a trade-off between 

anonymity and the ability to send reminders to nonrespondents. Our pilot work 

indicated we needed both. To insure anonymity the following procedures were 

used: demographic questions were kept to a ~~nimum and focused on those fac-

tors most likely to influence attitudes about the enforcement of gambling laws; 

the categories for responses in the demographic questions were not too narrow; 

officers were not asked for their names; no individual officer identification 

number was placed on the questionnaire (the city the officer was in, was stamped 

on the questionnaire); officers were assured that no one in the department would 

see individual questionnaires; and officers were asked to send the questionnaires 

directly* back to the Survey Research Program in Boston in an "enclosed, postage-

paid, business-reply envelope. 

In order to provide the ability to send reminders to non-re:.>ponders, a 

separate postcard was enclosed which had a unique officer identification number 

on it. The officer, after sending his questionnaire to us, was to send separately 

to us the postcard indicating he had returned his questionnaire and hence needed 

no further reminders. 

In summary, the procedure for collecting the Police Officer Questionnaire 

data was as follows: 

1. A roster of officers was obtained from the department. 

2. A sample was selected which included all of vice and a sample of detec-

*In three departments this procedure was varied in that packets were" distributed 
at roll calls directly to officers we had selected. They were asked to return 
their questionnaire sealed in a plain envelope to their superior who would in 
turn send it to the Program. In the departments where this was sug~sted the 
chiefs felt this would insure a better response rate. In one departlaent, we 
could not use officer names. Units were randomly selected and supervisors 
were told to give questionnaires to all officers in the unit or in some large 
units, officers with even numbered badges. Indications were that for the most 
part the data colleetion procedures were comparable. If anything, the direct 
mailing to the oflficers at the department went more smoothly. 
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tives and a sample of all other police officers, for a total of about 200 officers. 

3. Officers were sent a packet through the department mail which included: 

a ~uestionnaire) a letter from the Survey Research Program, a letter from the 

chief, a postcard with an identification number on it, and a business reply en

velope. They were instructed to send the ~uestionnaires directly to the Program. 

4. After two or three weeks a letter was sent to nonresponding officers 

reminding them to send in their ~uestionnaires. 

5. After two or three more weeks, if the response rates had not reached 

desired levels (above 80 per cent), a second reminder was sent out which included 

another set of all materials plus a letter from the Survey Research Program in

dicating the level of a.epartmental response to date and encouraging the officers 

to send in their ~uestionnaires. 

Police and Other Criminal Justice Interviews 

Another major data collection effort in this project involved interviews with 

key figures in the police department and the rest of the local criminal justice 

system in each city. Through these interviews w~ hoped to learn about gambling 

enforcement policies, procedures, problems, resources, the nature of the local 

gambling problem and the level of support received from citizens. 

The goal was to talk directly with those persons whose jobs actually or 

potentially related to gambling law enforcement. On the basis of our experience 

in two pilot cities~ it was decided that we needed to talk with the chief of 

police, the head of the vice s~uad, one or more gambling enforcement specialists 

(if any), the head of the detective division, the head of field operations, the 

head of the organized crime unit (if any), and the head of intelligence unit (if 

separate from organized crime), and the head of the internal affairs unit (if 

. ,any). If a department had district level enforcement of gambling laws, we also 

felt we needed to talk with a few persons involved in gambling enforcement in 
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some of the districts. This list constituted the core set of interviews we co~-

ducted in each department. In some cities, additional individuals were iden-

tified who had special knowledge about gambling law enforcement or gambling-re-

lated problems with whom we also spoke. 

Outside the police department, we attempted to identify and interview those 

prosecutors most involved in gambling cases. We also interviewed one or two 

court clerks and judges in each city. If there were different levels of courts 

and prosecutors, as is usually the case, we interviewed representatives at each 

level. 

A series of protocols was developed to be used with persor.s in various roles 

(e.g., there was a "chief's protocol", a "head of vice's protocol", etc.). 'I'hese 

protocols insured that the information gathered would be comparable. The pro-

tocols were a mixture of mostly open-ended questions, and a few fixed alterna-

tive questions. lJ'he questions addressed issues of fact (e.g., "how many officers 

are on the vice squad") as well as more subjective information (e.g., "what is 

the degree of coope-ation between the department and the prosecutors office'?"). 

The head of vice's protocol plus the prosecuto~'s protocol are reproduced in 

Appendix C to this report. 

Michi-gan National Survey of Citizens 

The third major type of data was collected as part of a study sponsored 

by the Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling -- a 

national survey of citizens conducted by the University of Michigan ' s Survey 

Research Center. Although the national survey did not provide enough data. to 

make dty-by-city estimates, it did enable a breakdow!l of the. data by factors 
/ 

-I 

such as region of country, legal status of gambling, and city size. This pro-

vided some opportunity to understand the public environment in which law -enforce-
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ment agencies must work in trying to enforce the gambling laws. 

The project team built into the national survey about 10 minutes of questions 

relating to law enforcement desires and perceptions about police and illegal 

gambling (see Appendix Cl. 

other questions in the survey dealt with gambling participation both legal 

and illegal; attitudes toward luck and excitement; attitudes about legalizatjon 

of gambling; personality measures; and demographic and background information. 

Citizens were eligible for the sample if they w~re 18 years old or older 

and were living in housing units in the continental United States (excluding 

those in military reservations). The sample of households was designed to over

sample households in urban areas. Furthermore, respondents were randomly selected 

from within households through selection procedures which enabled an oversampling 

of males (approximately two-thirds of the sample were male). 

There were 17~6 interviews obtained overall, 1148 from males and 558 from 

females. Weighted by the appropriate reciprocals of the selection probabilities, 

the overaLl response rate was 75.5 per cent; 11.9 per cent were refusals and the 

rest could not be interviewed for various reasons, including never at home, 

language problems or illness. 

In the analyses of these data, weighting was used to compensate for the 

differential sampling rates by area and sex. The sample was also weighted to 

compensate for regional and othel" variations in response rate. This was ac-

complished b~ dividing the inVerse of the probability of household selection by 

the response rate for the region to obtain a weight that adjusted for the var

iation in both these factors. 

In addition to the major data sources, a number of other data sources were 

used to prepare this repo!'t. 
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Arrest Data 

During the visi·t to the police department to obtain interviews, we also 

attempted to gather gambling arrest data in as complete a fashion as possible. 

Our goal was to obtain accurate arrest da.ta for the past five years. Data from 

1969 through 1973 for each of the sample cities were obtained from the FBI, through 

the Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling. Data from 

1974 and 1975 were gathered from the departments. We did not ask departments 

to do any special tabulations for the project. In some cases,the available 

data were less cbmplete or less clearly coded than we would have liked. 

Several different problems were encountered. Some departments (for various 

reasons) did not follow Uniform rime Report conventions in breaking down arrests 

as "bookmaking", "numbers II and "other gambling" and instead put all arrests in 

one category. In another city we found that records prior to 1975 counted 

"charges" rather than "persons arrested" which inflated the apparent gambling 

arrest rate. In some of the citips, we were able to get good estimates of what 

was included under the various arrest categories, but in other cities the esti~ 

mates were less good. 

In each department we were interested in determining what types of arrests 

were classified as "other gambling". In most places this turned out to be mostly i,l 

card and dice arrests. However, in some cases it turned out to be "being present" 

as opposed to actual involvement; and in one case, it may even have included 

boolLml'lldng arrests. 
~ 

Another problem was caused by the separation wi thin police dt~partments of 

the arresting officers from the record keeping officer who coded the offense. 

The former might not know how the latter coded particular arrests, while the 

latter sometimes was not sure of the categories used because gambling arrests 

were only a few out of thousands coded. 
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With all these problems, however, we feel that the information is reasonably, 

accurate and certainly the errors are not ones which would lead to a substantial 

level of misclassification. 

Disposition Data 

In addition to arrest data, the project also attempted to obtain disposition 

data for gambling defendants in each city over the past five years. This endeavor 

was J;;uch less successful in achieving comparable- information across cities. The 

major problem was the lack of a central record keeping function for courts; 

in some cities our only information on dispositions comes from estimates made by 

prosecutors and police, while for several others there are almost complete figures 

available. 

Ideally, we would have liked to obtain a complete accounting of all gambling 

arrests during the five preceeding years. Since this was not possible in many 

cities, the major objectives for disposition data were to obtain estimates of 

1) the proportion of arrests subsequently accepted for prosecution; 2) the pro-

:portion of defendants who pleaded guilty; 3) the proportion- of defendants found 

not guilty; 4) the proportion of those either pleading guilty or found guilty 

who were sentenced to jail; and 5) the average fine imposed. 

One of the major problems we encountered in trying to get these estimates 

was the relatively small amount of contact individual prosecutors or judges had 

with gambling cases, either because few arrests were made, or because there was 

no specia,li;;lation o.f personnel on ga~bling cases. 

,Newspaper Reporter Interviews 

In addition to interviewing persons who were directly involved with the 

criminal justice system, we also attempted to gather information from someone 

"outside" the system. In each city we conducted telephone interviews with 

newspaper reporters. We were able to talk with at least one and usually two 
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,reporters who worked for major daily newspapers in each city and who were know-

ledgeable about police activities. 

The interviews took about a half hour and included open-ended ~uestions 

addressing several issues: the nature of illegal gambling in the city, police 

efforts to control gambling, effectiveness of police efforts, citizen perceptions 

of police, and citizen perceptions of police corruption (see Appendix C). 

These interviews were seen primarily as a yTay of "validating" the ';'Terall 

picture which resulted from the more intensive interviews with various persons 

in the criminal justice syst~m. They were generally not used as primary data 

soUrces, but we thought they would provide a possible check on other data. 

Law Analysis 

In order to fully understand the context in which the criminal justice system 

was atte1UJ?ting to enforce gambling laws, an analysis of _,:,elevant gambling sta-

tutes was done for each state in the sample. Our goal i-TaS to determine whether 

there were any aspects of the laws which made enforcement either harder or easier. 

Laws were compared as to the way they defined illegal gambling and the 

penalties and evidentiary re~uirements they prescribed. This analysis was 

supplemented by on-site interview data in which police, prosecutors and judges 

were asked specifically about the way the laws were written and the extent to 

which the form of the laws made their jobs hardei· or easier. , 

Overall Procedures 

The first step in the data collection process in each city was to obtain 

cooperation from the police department. A letter was sent from the Survey 

Research Program to the Chief of the department explaining the sponsorship and 

purpose of the study and detailing the re~uests to be made of the department. 

At the same time, a letter was sent from the Director of NILECJ to the Ch,ief 

also emphasizing the importru1ce of the study and re~uesting cooperation. 
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A tew days after the department received the letters ~ Mr. Dennis Crowley 

would call the department and attempt to talk with the Chief to ascertain whether· 

the department would cooperate and to try and answer any ~uestions. In some 

departments he talked with the Chief directly and in others he spoke with 

aides. All verbal contacts with the departments were through Mr. Crowley. We 

felt his background in law enforcement facilitated discussions with departments. 

If the department was willing to cooperate, Mr. Crowley arranged appointments 

with key persons to be interviewed. At that time, Mr. Bickelman would call the 

District Attorney's office and the court clerks to set up appointment:s for his 

interviews. 

While in the department conducting interviews, Mr. Crowley would gather 

whatever arrest and disposition data were available through the department; he 

would obtain a roster of the department to bring back to the Program so we could 

draw a sample; and he would obtain a letter fTom the Chief encouraging the officers 

to participate in filling out the survey ~uestionnaire. 

A sample of officers was drawn from the roster, including all officers 

working in vice, 50-100 detectives, and about 100 patrol and other officers. 

Packets were assembled which included th~ ~uestionnaire materials and sent to 

the department to be delivered through the department mail. Subse~uent follow-

up mailings were also distributed by the department. 
~'.. ~ 

A summ~ report was provided by the interview-team to the Program of the 

If a department initially was uncertain aoout particiIt1.,;;"ion or if it re-
f:'. 

fused directly, we attempted to arrange a meeting with the Chief:tn person, to 

discuss the project. In several departments, a second letter from the director 

of NILECJ re~uesting cooperation was sent. Various negotiations and compromises 

were made to gain police cooperation. Except for thE' omission of police ~ue~>tion-
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naires in Los Angeles and New York, these compromises or alternative procedures 

were relatively minor and there is little reason to think they had an important 

effect on the comparability of the data. 

Field Results 

Since so much of the data colleetion efforts involved the police departments 

selected, the level of cooperation of the department in each city was a critical 

element in the research effort. 

Of the 18 cities originally selected for the sample, the police departments 

in 11 cities gave complete cooperation. Three other departments gave partial 

cooperation. In two of these, we were permitted to conduct on-site ~nterviews, 

but not to distribute the police questionnaire. In the third, questionnaires 

were distributed through the police lmion without a letter of endorsement from 

the Commissioner. Four departments refused to cooperate with the study. For 

three of these departments, we were able to substitute a city of comparable size 

in the same region with comparable arrest rates. Those three cities all cooperated 

completely. Thus, our analysis are based on data from 17 cities (Table A.3). 

The cooperation received from prosecutor's offices in the study cities was 

outstanding. In no city did a prosecutor's office refuse to cooperate. Court 

personnel were also cooperative, although in some cases the schedule of the 

judges made it diffic;ult to see judges in each level of court in the city. 

Of the 17 police departments whirh cooperated with the study, police quet:ition-
';:;-:0,.- O-'.~::=;:;-':-"~- "--.-~::;'_~-'-~-_~"_~~.,' -.,.-"_= .:="~ 

naires were not aa.ministered in three departments--Reno,- Los Angeles 8.11d New 

York City. As e~{plained in Chapter I, Reno' s si~uati(ln was so different that 

the questionnaire did not seem applicable. Los Ahgeles and r.lew York City de-

clined authorization for administration of the police Officer's questionnaire. 

In the rema.ining 14 cities, participation rates were outstanding. Onlyinthree 

departmen.-t s, Boston, Buffalo and Detroit, did the overall response rates fall ,;. 
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Table A3 

Field Results 

Itlterviews 
Cities Police Prosecutors Courts Reporters 

~ ...: 

No Legal Gambling: 

Atlanta Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Birmingham Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Dallas Refused Refused 
El Paso Yes Yes Yes Yes 
St. Louis Yes Yes Yes Yes 

On-Tr~ck Betting: 

Los Angeles Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Phoenix Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Portland Yes Yes Yes Yes 
San Jose Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Tp..mpa Yes Yeg Yes Yes 

Lottery: 

Boston Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cleveland Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Detroit Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Newark Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Toledo Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Off-Track Betting: 

Buf'falo Parti.al Yes Yes Yes 
New- York_ City Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Extensive " Lee;al 
Betting: 

Reno Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Cities 

No LeEjal Gamblinfl!: 

Atlanta 
Birmingham 
Dallas 
El Paso 
St. Louis 

On-Track Bettinfl!! 

Los Angeles 
Phoenix 
Portland 
San Jose 
Tampa 

Lotter;r: 

Boston 
Cleveland 
Detroit 
Newark 
Toledo 

Off-Track Bettinfl!: 

Buffalo 
New York City 

Extensive Legal 
Betting: 

Reno 

Table A3 - continued 

Field Results 

Police Questionnaire Res onse Rate 

Overall Vice Det.ectives 

85% 96% 69% 
90 93 89 
Refused 
83 100 83 
78 82 80 

Refused 
89 93 95 
91 100 96 
90 94 89 
82 80 80 

49 51 78 
89 90 89 
75 78 79 
82 100 80 
84 94 96 

53 17 51 
Refused 

Not applicable 

~l49 

Patrol/ 
Other 

89% 
90 

82 
76 

86 
87 
90 
83 

37 
89 
74 
80 
79 

58 

-~-'-._~."_:::"'.-=-C-:::--::'_,=,"- _""_--;::::=-=-:~=:= 



below 75 per cent. Detroit had just announced a 25 per cent cut in persolUlel, 

and the morale issues may have affected cooperation there. The lack of de-

partmental encouragement in Buffalo may have affected cooperation there., The 

Patrolman's Union in Boston would not allow names to be used in the sample or on 

mailing envelopes. This certainly affected the response rate there. 

As expected, returns from the vice squads were even better than departmental 

averages (except in Buffalo); in six departments the vice squad response rate 

exceeded 90 per cent. Concerns that patrol officers would be much less motivated 

to return questionnaires were generally unfounded. 

Except for the UD.derrepresentation of officers from the large:st cities 

(New York City, Los Angeles, Dallas), the police officer data represent a national 

sample of police officers in cities over 250,000 seldom before accomplished. 

Coding and Analysis of the Data 

Questionnaires from the police officers were directly keypunched as soon as 

they were received by the Program. A city code was punched as well as a sampling 

fraction which indicated the rate at which the officer had been selected. This 

weight compensated for the higher probability of selection in each department of 

the vice officers. 

" When data were combined across cities, weights were also used to compensate 

for the unequal probabilities of selection of each city across the stratum of 

~legal. status of gambling as well as for participation rate differences in each 

stratum. 

Based on a factor analysis of inter-item correlations from the police 

questionnaire data, indices were created which measured police perceptions of 

the degree of citizen support for the enforcement of gambling laws; the degree 

of support received from courts and prosecutors; police opinions on the serious-
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ness of gambli?g offenses; police perceptions of citizen opinions on the 

ser':'ousness of gambling offenses; the importance of gambling enforcement; office!' 

favorability toward legalization; the level of the gambling problem in their 

city; and the difficulty of enforcing gambling laws. 

Data from the on-site interviews were integrated in four different ways. 

1) Many of the items of information were factual. In most cases more than 

one person was asked the same ~uestion. Wnen inconsistent information was given~ 

the interviewer reconciled these differences on-site. The "correct" answer was 

then recorded in a summary form. 

2) There were some items which were clearly matters of perception and 

opinion - such as the importance of gambling law enforcement - for which all 

key people were asked to answer standardized ~uestions. The answers given by 

thesle key individuals in a department to these ~uestions were recorded in the 

summary report for each city. 

3) In some cases, there were matters of opinion or perception for which 

there were not standardized ~uestions - e.g., the involvement of organized crime 

in gambling in a city. In these cases, the interviewer weighed the information 

provided - taking into account the knowledgeability and plausability of various 

informed persons - to provide the most aCC1~ate answer in his judgement. The 

criteria used to make this judgement and the answers given by various respondents 

were available for review by project staff. 

4) In a Sew cases, indices were created from various sources to describe 

cities, e.g., overall availability of gambling. In these cases, criteria were 

spelled out and, in the event there was a judgemental element, at least two 

persons scored cities independently. Differences Were discussed and agreement 

reached on the ratings. 

There wer.e, then, the following sources of data: 
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1) Interviews with prosecutors 

2) Interviews with court clerks and judges (except Reno) 

3) Interviews with police 

4) Police officer questionnaires (except Reno, New York and Los Angeles) 

5) Analysis of laws 

6) lfdchigan Nationwide Citizen Survey 

7) Arrest Data (except Reno) 

8) Disposition Data (12 cities) 

9) Interviews with newspaper reporters (16 cities) 
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APPENDIX C 

Materials for Data Collection 

In this section we have reproduced the following materials which were used '-/ 

in the project: 

a) The initial letter to police departments; 

b) Materials for the survey of police officers; 

c) Protocols used for on-site interviess with the head of vice and prose-

cutors; and 

d) The section of the Michigan survey ~uestionnaire devoted to law enforce-

ment concerns. 
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SURVEY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
.A facility 0/ 

Till-: U:'I:\'~:RSITY 01-' MASSJ\CHUSETTS- BOSTON 

and the 
JO\l";'l' CEl'01'ER FOR ORRAN STUDIES OF M, I. T. AND H,ARVARD O:;IVF.RSITY 

100 ARLINGTON STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116 
TELEPHONE (617) 542-7037 

Chief 
Police Department 

Dear Chief 

October 13, 1976 

I am "lriting to ask for the assistan,ce of your department with a project 
that we are doing for the U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Adm,inistration (LEM) entitled "The Effect of Anti-Gambling Law's on 
the Criminal Justice System". The study will be carried out in 18 large cities 
(over 250,000 population). is one of the cities in the national 
sample. Although each city. has been selected by chance, the scientific 
method used makes it critical that tve obtain data for each city in order to 
accurately describe the range of policies and procedures for the nation as a 
lv-hole. 

Gambling laws are being reviewed in most state legislatures around the 
country. The current debate concerning changes in anti-gambling laws and 
the effectiveness of current law is taking place with very little information 
about the experiences of police and other local officials with existing l8'~vs. 
Gambling la~v enforcement is primarily a local responsibility. If one is to 
say anything meaningful about gambling law enforcement the most impQ:t;'tap.t step 
is to t,~lk Hith those people tvho have day-to-day experience in "lorking with the 
laws~ police, prosecutors and judges. This is the first carefully designed 
effort to learn about loca'l gambling enforcement on a llCltional scale. . 

One ''Jay in which this study is different is the inclusion of a practical 
la,v- enforcement perspective. I have served as Deputy Director of the New 
England Organized Crime Intelligence System, as Chief of Intelligence for the 
Nassachusetts Attorney General's Organized Crime Section, as Massachusetts 
representative to LEIU, b.avetaught at police academies and have talked at national 
seminars on organized crime, gambling and police intelligence. We felt it was 
critical for interviews to be conducted by someone \'lith a thorough knowledge of 
the day-to-day realities of police work, so I \v-ill be personally responsible 
for on-site interviews in the department. 

The project ,.7ill address several important issues such as the amount of 
manpower devoted to gambling, the range of procedures and enforcement practices, 
the prob lems and des irab Ie aspects of different Imvs, the effect of the way la,v-s 
are w.ritten on the ease or difficulty of enforcement, and the impact of changing 

"la,,,s on gambling enforcement.' 
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-2- October 13, 1976 

We have designed the data collection so that it takes a very minimum of 
time and effort on the part of the departments. The main step is to arrange 
to talk with half a dozen key personnel in the department -- the head of your 
vice operations, one or two officers directly responsible for gambling enforce
ment, yourself) and a few other department administrators whose responsibilities 
relate to gambling enforcement. The interviews with the head of vice and the 
officers most involved "y7ith gambling take a couple of hours. The other inter
vie,vs take much less time. In addition, '1ve will want to mail a questionnaire 
to all vice officers and a random sample of about 200 other officers in the 
department. The questionnaire takes less than ten minu.tes to fill out, and 
the process has gone smoothly in other cities. 

I want to assure you that we take the issue of confidentiality veiy 
seriously. The men filling out the questionnaire will be provided 'with strict 
anonymity; there lvill be no way in which anyone will be able to link the answers 
to a specific individual. The men who are interviewed .will of course be known 
to the interviewer, but we guarantee that their anSlvers will be held in strictest 
confidence, and that no individual officer's response will ever be presented in 
any reports or analysis. 

Although cities which participate in the study will be known, almost all 
tables will report summary information combining several cities •. 11"( order to 
ensure that the research fairly represents and protects participating depart
ments, we will be glad to make available c.opies of a near-final draft of our 
r~port to your department for pre-publication review. 

Within the next few' days, I lvill be calling: you to make appr:intments to 
talk with key personnel, and obtain a sample of officers. If you feel you 
need more information, however, I will come to to discuss the project 
in more detail with you or your staff. 

If you want to contact us at. anytime about the study) please do, or you 
can also contact .. the project monitor, Dr. Fred Heinzelmann, National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and CriminalJust:ic~ (202-376-3994). Thank you for your 
time, and.1 hope·1 can soon meet with you and begin to learn about your 
department's experiences in this area. 

.,. " 

iliC/ls 
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Survey Questionnaire Packet 

Ea,ch offj.cer selected received a large manilla envelope containing one 

copy of the questionnaire, a postage-paid, business-reply envelope addressed 

to the Survey Research Pr?gram, a letter from the department chief executive 

explaining the purpose of the study and requesting cooperation, and a postage-paid 

postcard which the officer was asked to return separately. Because the question

naires had no identifying information besides the city name, the postcard was 

necessary to determine who should be sent follow-ups. 

~ .. 
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WINTER/SPRING, 1976 

POLICE PERSPECTIVES ON THE 
ENFORCEMENT OF nAMBLINGLAWS 

Survey Research Program 
a . facility of . 

The University of Massachusetts-Boston 
and the . 

Joint Center for Urban sttld1es of K.I.T~ 
and Harvard University 

Confidential: Information shall not be used or presented in any way that would 
permit identification of any individual. 
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SURVEY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
A rectlU.y oj 

TRP; UNI\'!I:".ITY 01' WA •• ACII0811Tre. Bo.'I'01'f 

.1Id tltfl 
JOI1'fT CaMTxIl FOil 0,,8"1'f 8TODIC. Olr W. I. T. "liD B.RV.RD ORlVJlllaITY 

100 AaUNGTON S'ruET 
BoSTON, MAsSAaruSE'n'S 02116 
TELEPHONE (617) 5<t2·7037 

Dear Officer: 

We need your expert opinion and the benefit of your experience. 

Across the country there is a debate concerning gambling laws. In the 
debate a number of statements have been made about the enforcement of these 
laws. The enclosed questionnaire lists many of these arguments, including 
issues of effectiveness, community support, benefits and problems. This is 
the first time that those most directly concerned, the police officers 
themselves, have been asked for their opinions. 

Your city is one of twenty across the country randomly selected to 
participate in a nationwide" systematic study of gambling law enforcement. 
In each city we will be r~viewing arrest statistics and talking with key 
persons in the courts, district attorney's office, and police administration, 
as well as getting the op'iriions of police officers. 

You and about 200 of your fellow officers in the department were selected 
by scientific sampling procedures. We would like to get opinions from all 
types of officers, not just those presently assigned to gambling, and the only 
practical way of doing this is the survey method. 

Yc\ur resPQ~~~ to the questionnaire is completely voluntary; however, eaci'., 
response is critical to the accuracy of our conclusions. If you don't respond, 
we will underestimate the number of officers who see things as you do. No one 
in your department will see any completed questionnaires; your response is 
anonymous. 

Please return your completed questionnaire as soon as possible by mailing 
it in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. Mail the enclosed post card separately; 
this maintains your anonymity, but lets us know we don't have to send you a 
reminder to return your questionnaire. Your cooperation in this important effort 
will be greatly appreciated. 

FJF/ls 



1 
The following statements have been made about gambling law enforcement. Based. on your 
experience, we would like to know whether you agree or disag.ree with each statement. 
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE) 

Completely 
Agree 

1. Police efforts are effective 
in limiting and controlling 
gambling operations. 

2. Profits from illegal gambling 
operations are the major source 
of income for organized crime. 

3. Citizens do ~ care whether or 
not gambling laws are enforced. 

4. Enforcing gambling laws is just 
as important aB enforcing any 
other laws. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5. Enforcement of gambling laws 1 
uses polic~ manpower that could 
better be used against other 
types of crimes. 

6. Running illegal &ambling 1 
operations doesn't hurt aUJone; 
it is a victimless crime. 

7. Tough enforcement of laws again1>t 1 
gambling is important to citizen 
respect for the law in general. 

8. No matter how hard police try, 1 
they cannot really cut down on 
the amount of illegal gambling 
in big cities. 

9. People in this part of the country 1 
think gambling is wrong. 

10. There. is very little citizen 1 
coope;ration with the enforcement 
of gambling laws. 

11. Garabl:i.ng enforcement is one of the 1 
more satisfying assignments for a 
police off ice:r: • 
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Generally 
Agree 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Generally 
Disagree 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Completely 
Disagree 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

·4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Don't Know 
or No 

Opinion 

5 :12 

5 :13 

5 :14 

5 :15 

5 :16 

5 : 17 

5 :18 
'.j 

5 : 19 

5:20 

5 :21 

·5 :22 
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12. Prosecutors tre~t gambling as 
a serious crime. 

13. Without special training or 
experience, t'he average 
police officer is not able 
to recognize evidence of an 
illegal gambling operation 
when he sees it. 

14. Most police officers would 
not take a bribe to overlook 
a gambling operation. 

15. Police officers feel special 
pressure from superiors to 
enforce gambling laws. 

16. Gambling laws ~re harder to 
enforce in a fair and even
handGd way than most other 
l,gW§, 

17. Having some legal gambling, 
like lotteries, makes it 
harder for police to enforce 
laws against illegal gambling. 

18. In enforcing gambling laws 
responsibilities of the 
individual offi(!~r on patrol 
are clear. 

19. It is often impossible to get 
enough evidence to convict 
known street level bookies. 

20. Prosecutors are too willing 
to settle for reduced charges 
in gambling cases. 

21. Gambling enforcement policies 
are not clear to most police 
officers. 

22. Trying to enforce the gambling 
laws is more frustrating than 
enforcing most other types 
of laws. . 

Completely 
Agree 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Generally 
Agree 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Generally 
Disagree 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Completely 
Disagree 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Don't Know 
or No 

Opinion 

5 :23 

5 :24 

5 :25 

5 :26 

5 :27 

5 :28 

5 :29 

5 :30 

5 :31 

5 :32 

5 :33 
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31. 

32. 

33. 

----- ------

Please rate how serious an offense you feel most of the citizens in this city 
eonsider each of the following to be. 

Extremely Very Somewhat Not Very Not At All 
Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious 

a. After hours liquor 
violations 5 4 3 2 1 

b. Taking bets on 5 4 3 2 1 
horses, dogs or 
sports events 

c. Burglary 5 4 3 2 1 

d. Taking bets on 5 4 3 2 1 
numbers 

e. Purse snatching 5 4 3 2 1 

f. Prostitution 5 4 3 2 1 

Based on your knowledge and experience, please rate how serious an offense 
lOU Eersonallz consider each of the following to be. 

Extremely Very Somewhat Not Very Not At All 
Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious 

a. After hours liquor 
violations :; 4 3 2 1 

b. Taking bets on 5 4 3 2 1 
horses, dogs or 
sports events 

c. Burglary 5 4 3 2 1 

d. Taking bets on 5 4 3 2 1 
numbers 

e. Purse snatching 5 4 3 2 1 

f. Prostitution 5 4 3 2 1 

something about the role of the officer on patrol 
If, in the course of his regular tour of duty, an 

suspicious that illegal gambling activity might be 
he be likely to do? 

Now we would like to know 
in gambling enforcement. 
officer on patrol became 
taking place, what would 

Very Not Very Don't 
Likel::i Possible Likely .~ 

a. He would himself investigate further 1 2 3 4 

b. He would report his suspicions to 1 2 3 4 
his iIllIllediate superior 

c. He would report his suspicions to 1 2 3 4 
the officers responsible for 
vice enforcement 
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34. Based on your experience 1n this city, about how often vould you .ay the 

following types of gambling laws are broken? .', 

Almost Don't 
~ Never Sometimes ~ ~ 

a. Laws against taking bets 1 2 3 4 5 :61 
on numbers 

b. Laws against taking bets 1 2 3 4 5 :62 
on horses or dogs 

c. Laws against taking bets 1 2 3 4 5 :63 
on sports events 

d. Laws against running 1 2 3 4 5 ;64 
card or dice games 

Now we would like to get some background ini-7ormation from you that will be used 
for comparing answers from different types of C1fficers across the country. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

What is your present assigqment? 

1 Vice-mainly gambling :65 
(SKIP TO Q ~7) 

2 Vice-other areas 

3 Detective or 
criminal investigation 

4 Patrol 

5 "rraffic 

6 Other 

Have you ever had an assignment 
Where you spent a lot of time 
working on gambling enforcement'l 

1 Yes :66 

2 No 

On your present assignment, in an . 
average month, how much 'of your 
time do you spend on the'enforce
ment of the gambling laws, 
including time spent in court? 

0 None :67 

I A little 

2 Less than half 

3 'More than half 

4 Almost all 

38. In Vb,at religion were you raised? 

1 Protestant 

2 Catholic 

3 'Jewish 

4 Other 

:68 
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39. 

40. 

How many years have you been 
• police officer? 

1 Less than 5 years 

2 5 -.9 years 

3 10 - 19 yee.rs 

4 20'years or more 

How many years have you 
in or around this city? 

I Less than 5 years 

2 5 - 9 years 

:3 10',:"" 19 ;~rEl 
4 20 years Or more 

fived 

41.. How many years 0.£ educatiorl, have 
. ~ve you had?" .-

1 Some h18h schQOl or If~IIS 

:69 

:70 

:71 
2 High schOol diploma ~r equivalent 

3 Some college 

4 College degree (4 year) or more 

4·2. What is your ethnic or:igin? 

I White 

2 Black 

3 

4 

THANK YOU FOR· YOUR TIME • PLEASE SEND 

:'1';. 

YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE TO US AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE IN mE ENCLOSED POSTAGE-PAID 
ENVELOPE, AND MAIL THE POSTCARD SEPARATELY. 

. .;; .. 
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JAMES C. PARSONS 
CHIEF OF PoLICE 

Dear Offioer: 

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 

DEPARTMENT OF POLICE 
Birmingham, Alabama 35203 

DAVID VANN 
MAYOR 

The enclosed questionnaire was prepared by the Survey Research 
Program in Boston~ a facility of the University of Massachusetts 
and the Joint Center for Urban studies of Harvard and M.I.T' 3 to 
get your views concerning the enforcement of the gambling statutes. 
The study cannot be sucoessfuZ without your oooperation in answering 
the 'questions . 

You are one of two hundred officers in the Police Department 
selected. Officers were included in the sample either becau~~ 
their main responsibi Zities are in vice~ or because they were 
randomly selected from a list of aU officers in the Bureau. I 
am assured that the procedures to be used in the study will 
guarantee your anonymity. No one in the Pol,iae Department will, 
see any aompZeted questionnaire. 

The Birmingham Po Zice Department encoul'ages you to respond candidly 
to this questionnaire. 

JCP:se 

Enclosure 

~t'~~'~' 
C. Pa sons 
ofP Uae 

CALL. 254-2000 
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Officer's Sampling Number: 

I,HAVE RETURNED THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE 
ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 

Check box if you would like a copy of a Summary Report to 
be mailed out in the summer, 1976: [J 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
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Follow-up Letter to Officers 

After tne response rate reached 50 per cent, or two weeks after initial 

mailing, a follow-up questionnaire packet was mailed. This contained a persuasion 

letter, a second copy of the questionnaire, another postcard, and another copy 

of the Chief's letter. In several departments, it was necessary to send a second 

follow-up letter requesting participation. This was mailed approximately two 

weeks after the first follow-up, and consisted of a letter only. 
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SURVEY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
A facilify oj 

TH"R U:01IVI-:RSITY O~" MASSACHUSETTS. BOSTON 

and the 
JOINT CENTI-:R FOR ORBAN STUDIES OF M. r. T. AND HARVARD ONIVRRSJTY 

100 ARLINGTON STF.l!ET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116 
TELEPHONE (617) 542-7037 

Dear Officer: 

We are very pleased with the rate of return so far from your 

department. Well over half of your fellow officers have mailed in their 

completed questionnaires. However, we need to do better than that to 

fairly represent the views of all the officers in the department. 

We have not yet received your postcard indicating that you have 

completed your questionnaire and sent it to us. In case youlve misplaced 

the ques~ionnaire or your postcard, we are enclosing another copy of the 

materials. 

If you have already sent in your questionnaire and postcard, thank 

you, and ple<\se disregard this letter. If not, please send in your completed 

questionnaire so that your views will be represented in this important study. 
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Interview Protocols 

Each of the persons interviewed was asked a standardized set of open

ended questions depending on his role vis a vis gambling law enforce.ment. These 

protocols were not, strictly speaking, interview schedules but rather an attempt 

to insure that the on-site team asked the same question's of each role in each 

city. 

Protocols 1 and 2 ("General Facts" and "Chief") were used only once in 

each city; Protocols 3 through 6 would be used several times depending on the 

number of interview subjects. 
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:PACKET #3 

GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS 

ASK: 

Head of Vice Unit 

Vice Officers 

Head of Detectives (if responsible for vice enforcement) 

District Detectives (if responsible for vice enforcement) 

CONTENTS: 

A. Vice Squad Organization 
(Ask only of Head of Vice) 

B. Illegal Gambling Operations 

C. Investigative Strategies, Procedures 

D. Role of Patrol Officers 

E. Role of Other Detectives 

F. Role of Intelligence 

G. Role of Organized Crime Unit 

H. Role of Internal Affairs Unit 

1. Prosecutions 

J. Other Investigative Agencies 

270 

3.1 - 3.7 

3.8 - 3.22 

3.23 - 3.43 

3.44 - 3.52 

3.53 - 3.60 

3.61 - 3.64 

3.65 - 3.68 

3.69 - 3.76 

3.77 - 3.89 

3.90 - 3.114 



A. Vice Squad Organization 

3.1 How is the Vice Squad Q!ganized? (Who does the Head report to?) 

a. How many personnel are assigned to the vice unit? 

b. How many are sworn. personnel and how many are administrative? 

c.. How many persons have fuJ.l-time gambling enforcement duties? 

d. How many others spend some time on gambling? (What percent?) 

e. Have any of the sworn officers in this department been qualified 
r· 

by the courts to testifY as an expert on gambling? 

3.2 How many vehicles are assigned to the vice unit? 
How many of these vehicles are leased vehicles? 

3.3 Which of the following are responsibilities of the vice unit? 

Yes No 

A. Gambling I 2 

B. Prostitution 1 2 

C. Violation of liquor laws I 2 

D. Organized crime 1 2 

E. Narcotics 1 2 

F. Pornography 1 2 

G. Other (SpecifY) I 2 

3.4 Who has the authority to initiate a gambling investigation? 

1. Head of vice oper~tions only 

2. Individual officer receiving complaint 

3. Inmyidual officer on own sources of information 

8. Other, specify _____________ _ 

3.5 What types of legal advice are available to the vice squad? 

1. Police department legal advisor 

2. District Attorney's office 

3. Both 
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4. None 

5. Other, specify ____________________________ ___ 

3.6 Does the department limit the length of time an officer may be 
assigned to gambling enforcement? 

1. Yes, one-year limit 

2. Yes, two-year limit 

3. Yes, limit is 

4. No limit 

3.7 Is there a waiting list of officers who want to work on vice? 
(About how long?) Why do you suppose vice work is attractive 
to these officers? 
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B. Illegal Gambling Operations 

3.8 What is the main gambling problem here in (CITY)? 

3.9 Do you have an estimate of the amount of illegal gambling in the city 
in terms of annual revenues? In terms of the number of persons involved? 

3.10 Is there an organized crime syndicate operating in the city of the 
surrounding area? 

3.11 Is there a single organization which controls most of the numbers and 
bookmaking in the city? (IF YES SKIP TO 3.14) 

3.12 Is there a single organization which controls the numbers game in (CITY)? 
If yes, what kinds of regional ties does it have? Does it offer other 
services besides numbers? 

3.13 Is there a single organization which controls bookmaking on sports, 
horses~ and dogs? (If no, ask 3.14-3.15 separately for each organiza
tion mentioned) 

3.14 What kinds of regional ties does it have? Where do they layoff? Where 
do they get their line? 

3.15 What kinds of other services do they provide (e.g" prostitution, 
narcotics, labor rackets)? 

3.16 Is it possible for a small independent gambling operation to operate 
without interference from the larger organizations? 

3.17 Are illegal gambling operators likely to be involved in other kinds 
of crimes? What kinds besides loansharking? 

3.18 In summary, which of the following best describes the structure of 
illegal gambling in this city? Woudl you say ~ organization con
trols most of the illegal gambling, a fe'w organizations control most 
illegal g~bling, or are a number of organizations operating? 

3.19 In general, how available to the public is illegal sports betting? 

a.. Is sports action available at all (IF NO, SKIP TO 3.20) 

b. Are there some places in the city where it is more available 
than other areas? Where? 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a sports 
bet? 

d. Is sports betting under control or more wide open ? 

e. How easy is it to place a sports bet by phone without being knoWn 
personally to the bookmaker? 
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3.20 In general, how available to the public is ill,egal horse or dog betting? 

a. Is illegal horse/d9g action available at all? (IF NO, SKIP TO 3.21) 

b. Are there some places in the city where it is more available than 
other areas? Where~ 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find 0 ut where to place a horse 
or dog bet? 

d. Is horse or dog ':betting wider control or more wide open? 

e. How easy is ti to place a bet on a horse by phone? 

3.21 In general, how available to the public is illegal numbers/policy 
betting? 

a. Is there a numbers game in (CITY)? (IF,NO, SKIP TO 3.22) 

b. Are there some places in the city where it is more available than 
other areas? Where? 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a numbers/ 
policy bet? 

d. Is numbers/policy betting under control or more wide open? 

3.22 In general, hOVl available to the public are illegal organized card 
and dice games? 

a. Are there some places in the city where they are more available 
than other areas? Where? 

b. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to join organized 
card or dice games? 

c. Are organized or dice games under control or more wide open? 
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c. J:nvesti€jative Strate€jies 2 Procedures 

(HAND R SHEET 3) 

3.23 
Lt Mt Almost 

None ·A Few 'Half Halt AIl 

A. What proportion of in-
vestigations are ini-
tiated independently by 
the vice unit? 0 I 2 3 4 

B. What proportion are 
initiated as a result 
of citiz~n complaints? 0 I 2 3 4 

c. What proportion are 
initiated as a result 
of convicted gamblers 
providing evidence? 

D. What proportion are 
initiated by referrals 
from the patrol force? 0 1 2 3 4 

E. What proportion are 
initiated by referrals 
from other agencies? 0 1 2 3 4 

(HAND R SHEET 4) 

Not at 
Not all Very 
Used Important Important 

A. Paid informants 0 I 2 3 4 5 

B. Salaried informants 0 I 2 3 4 5 

c. Unpaid informants 0 1 2 3 4 5 

D. Wiretaps 0, I 2 3 4 5 

E. Other Electronic 0 I 2 3 4 5 
surveillance 

F. Physical surveillance 0 1 2 3 4 5 

G. Undercover police 
officers 0 1 2 3 4 5 ,. 

>C 

H. Videotape 0 1 2 3 4 5 
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3.25 Does the department provide enough special funds and equipment for 
vice operations? 

Yes, sufficient 

No, insufficient 

No, none 

3.26 Does the department provide for enough personnel in vice operations 
(particularly gambling)? 

Yes, sufficient 

No, could use some more 

No, could use a lot more 

3.27 Do you have a figure for the number of gambling arrests and vice 
squad (your unit) made last year? (Break down book, numbers, card 
and dice) 

3.28 Approximately what percent of the gambling arrests made by your unit 
were: 

A. On-view arrests % 

B. Arrests on search or arrest warrants % 

3.29 Is placing a bet (as opposed to taking one or "being present") illegal 
in this city? 

Yes 

No (SKIP TO 3.35) 

3.30 If yes, how frequently does the department arrest someone for placing 
a bet? 

Frequently 

Sometimes 

Rarely 

Never 

Inap. 
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3.31 Is "being present" illegal? 

Yes 

No (SKIP TO 3.37) 

3.32 If yes, does the department ever arrest anyone for "being present "? 

Frequently 

Sometimes 

Rarely 

Never 

Inap. 

3.33 Are the men assigned to gambling enforcement expected to make a certain 
number of arrests each month? 

Yes, stated quotas 
(DESCRIBE) 

Yes, unstated expectations 

No, no quotas 

3.34 Does the department have a standard policy for dealing with vice com
plaints from citizens? Is it available in writing? What is that 
policy? 

a. Does it insure accountability for follo'w-up action? 

b. Who is accountable for insuring adequate follow-up action on 
citizen vice complaints? 

c. Do any of the vice complaints go to the chief? 

3.35 How are men on the vice squad evaluated? 

3.36 How closely are they supervised? 
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~-- -- - -- ~--

(HAND R SHEET 1) 

3.37 How important would you say each of these goals on this list are to the 
department with respect to gambling enforcement? 

Not all 
Extremely Very Somewhat Not Very all 
Important . Important Important Important Important 

a. Fighting organ-
ized crime 5 4 3 2 1 

b. Satisfying citizen 
complaints 5 4 3 2 1 

c. Arresting all 
lawbreakers 5 4 3 2 1 

d. Maintaining order 
and preventing 
citizen conflict 5 4 3 2 1 

e. Keeping people 
from gambling 5 4 3 2 1 

f. Maintaining the 
good :reputation 
of the police 5 4 3 2 1 

(HAND R SHSET 5) 

3.38 Rate the effectiveness of the department's gambling- enforcement effort 
against each of the following types of offenses: 

Not Not Very 
Available Effective Effective Effective 

a. Bookmaking -
street level 
and bars 0 1 2 3 4 5 

b. Bookmaking -
phones 0 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Sale of' numbers 0 1 2 3 4 5 

d. Organized card 
and dice games 0 1 2 3 4 5 
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3.39 What indications do you have that you are being effective in enforcing 
gambling laws? 
(IF R DOES NOT MENTION THE FOLLOWING, ASK ABOUT a-d) 

a. How much enforcement activity is carried on in the city 'by outside 
agencies? 

b. Have bookies instituted any procedures such as moving telephone 
locations, not carrying slips and money, reqUJ.rlng a new bettor 
to be introduced, etc., to tighten up on security? 

c. Have citizen complaints about gambling dropped off? 

d. Is it getting more difficult to make quality arrests? Why? 

3.40 Have there been any changes in gambling enforcement activity in the 
last five years? What were they? Why were they made? What effect 
have they had? 
(IF R DOES NOT MENTION THE FOLLOWING, ASK ABOUT a-e) 

a. Limited legalization of some form of gambling? 

b. A reform municipal administration? 

c. Media attention to the gambling situation? 

d. Investigations by the department or the city administration by 
a non-ci~y agency/organization/commission? 

e. Personnel changes in the department? 

3.41 Do you have any problems with loopholes in the present law? How could 
the laws be improved? 

3.42 Are there any particular aspects of the pr esent laws which mf~e enforce
ment easier? 
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3.43 What impacts do you see on this department if th~~e is further 
legalization of gambling in (CITY)? How would it affect enforcement? 

La;wEnforcement Would Be: 

a. How would legal 
off-track betting 
affect enforcement 
against bookies? 

b. How would legal 
casinos affect 
enforcement 
against illegal 
card and dice 
games? 

c. How would legal 
sports betting 
affect enforce
ment against 
bookies? 

A lot A Little 
Easier Easier 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

No Dif
ference 

a 

a 

a 

,.,~,,", .... ;. ----
A Little A Lot 

Harder Hai'del" 
~r.~~_.··_ 

-1 -2 

-1 -2 

-1 -2 

Law Enforcement Would Be: 
A 'iot A Little No Dif- A Little A Lot 
Easier Easier ference Harder Harder 

d. How would a legal 
lottery like "Pick-
it" in New Jersey 
affect enforcement 
of the laws against 
numbers or policy? 2 1 a -1 -2 

e. How would a legal 
lottery in which the 
ticket buyer does not 
choose his number 
affect enforcement 
of the laws against 
numbers or policy? 2 1 a -1 -2 
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D. Role of Patrol Officers 

3.44 What are the patrol officers~ responsibilities in gambling enforcement? 

3.45 If, in the course of his regular tour of duty, a patrolman in this 
department becamse suspicious that illega~ gambling activity might 
be taking place, what would he be likely to do? 

A. He would himself 
investigate further? 

B. He would report his 
suspicions to his 
immediate superior 

C. He would report 
bis suspicion~ 
to the detective 
responsible for 
vice enforcement 

D. He would ignore it 

Very 
Likely 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Not Very 
Possible Likelz 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

3.46 How good is the ':;'(0peration getY$~!.\ patrol officers and the 
vice unit? 

3.47 Approximately how many cases in the past yea:::: were referred to vice on 
information from patrol officers? 

3.48 (If district detectives enforce gambling laws) Approximately how 
many cases were referred last year by patrol officers to district 
detecti ve s? 

3.49 How important is the role of patrol officers in enforcement of gambli'ng, 
laws in this city? 

3.50 How many patrol officers work on foot patrol? 

3.51 How many gambling arrests ,Tere made by patrol officers? 

3.52 a. 

b. 

For what. types of gaming violations do they make arrests? 
. . 

(If small number of arrests') Why don't they make more gambling 
arrests? 
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E. Role of Other Detectiyes 

'3.53 Outside of the Vice S~uad, about how many detectives on the force 
spend most of -their time on, gambling enforcement '? 

3.54 How important is. the role of detectives not on the vice s~uad in 
gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.55 What kinds of gambling cases do they work on? (When?) 

3.56 (It there are district detectives working on gambling) How good is 
cooperation between district detectives and the vice unit? 

3.57 Approximately how many cases have district detectives referred to the 
vice unit in the past year? 

"I 

3.58 How many gambling arrests were made by detectives not assigned to 
the vice unit? 

3.59 For what types of gaming offenses do they make arrests? 

3.60 (If small number of arrests) Why don't they make more gaming arrests? 

F. Role of Intelligence 

3.61 Is there a separate Intelligence Unit? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.62 w1:\at kinds of things do they do? Do their re5:!?onsibilities include 
gambling? (Are they proactiye'?) 

3.63 How important is their role. to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.64 How good is cooperation between Iritelligence and Vice? 
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G. Role of Qrganized Crime Unit 

3.65 Is there a separate Organiz,ed Cri)..~e Unit? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.66 What kinds of things do they do? (Are they proactive?) 

3.67 How important is their role to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.68 How many cases were referred to Vice in the past year by the Organized 
Crime Unit? 

He Role of Internal Affairs Unit 

3.69 Is there an internal affairs unit :tn the department? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.70 Is there a special corruption unit? 

YES 

NO 

3.71 What kinds of things do they do? (Are they proactive?) 

3.72 How does a complaint reach Int,ernal Affairs? 

3.73 Describe career path of Internal' Affairs investigators. 

Have there been any gambling-related corruption investigations in j~,l1e 
last few years? ~~' 

3.75 In the last few years, were there .any departmental or criminal tr.ials 
resulting from gambling-related investigations by depar.tmental in
vestigators? Any convictions? 
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3.76 Has the department ever been investigated by an outside agency? 
When? If investigation was recent (last 5 years) did any trials 
result~ Any convictions~ 

I. Prosecutions 

3.77 What is the usual course of a ganfuling case from time of arrest through 
trial? 

a. When does it go to records as a final arrest? 

b. Who is at the arraignment? 

c. 'What is the role of the arresting officer at the arraignment? 

d. How long after an arrest is the arraignment usually held? 

e. Who presents evidence? 

3.78 About what percent of gambling cases are settled without a trial? 

3.79 .Are some kinds of cases more likely to go that way than others? 

3.80 In district court, if a case goes to trial, does a prosecutor present 
evidence? What is the role of the police officer in a trial? 

3.81 What is a typical fine for a bookmaking conviction? 

3.82 How about for a numbers conviction? 

3.83 How about running an illegal card game? 

3.84 How many people in the last year, do you know of, who have gone to 
jail for a gambling conviction in this city? 

3.85 How do you feel about the sentences given to convicted gambling 
offenders? 

3.86 How do you feel about .. the way judges handle sentencing? (Anything 
they could or should do differently?) 

3.87 How do you feel about the way prosecutors handle gambling cases? (Any
thing they could or should do differently?) 
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3.88 In general, what is the ~uality of cooperation between the police 
and the prosecutor's office; 

3.89 Is there anything about the way th~ laws are written in the state that 
affects the fines and sentences you think gambling offenders should 
get? 

J. Relationship to Other Inv~stigative Agenci~~ 

(1) Special InvestigativE! Unit 

3.90 Is there an investigative unit in the District Attorney's office that 
works on gambling cases? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.91 What is their role in gam.bli~g enforcement? (Are they prvacti ve?) 

3.92 How important is their role to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.93 How good is cooperation between Special Investigative Unit and Police 
Department? 

3.94 Approximately how many cases did they refer to the Polia~ Department 
in the past year? 

(2) Sheriff's Office 
\~, 

\ 
3.95 Does the county sheriff's office or County Police have juris.Q.iction 

within the city? t\ 
\' ~,~;~\. 
;;> \\\ 

\:\ 

YES 

'\ '\ 
Ii 

NO 

Do they ever investigate in the city or refer gambling cases to the ff 
police department? If 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION): 

3.97 What is their role in gambling enforcement? (Are they proactive?) 
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3.98 How important is their role to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.99 How good is cooperation between Sheriff's office and police department? 

3.100 Approximately how many cases did they refer to the police department 
in the past year? 

(3) State Police 

3.101 Do the State Police ever investigate gambling cases in the city or refer 
cases to the Police Department? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.102 What is their role in gambling enforcement (Are they proactive?) 

3.103 How important is their role to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.104 Approximately how many cases did they refer to Police Department in the 
past year? 

(4) FBI 

3.105 Does the F.B.I. ever investigate gambling-related cases in this city? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.106 What kind of cases have they worked on recently in this area related 
to gambling or organized crime? 

3.107 How important is their role to gambling enforcement in this city? 

3.108 How good is the cooperation between the F.B.I. and the police depart
ment? 

3.109 Approximately how many gambling cases did the F.B.I. refer to the police 
department in this past year. 
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(5) Special Strike Force 

3.11r Is there a Federal Strike Force in (CITY)? 

YES 

NO (SKIP TO NEXT SECTION) 

3.111 What is their role in gambling enforcement? (Are they proactive?) 

3.112 How important is their role to gambling enforcement ~n this city? 

3.113 How good is cooperation between Federal Strike Force and Police Dep~xt~ 
ment? 

3.114 Approximately how many cases did they refer to Police Department in 
the last year? 



PROBATION 

5.48 How many cases were referred to the probation authorities in the city duri.ng 
19757 

5.49 How many of these were convicted gambling offenders? (If data are not 
available, get an estimate.) 

5.50 How many probation officers (case workers) were employed in the city? 

5.51 Are gambling cases assigned in any special way? If yes, describe. 

5.52 How are probation recommendations made? 

5.53 Are any special conditions imposed on gambling offenders? 

5.54 How effectively do the police, the courts, and prosecutors do their job? 

5.,55 Does the way they do their job have any impact on staff performance? 
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PROSECUTORS 

A. Structure and Organization 

Prosecuting Atty. -
County 

5.56 Please describe the organization of this office. (Obtain chart if avail
able) . 

5.57 What is the size of the prosecuting staff? 

5.58 Are there any non-attorneys attached to office? If yes ~ how many inves
tigators, accountants, electronic technicians, etc. (See attached pro
tocol for investigators). 

5.59 Are attorneys full time? 

5.60 Are attorneys permitted on outside practice? 

5.61 What are the salaries of attorneys and investigators? 

5.62 Any gambling specialists on prosecuting staff? 

5.63 Is there an internal OC of Gambling unit? If yes, describe funding, Size, 
and function of unit. 

5.64 Is there another unit operating in the city which has investigative and 
prosecutory powers but which is separate from the District Attorney's 
Office? If yes, describe funding, Size, and function. 

5.65 In which courts do the district attorneys practice? 

5. 66 'i~hat roles are applicable fOl- the attorneys in each court? 

5.67 Is there a state or county grand jury? 

5.68 Are these grand juries permanent or called for speGial purposes? 

5.69 How often does it hear gambling cases? 
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PROSECUTORS 

B. Case Handling 

5.70 Please describe how a criminal case moves through office from time of 
first contact until that case's final disposition. 

5.71 Are there any special procedures for handling gambling cases? 

5.72 How many cases reach office each year? 

5.73 How many of these are gambling cases? 

5.74 What dispositimls are possible for a case at the time of arraignment and 
do gambling cases tend to deviate from the normal disposition pattern? 

5.77 After a case reaches trial, what dispositions are available? 

5.80 What authority does an individual attorney have to dismiss or not to pur
sue a case to its conclusion? 

~ 

5.81 What administrative controls exist over the handling of gambling cases? 

C. Pleas 

5.82 Please describe the plea bargaining process. 

5.85 Are gambling cases more or less likely to result in pleas? 

5.86 Outside of the plea bargaining process, is there any other wayan individ
ual attorney could lessen the charges at the arraignment? 

5.87 What tY2e of gambling offenders would rather go to trial than bargain a 
plea? 

5.88 What type would rather bargain? 
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D. Laws 

5.89 What sections of the gambling laws are most often used by prosecutors? 

5.90 Does the manner in which the gambling statutes are drafted create any special 
problems for prosecutors? 

5.91 Are there any particular aspects of the statutes which makes it easier to 
enforce the gambling laws? 

5.92 How do you think increased legalization would affect the way gambling cases 
are handled? 
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6.50 In general, how available to the public is illegal sports betting? 

a. Is sports action available at all (IF NO, SKIP TO 3.20) 

b, Are there some places in the city where it is more available than 
other areas? Where? 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a sports bet? 

d. Is sports betting under control or more wide open? 

e. How easy is it to place a sports bet by phone without being known 
personally ~o the bookmaker? 

6.51 In general, how available to the public is illegal horse or dog betting? 

a. Is illegal horse/dog action available at all? (IF NO, SKIP TO 3.21) 

b. Are there some places in the city where it is more available than 
other areas? Where? 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a horse or 
dog bet? 

d. Is horse or dog betting under control or more wide open? 

e. How easy is .it to place a bet on a horse by phone? 

6.52 In general, how available to the public is illegal numbers/policy betting? 

a. Is there a numbers game in (CITY)? (IF NO, SKIP TO 3.22) 

b. Are there some places in the city where it is more available than other 
areas? Where? 

c. Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a numbers/ 
policy bet? 

d. Is numbers/policy betting under control or more wide open? 

6.53 In general. how available to the public are illegal organized card and dice 
games? 

a. Are there some places in the city where they are more available than 
other areas? Where 

b. Is it easy for out-of~towners to find out where to join organized card 
or dice games? 

c. Are organized or dice games under control or more wide open? 
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Newspaper Reporter Interviews 

A series of questions were asked of newspaper reporters in each of the 

sample cities. An interviewer from SRP called the major dailies in the city 

and asked for the person who knew the most about gambling law enforcement. The 

accompanying schedule was used to structure the interview and all responses by 

the reporters were recorded verbatim. 
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PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW OF OUTSIDE INFORMANT 

Hello. 

My name is 11m with the Survey Research Program at the 
University of Massachusetts in Boston. We are doing a study of the effects 
of anti-gambling laws on the m<iminal justice system sponsored by LEAA. 

As part of the study~ we have been talking to police and prosecutors in 18 large 
U.S. cities about gambling and law enforcement. We have already talked to 
a number of people in the criminal justice system in (CITY), but we wanted 
to be sure our information was complete, so we thought that an experienced 
newspaper reporter, somebody who was outside the system, would be able to 
help us out. Could you answer a few questions for us based on your ex
periences in (CITY)? 

Before I start, I should say that your answers will not be quoted directly or in
directly. We just want to get some background information about (CITY) for 
our r·eport. 

Name of Paper: 
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1. First, I'd like to ask you some Questions about the availability of various 
kinds of illegal gambling in the city. 

In general, how available to the public are sports cards or bookies? 

Do the same bookies take sports and horse bets, as far as you know? 

Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to place a bet? 

How easy is it to place a sports bet by phone? A horse bet? 

From what you know, are there offices within the city or not? 

2. In general, how available to the public is numbers or policy? 

Are there some areas of the city where it is more available than others'? 

Is it easy for out-of-towners to find out where to buy an illegal nUmber? 

From what you know, are there offices in the city or not? 

3. In general, how available to public are organized c,ard or dice games? 

Are there some areas of the city where they are more available than others? 

Is it easy for out-of-towners to find one? 

4. What kinds of things are the police doing to enforce the gambling laws? 

What do they concentrate on? Are there things they tend to put less ,em
phasis on? 

What do you think the main goals of the police department are in tpeir 
gambling law enforcement? 

How well do you think they are doing? 

Why do you say that? 

5. In general, how do :people in (CITY) feel about the police department? 

Have there been any allegations in the last few years of police mii3con
duct in connection With gambling enforcement in (CITY)? 

(,I 
6. From what you know, how seriously do prosecutors treat illegal gambling 

cases? 

What kinds of sentences are typical for convicted gambling operators? 
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7. How is illegal gambling organized in (CITY)? 

'Ylould you say .QE...~ organization controls most of -She. illegal gambling, a 
few organizations control most illegal gambling, or are there a number of 
organizations operating? 

(IF' ONE OR A FEW ORGANIZATIONS) What kind of regional ties does it/do they have? 

What other services does it/do they offer besides gambling? 

Are the differenent kinds of illegal gambliug in (CITY) run by the same group 
or by different groups? 

Is it possible for a small independent gambling operator to function without 
interference from the larger gambling organizations? 

8. How do citizens feel about gambling enforcement in (CITY)? 

Has there been much discussion of increased legalization of gambling in your 
state? 

What kinds of people tend to be in favor ot it, in your experience? 

What kinds of people or groups tend to be against it? 

In general, how do you think the majority of people in (CITY) feel about 
this issue? 

9. Is there anything else about gambling law enforcement activities. in (CITY) 
that you would like to add to what you have already told us? 

10. Is there anyone else you could suggest that we should talk to who could give 
us another view on gambling enforcement in (CITY)? 
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Michigan 'National Survey of Citizens 

As part of a survey conducted for the Commission on the Review of the 

National Policy Toward Gambling~ the Survey Research Center at the University of 

MtLchigan included the following section on gambling law enforcement, drafted by 

the SRP project staff. As noted in the text, the responses to these items were 

used, at a national level, to get some information about how urban citizens viewed 

local police efforts against gambling. 
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SECTION W: LAW ENFORCEMENT 

INTERVIEI{ER CHECKPOINT i 

R LIVES IN A TOWN OR 10,000 OR MORE 

1. YES USE THE NAME OF THE CITY 

2. NO SEE INSTRUCTION BOOK FOR LOCALITY NAME 

(LIST NAME USED) 

WI. How many people do you think there are here in (CITY/LOCALITY) who are in 
the business of taking illegal bets on sporqs or horses--a lot, ~, only 
a ~ew, almost none, or none at all? 

LOT .......................................... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

so~. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 2 

FEW ............... .s ........................... ." ...... 3 

ALMOST NONE.......... . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . 4 

NONE .•...••.•..•.•. (GO TO P. 111, w4) 5 

DON'T KNOW ...••.•.. (GO TO P. 111, w4) 6 

W2. Do you think the police know about these people, or not? 

YES .......................... , .......................... III ......................... iii 1 

NO •••••••• ••••• •••••••••• (GO TO P. Ill, w4) 2 

W3. How do you think these people continue to operate? 
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w4 .. How many people ~re there in (CITY/~OCALITY). who take bets on numbers--a lot, 
~~ only a few, almost none, or none at all? 

LOT" .... " • " ...... " .. til .. " ..................... 9 ~ fI .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

SO.11E 0 .. II .. 1ft " til ................ ." ........ " .. ..,-,'" ., .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

FEW •• a." ••••• "." ••••• ., •••••••••••• ., .... o.,. 3 

ALMOST NONE ............. to ................... "" .... III ............ !I' 4 

NONE ••••.•••••••.•••••.••••• (GO TO W7) 

DON t T KNOW ............... ', •• (GO TO W?,) 

W5. Do you tbknk the police know about these people, or not? 

YEs ................................ '." ...................... til ......... '0-" 

5 

6 

1 

NO •••••••••.••••.•••••. · ••...•••• (GO TO "\I,T'[) 2 

w6. How do you think ther.:,e people continue to operate? 

W7. Do yo personally th~,nk the police in (CITY/LOCALITY) should do ~ to 
enforce laws against illegal gambling than they do now, should they do 
less, or should they do the ~ as they are dOing now? 

MORE ... " " ............ "" ........................ "."" ....... II .... .. 1 

LESS .............. " ...................................... os .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

SAME •••.•• ~............................. 3 

DON I T KNOW............................. 4 
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w8. INTERVIEWER: SEE INSTRUCTION BOOK FOR DEFINITIONS OF "NEAREST METROPOLIS" 
AND "SAMPLE AREAS ADJACENT TO METROPOLIS". 

l. R LIVES IN METROPOLIS --..... ~ TURN TO P. 114, Wl6 

2. R DOES NOT LIVE IN SAMPLE AREA ADJACENT TO M1:TROPOLIS'" TURN TO P .114, 
. Wl6 

3. R LIVES IN SAl!IPLE AREA ADJACENT TO lOO'ROPOLIS 

" W9. How about in (NEAREST METROPOLIS) how many people are in the business of 
taking illegal gets on sports or horses--a lot, ~, only a few, almost 
~, or none at all? 

LOT •..•••.... G •••••••••••••••••••• 1 

SO~ •••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••• 2 

FEW. . . • • . • . • . . . • . . • . • • . . • . . • • • . • • 3 

ALMOST NONE..... . • . • . • . • • . . • . • • . . 4 

NONE ••.•.••.• (TURN TO P.113, Wl2) 5 

DON'T KNOW ..• (TURN TO P.113, W12) 6 

WIO. Do you think the police know about these people, or not? 

YES. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . 1 

NO •.•••••... (TLmN TO P.113, W12) 2 

Wll. How do you think these people continue to operate? 
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Wl2. And how many people in (NEAREST METROPOLIS.) take bets on numbers-- a lot, 
~, only a few. almost none or none at'all? 

LOT ..... It ......................... ,' :. • 1 

·SOME, ••• o." ••• "" •••••.•• ·~ •• " ... ,.,.... 2 

FE1v •••••••• "' ••••• I'I ............... 3 

ALMOST NONE..................... 4 

NONE ............... (GO TO Wl5) 5 

DON IT KNOW.o ....... (GO TO W15) 6 

W13. Do you think the police know about these people, or not? 

YES ..................................... ,. .. .. .. .. 1 

NO •••••••••• o •••••• (GO TO Wl5 2 

Wl4. How do you think these people continue to operate? 

Wl5. Do you personally think the police in (NEAREST METROPOLIS) should do ~ 
to enforce laws against illegal gambling than they do now, should they do 
~, or should they do the saIne as they are doing now? 

MORE .. It .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. l 

LESS ........ ~ .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • 2 

SAlVIE" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

DON t T Ia\fOW .. ,......................................... 4 
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Wl6. II m going tQ.,.'ead some things that are illegal in some or all state s. I 
want you to tell me if you think there should or should not be laws against 
each. 

Should there be laws in your state against ( _____________ )? 

YES NO 

Wl6a. public drlll1keness"." ... II ............................ " ••• 1 

wl6b. possession of marijuana •••••••••.•..•.•••••.•.•••• : ••• 1 

m6c. presti tution .. o ..... It .................................... . 1 

wl6d. selling pronography (dirty books and pictures) .••••••• 1 

Wl6e. having a homosexual relationship with another adult ••• l 

Wl7. In this state, like all others, there are laws against some forms of 
gambling, such as betting on sports with a bookie or playing the numbers. 
How important to you is it that these laws are strictly enforced? Is it 
very important, fairly important, or not important at all? 

VERY IMPORTANT................... l 

FAIRLY IMPORTANT................. 2 

NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL............. 3 
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mS. There are laws against many things. As I read some of those things ~ please 
tell me which laws you think are ~ important for police to enforce than 
gambling laws; and which are less important to enforce? 

Is it more important or is it less important to enforce laws against CARD 21 

( ) than laws against gambling? 

WISa. ~urglary, breaking into 
houses? 

WISb. Driving a car when drunk? 

mSc. Stealing .cars? 

WlSd. Selling marijuana? 

WISe. Buying stolen property? 

IUSf. Selling pronography (dirty 
books, and pictures)? 

WISg. Selling heroin? 

WISh. Public drunkenness? 

WISi. Prostitution? 

EQUALLY 
IMPORTANT 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

MORE 
IMPORTANT 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

LESS 
IMPORTANT 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

W19. Overall, how would you rate the job the police do here in (CITY/LOCALITY)-
excellent, very good., good, fair, or poor? 

EXCELLENT. . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . I 

VERY GOOD................ 2 

GOOD ........ 'II ................. '. ... • .. ... .. ... .. ... ... 3 

FAIR.. ... . . ... ... ... ... ... ... . . ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... 4 

POOR ..................... " .' ... • ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. 5 

W20. Do you thinlc that people who are known to take illegal bets usually get 
arrested in (CITY/LOCALITY)? 

YES ................................... • ' ... .. • .. ... ... 1 

NO... .. ... ..... ... • ... ... ... ... • ... • ... ... .. • ... .. ... • 2 

DON .1 T KNOW.............. 3 
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W2l. If such a person is arrested. how likely is he or she to go to jail--very 
likely. fairly likely, not "boo likely or not likely at al17 

VERY LIKELy............ • • • 1 

FAIRLY LIKELy............. 2 

NOT TOO LIKELy............ 3 

NOT LIKELY AT ALL......... 4 

DON'T KNOW................ 5 

W22. In your op~n~on. should people who are known to take illegal bets be 
arrested? 

YES ...................................... III .. 1 

NO .................................... ~ .. .. .. .. .. 2 

W23. If they are arrested do you think they should go to jail? 

YES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

NO.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
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W25 .• Now I'm going to read a list of statements that people may have different 
ideas about'. I'd.like you to tell me whether you think each is l2robablY 
true or probabl;y not true. 

W25a. No matter how hard police try, they 
can not really cut down on the amount 
of illegal gambling in big cities. 

W25b. Very few illegal gambling operations 
are run by organized crime. 

W25c. Most policemen in (CITY/LOCALITY) would 
not take a bribe to overlook a gambling 
operation. 

W25d. Profits from illegal gambling operations 
are often used to finance drug and loan
sharing operations. 

W25e. Bookies (that is, illegal gambling oper
ators) in (NEAREST ~1ETROPOLIS) who are 
white are less likely to be arrested than 
bookies who are black. 

W25f. Bookies have to bribe policemen in order 
to stay in business. 

PROBABLY 
TRUE 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

PROBABLY 
NOT TRUE 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

0:' 
~ 

Let's talk specifically about the police here in (CITY/LOCALITY) 

W26. If you came home and found signs that someone had tried to break in but 
nothing was stolen, do you think you would probably report it to the 
police, or not? 

REPORT. • • . . •• • • • • • 1 

NOT REPORT.. • • . •. • 2 

W27. If you were robbed in the street and had some money stolen, di you think 
you would probably report it to the police, or not? 

REPORT. . . • • • .. . • . • • 1 

NOT REP OR'l' ... ••••. 2. 
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w28. If you were certain that you knew about someone who was selling stolen 
property, do you thknk you would probably report it to the police~ or 
not? 

REPORT............ I 

NOT REPORT........ 2 

W29. (If you did report it) Do you thin1t the police here in (CITY/LOCALITY) would 
try to do something about it, or not? 

DO SOMETHING...... I 

NOT DO SOMETHING.. 2 

W30. If you were certain that you knew that someone was selling marijuana, do 
you think you would probably report it to the police, or not? 

REPORT. • . . • • • • • • • • I 

NOT REPORT........ 2 

W31. (If you did report it) Do you think the police here in (CITY/LOCALITY) 
would try to do something about it, or not? 

DO SOMETHING...... I 

NOT DO SOMETHING... 2 

W32. And if you were certain that you knew of someone who was in the business 
of taking illegal sports bets, do you think you would probably report it 
to the police, or not? 

REPORT............ I 

NOT REPORT........ 2 

W33. (If you did report it) Do you think the polic,e here in (CITY/LOCAl/ITY) 
would try to do something about it, or not? 

DO SOMETHING...... I 

NOT DO SOMETHING ••• 2 
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APPENDIX D 

Included in this appendix are tables which show the actual number of 

respondents for various demographic subgroups for the Michigan Citizen 

Survey and the Police Questionnaire. 

These numbers give an indication of the reliability of the data base 

for each subgroup. The larger the number of persons in anyone group, the 

more reliable the data. 
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Table D.l 

Sample Sizes .. for Various Demographic Subgroups 
for the Michigan Citizen Data Set 

Demographic Characteristic Total 
Sample 

Total 1736 

Re5ion 

Northeast 468 

North Central 525 

South 408 

West 335 

Income 

< $5 ~OOO 191t 

$5-10,000 316 

$10-15,000 399 

'>$15,000 716 

Education 

< High School Gradua.tion 554 

High School Graduate 516 

Some College 367 

College Graduate 293 

A5e 

8-24 250 

25-44 738 

45-64 524 

65 and over 222 
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Urban 
Sample 

864 

251 

273 

173 

167 

89 

178 

195 

339 

292 

261 

181 

128 

134 

369 

250 

110 



Table D.l (continued) 
" 

Sample Sizes for Various !?emographic Su~!groups 
for the Michigan Citizen Data Set 

Demographic Characteristic 

Total 

309 !\ 

Total 
Sample 

1736 

Urban 
Sample 

864 



Table D.2 

Sample Sizes 'for Various Demographic Subgroups 
for the Police Officer Questionnaire 

Demog~aphic Characteristic 

Total Sample 

Assigmnent 

Gambling Specialist 

Other Vice Officers 

Detectives 

Patrol 

Traffic 

Other 

Ever Assigned to Gambling 

Yes 

No 

Non-White 

White 

Legal Status of Gambling 

Nothing Legal 

Horses and Dogs at Track 

Lotteries and Horses 

Off-Track and Lotteries and Horses 
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Sample Size 

2589 

90 

186 

629 

1062 

133 

447 

462 

2015 

343 

2116 

717 

802 

932 

138 
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